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Abstract 

 How can donors design effective law and justice assistance projects for enhancing access to 

justice? Law and justice assistance is defined as one kind of international development assistance which is 

conducted by donor organizations, including multilateral and bilateral development agencies, for assisting 

developing countries in establishing efficient and effective justice systems. To effectively provide aid to a 

recipient country, donor organizations must formulate a tangible blueprint for legal reform that accounts 

for the recipient’s needs, social context, and economic conditions while meeting global standards. However, 

it is difficult to evaluate the impact which is caused by international aid from external donors regarding 

how it works and functions in the recipient society. Even if donors believe they are supporting the recipient, 

aid brings with it the possibility of unintended negative consequences. There is a paradox with 

development aid. How should aid donors take and handle these risks in law and justice assistance? 

Through analysis of an empirical case, this project studies the impact of social constant, which means 

factors and related conditions consist of the society and cannot be changed eternally, such as geography 

and social infrastructure. This thesis also explores a role of project management method in law and justice 

assistance, which can be related to aid effectiveness for enhancing the right of access to justice in fragile 

states. 

As an empirical case, this thesis explores the series of law and justice assistance which was deployed 

in Solomon Islands during 2003 to 2017. In order to consider both internal and external influence of aid 

project, this research also examines the Australian way for designing development assistance and its policy 

as a leading donor in the region. This thesis explores law and justice assistance under the Regional 

Assistance Mission to the Solomon Islands (RAMSI) as a regional collective mission and following a 

bilateral assistance project by the Australian government, the Solomon Islands Justice Program (SIJP). 

RAMSI is the first regional collective mission in the post-conflict Solomon Islands to rebuild the 

nation-state after the Tension, which was an ethnic conflict on Guadalcanal Island. RAMSI has already 

been studied and evaluated comprehensively in various dimensions as an unusual world case. Previous 

researches on RAMSI have given a focus regarding not only huge and comprehensive approach but also 

peacekeeping mission to restore law and order. As one of the major parts of RAMSI, donors implemented 

law and justice assistance to enhance the court and judicial system. Law and justice pillar of RAMSI have 

been significance as a long-term commitment after the transition to the bilateral program. This thesis 

focuses on law and justice assistance for judicial system mainly to consider and evaluate the impact of the 

aid program upon the society of Solomon Islands. 

Also, since the research destination of this thesis is Solomon Islands, this research considers social 

context and characteristics of the state to determine a scope of this research. In light of the criteria, 

Solomon Islands is classified into fragile states due to some conditions which are Least Developed Country 

(LDC), post-conflict, and Small Island Developing States (SIDS) in the Pacific region. Fragile states have 

significant definitions and causes which distinguish as specific countries. Among those, SIDS share 

common features and have to live under a range of resource constraints. Geography and related conditions 

are unchangeable because geography itself is a constant component consisting of a society. Therefore, aid 
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providers have to give special attention to such features.  

To answer the main research question of “How should donor organizations deal with social constants 

to design and implement law and justice assistance for enhancing the right of access to justice in fragile 

states?,” this research analyzes effective method of designing law and justice assistance based on three key 

concepts, which are law and justice assistance, fragile states as a significant target of law and justice 

assistance, and project management as a method of implementation. Also, to clarify the gap between two 

major actors, which are a donor and a recipient, this thesis demonstrates with regard to program impact on 

the case for both actors, through empirical case analysis. This thesis incorporates a range of different 

methodological approaches, but mostly qualitative analysis based on socio-legal and empirical approach.  

This thesis has been broken down into seven chapters. Chapter one provides an overview of this 

research methodology, including the research background and approach, conceptual framework 

underpinning it, the data collection and fieldwork process, research constraints, and matters relating to the 

validity of the findings. Chapter two clarifies a core conceptual framework for this whole research project, 

based on three key concepts and their definitions, which are law and justice assistance, fragile states as a 

major recipient of law and justice assistance, and project management. The method of designing law and 

justice assistance in fragile states context is a substantial one extending beyond the focus on development 

assistance as well as law and development study taken in this thesis. Chapter two also break down each 

key concept into details and provide insight and approach of each in this thesis. 

Chapter three examines the Australian law and justice effort as a part of Official Development 

Assistance (ODA) and its fundamental strategy as a foreign policy, in order to clarify the main features of 

the Australian approach of law and justice assistance. The main purpose of the chapter is to clarify 

uniqueness the Australian law and justice assistance, compared with other bilateral donor organizations. 

This chapter analyzes the policy framework of Australian aid on law and justice within two decades with a 

comparative perspective, based on Schimmelfenning’s framework for the rule of law assistance as well as 

Nicholson and Hinderling’s analysis of donor’s role as previous research. Also, through exploring 

Australian strategy on aid as well as law and justice assistance, this chapter described the Australian law 

and justice assistance narrative which has been figured based on the regional security interest and 

geographical contiguity. Then this chapter implied future pathways of Australian law and justice assistance 

under the new aid paradigm which emphasis on economic development for Australia as principle 

legitimacy for Australian aid and can influence on law and justice assistance narrative regarding traditional 

objectives for peace and stability in post-conflict states.   

Chapter four explores one empirical case of law and justice assistance, the Regional Assistance 

Mission to Solomon Islands (RAMSI), and follows the Solomon Islands Justice Program (SIJP) and it's 

implementation process to consider how both the primary actors, Australia and Solomon Islands, were 

engaged in the process. This thesis focuses on experiences of receiving huge aid program in Solomon 

Islands. On the other hand, this chapter considers how Australia engaged in RAMSI’s implementation 

process. This chapter reviewed the series of law and justice assistance in Solomon Islands, after the 

Tension during 1998 to 2003. RAMSI often attracts attention as a regional collective intervention to the 
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failed states; however, it was not simply a peacekeeping mission but a more substantial package of 

development assistance programs designed to achieve a restoration of the rule of law and governance. This 

empirical case presented the world unexemplified aid program on law and justice assistance itself, which 

covered comprehensive justice system in a pluralistic country. In order to examine the impact of law and 

justice assistance in Solomon Islands, this chapter looks at the key factors of law and justice assistance 

under RAMSI and SIJP.  

Chapter five analyzes RAMSI and SIJP’s impact towards donors based on how Australia 

implemented RAMSI and three key viewpoints of aid effectiveness. This chapter also explores the extent 

Australian approach to law, and justice assistance was appropriate by the social and geographical context 

of the Solomon Islands. Then this chapter aims to clarify the progression of the Australian experience and 

RAMSI’s unclear term and characteristics in Australian aid history. Since the terrorist attack in the USA in 

2001 and Bali in 2002 had happened, non-traditional terrorism has come to the forefront in the world 

security. Australia had started to consider the policy for Australia’s war on Terror. The tension in Solomon 

Islands, which might be a threat to jeopardize regional security, also triggered a reconsideration of 

Australia’s strategy for regional security and a concept of intervention in a post-conflict state. This chapter 

highlights the transition phases of law and justice pillar of RAMSI and following SIJP, as a critical point in 

the process of project implementation. This chapter applied the perspective of consistency in the process of 

project transition to Australian experiences, to consider how a challenge of law and justice assistance led to 

an appropriate method to overcome the problem of fit for establishing project coherence and consistency 

through drawing lessons learned from the Australian experiences.  

Chapter six turns to analysis of law and justice assistance in the Solomon Islands from a broader 

perspective, including the recipient’s viewpoint and comprehensive evaluation of RAMSI and SIJP, and 

actual condition of access to justice and judicial fragility after the deployment of RAMSI in Honiara city. 

The author explored the real situation of current Honiara from the end-user’s perspective, regarding the 

context of access to justice among people. Chapter six analyzes how the policy approach of RAMSI and 

SIJP suited the context of Solomon Islands. Through analyzing interview responses and the author’s own 

personal observations from fieldwork in Honiara as primary data, this chapter considers how the policy 

approach of RAMSI and SIJP are appropriate in Solomon Islands. Also, this chapter examines the fact of 

paradox. There are still many problems with law and justice at the local level, while RAMSI achieved a big 

success on restoring law and order in Solomon Islands. This chapter lead suggestions connected with core 

elements of accessibility of justice for people. This chapter also highlights how people are feeling about 

RAMSI’s legacy, which is hard to find out through literature and evaluation from the donor side. 

Suggestions based on data also give some indications toward the appropriate method of project design. 

From these perspectives, the main purpose of this chapter is to clarify the answer to the question of 

appropriateness for the project approach. 

Chapter seven reflects on these ongoing development assistance programs on law and justice by 

the Australian government in Solomon Islands and considers the pathways of project design methods for 

enhancing local people’s right of access to justice. Chapter Seven offers reflections on how the approach of 
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designing law and justice assistance project may involve law and justice practitioners, project managers 

and scholars on law and justice assistance. By conducting field research in Solomon Islands, interview 

responses presented the fact of paradox. There are still many problems with access to justice in the local 

level, especially a remaining gap for poor and remote people, although RAMSI achieved a big success on 

restoring law and order in Solomon Islands. Based on this case, this chapter argues that due consideration 

of social context influences the probability of success of law and justice assistance, and aid impact can 

work in negative ways in a recipient society. Especially, fragile states have limited alternative ways which 

could affect respond to the social changes and unexpected conditions, and this limitation could encompass 

fatal situations in the state. By bringing the conditions of access to justice in fragile states context to the 

fore, this thesis also argues the necessity of consideration and monitoring for geography as a social 

constant should. This thesis also presumes geography as an inevitable risk factor for aid effectiveness and 

aid impact. In access to justice context, donors should clarify a route of access both internally and 

externally as well as physical and mental distance among local people for justice service and legislation. 

Then this thesis concludes that proper project management methods could be a guidepost for aid 

effectiveness as well as help guarantee basic human rights for local people in the law and justice assistance 

context. Project management method also can manage aid impact on the society, which is the box contains 

both risks for reversion and hope for development. 

Regarding limitations and future research, this thesis examines only one series of case studies of 

law and justice assistance in a state. Therefore, it might be difficult to generalize the lessons learned from 

this case to all forms of law and justice assistance in post-conflict states. RAMSI and SIJP are quite a 

unique case of a comprehensive approach to law and justice system in one single country. However, to 

undertake detailed research into each case is necessary, due to the pluralistic legal culture and social 

context of recipient countries. Further, this research focuses on the method of project management, and 

lessons can be applicable for other cases from this perspective. This research hopefully can provide useful 

insight for future project designers of law and justice assistance. As future agenda for this perspective, the 

author would like to utilize this case analysis for further comparative research with other law and justice 

assistance cases in similar contexts, including access to justice, SIDS, and a post-conflict state. 

Also, RAMSI and SIJP finalized in July 2017, and law and justice assistance in Solomon Islands 

entered into a new phase under Australia’s long-term commitment. While many opinions from Australia 

have admired RAMSI’s huge success on the restoration of law and order in the country, global society 

should also see what is a real situation and how local people are living in their society. In fact, the capacity 

of local people is still not enough, and Solomon Islands still need to receive external assistance for their 

society. Field research data in this thesis also presented a lacked or biased local capacity in judicial 

institutions for access to justice. In this context, RAMSI’s goal was achieved by halves, and still far from 

self-reliance. Therefore, what happens next has been a critical issue for Solomon Islanders after the 

full-withdrawal of RAMSI. After 2017, the Australian law and justice assistance will again transition to a 

new bilateral project under the new structure, in which the Attorney General’s Department will be engaged 

as one of the major bodies responsible for implementation. Australian law and justice assistance to 
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Solomon Islands also will continue, and their long-term aid may strongly affect the relationship between 

the two countries. RAMSI’s farewell probably was not just an end but brought new start-line for 

relationships on the dependency between stakeholders of the aid program.  

In this journey toward a comprehensive understanding of the proper method of law and justice 

assistance, the process of restoring justice in a post-conflict society and roles of development assistance 

become significance to examine external aid impact. In the context of the current development assistance 

situation under SDGs, in line with the growing importance of the concept of the rule of law and access to 

justice, global demands on law and justice assistance will increase. Donors will have to engage in more 

consideration of effective methods for project management in international development assistance. In this 

context, the Australian challenge provides lessons not only for the Solomon Islands but also more broadly 

for global law and justice assistance in post-conflict societies. 
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1 

 

Chapter I: Introduction 

 

The gift is therefore at one and the same time what should be done, what should be received, and 

yet what is dangerous to take. This is because the thing that is given itself forges a bilateral, 

irrevocable bond, above all when it consists of food. The recipient is dependent upon the anger 

of the donor, and each is even dependent on the other. Thus one must not eat in the home of 

one’s enemy. 

(Mauss, Marcel. The Gift: the form and reason of exchange in archaic societies. English ed. 

Routledge, 1990.) 

 

1.1 Introduction 

If a person has been damaged and fractured your leg, what usually people do? Does the person apply 

a band-aid to his leg? Probably, not. The person might go to a hospital to see a doctor and have got 

appropriate medical treatment on his broken leg. After an acute stage, the person will move to undergo 

rehabilitation, which is aiming to walk with his own leg and to gradually go back to own daily life. By the 

process, the person should consider the therapeutic approach, treatment, duration and policy for quick 

recovery. Treatment process should not be too long or too short, but be an appropriate length for the patient. 

The whole process of recovery would influence the patient’s future life including after effect of the disease.  

A state also needs assistance for recovery if a crucial incident damaged them, such as conflict, natural 

disaster, or any other occasions. In the acute stage after a conflict, for example, a state and people need aid. 

However, the state itself, as well as people who are living there gradually, needs to move to assistance for 

self-reliance, which is enough capacity to walk with their legs, in diverse fields such as education, 

economic activities, health, and governance.  

There is a country where has been struggling for a long time to achieve self-reliance, after their 

internal conflict; Solomon Islands. Solomon Islands consisted of the archipelago and located in the Pacific 

region. The island country has the critical turning point in July 2017. Due to the tension between two 

ethnic groups in 1998, and the related deterioration of the social order, regional security in the Pacific was 
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endangered. In response to this regional destabilization, the Australian government raised a proposal for a 

regional assistance program for rebuilding Solomon Islands. The Pacific Islands Forum Secretariat (PIFS) 

and its member countries accepted the proposal and decided to implement the regional assistance, named 

Regional Assistance Mission to Solomon Islands (RAMSI). After the 14 years commitment of RAMSI for 

state reconstruction in the post-conflict stage, Solomon Islands is standing at a new start-line for 

self-reliance. In reality, RAMSI’s effort was not only for restoration after the ethnic conflict. During the 14 

years, aid program shifts the focuses in accordance with the situation of the state, and gradually transited to 

aid for development. Therefore, RAMSI had been a long-range of the process with a comprehensive 

approach, from the first-aid stage to the rehabilitation stage for further development. 

However, if the aid program is implemented in full-commitment and long-term, the recipient can 

achieve effective development? Unfortunately, the answer is often no. The case of Solomon Islands after 

RAMSI is not an exception; while RAMSI achieved successful restoration of law and order in the state, the 

capacity of local institutions is still not enough, and Solomon Islands still needs to receive external 

assistance to supplement their own society.1 There is a profound sense of frustration and disappointment 

with the results of long-term aid in Solomon Islands. This situation might be developed by dominant by 

donors.  

Many states need international aid program in diverse occasions for development or reconstruction.  

And it influences upon the recipient state more or less. Aid can have both positive and negative 

impacts. From this point of view, donors must know the reality that there is always a risk of the 

recipient’s situation deteriorating, and they have a responsibility to avoid such a situation in the process of 

project implementation. Based on these situations, this thesis explores a recipe for success for effective 

international aid program, and project designing process which is a donor’s responsibility for project 

implementation.  

This introductory chapter explores the map of this whole research project. This chapter begins by 

                                                   
1 Batley, James. "RAMSI chapter ends in Australia’s Pacific story." East Asia Forum, May 25, 2017. Accessed 

April 20, 2018. http://www.eastasiaforum.org/2017/05/25/ramsi-chapter-ends-in-australias-pacific-story/. 
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discussing the background concept for the paradox of aid, and methodological approach of this research. 

Also, this chapter discusses some practical aspects of my research project, including my fieldwork method, 

the choice of the data collection site, some of the methodological and ethical constrain of my project. 

Finally, the chapter makes some comments about the validity and broader applicability of the findings.  

 

1.2 Background: The Paradox of Aid in Law and Justice Assistance Context 

 This section introduces background facts and ideas of this overall research project. To consider 

donor’s responsibility for implementation in law and justice assistance context, this section highlights a 

relationship between a donor and a recipient, and also significant features of law and justice assistance as a 

field of international development aid. 

 

1.2.1 Donor’s Responsibility for Aid Project 

To define success and failure of the aid program is quite difficult. In accordance with positions, 

criteria, viewpoints, and processes, the goals of aid program inevitably have been changing. Therefore, the 

result of the aid program is not always proportional to the amount of investment. For example, the more 

budget does not always bring more success. Even if donors believe they are supporting the recipient, aid 

can bring other risks of deterioration or another unexpected situation. There is often a paradox of 

development aid. 

States in conflict or post-conflict situations like Solomon Islands are especially instable to aid 

impact. Mary B Anderson, in this context, mentioned a limitation of aid and a significance of measurement 

of aid impact at each stage.2 Anderson developed "Do No Harm" Framework to measure the impacts of 

aid. The framework examines the impact based on Tensions / Dividers of the state and Connectors / Local 

                                                   
2 Aderson, Mary B. Do No Harm: How Aid Can Support Peace-Or War, Translated by Tsuyoshi Ohira. 

Japanese Translation ed. (Tokyo, Japan: Akashi Shoten, 2006). 141-144. 
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Capacities for Peace (LCPs) on conflict.3 This framework stands upon the concept which development 

assistance influences both negative triggers and positive solutions for conflict. In this context, development 

assistance refers to a range of elements including the mandate, fund, donors and their speculations. Also, 

this framework is designed to lead continuous redesigning assistance programs with response to the after 

effect of aid impacts and social changes.4  

This thesis agrees with the standpoint that development aid is NOT versatileness. Since the 

international development sector is project-oriented and consists of two primary stakeholders, the donor, 

and the recipient, development assistance has a certain influence brought from outside of the recipient 

states.5 Therefore, there is always a feeling of strangeness to some extent. Gunther Teubner describes the 

influence as a fundamental irritation which triggers a whole series of new and unexpected events.6 Also, 

Marcel Mauss explains the aid as a gift which has power for connecting two stakeholders of aid. According 

to Mauss, development assistance as a gift or a legacy from a developed country is not always the right 

thing or just for the recipients, and may not always suit their local cultures and traditions. Western donors 

believe development assistance is a good thing. However, the assistance possibly throws it away, twisted, 

and put self-enrichment of the political elite in the recipient state. Therefore, donors should consider how 

they can fill in the gap between both stakeholders and the shape of assistance toward the effective 

development of recipient states.7 Mauss also pointed out the gift creates three obligations between two 

stakeholders, which are to give, to receive, and to reciprocate.8 The relationship of the two becomes more 

                                                   
3 Ibid. 

4 Ibid. 

5 Ika, Lavagnon A., Amadou Diallo, and Denis Thuillier. "Ptoject Management in the International 

Development Industry." International Journal of Managing Projects in Business 3, no. 1 (2010): 63. 

6Teubner, Gunther. "Legal Irritants: Good Faith in British Law or How Unifying Law Ends Up in New 

Divergences." The Modern law Review 61, no. 1 (January 1998): 12. 

7 Mauss, Marcel. The Gift: the form and reason of exchange in archaic societies, English ed. (The United 

Kingdom: Routledge, 1990). 10-23. 

8 Ibid., 50-55. 
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prolonged, and the meaning of gift as well as the relationship itself, get more complex.9 Thus, the receiver 

thinks of the gift as debt, and it might encompass dependency, and even distract the recipients from their 

self-reliance.  

The impact of development assistance inevitably affects the relationship between the two primary 

stakeholders to some extent. Thus, it is still hard to control the impact through project implementation and 

design. As Anderson mentioned, Do No Harm Framework is quite useful to analyze the impact of aid in 

conflict states. However, implication for tangible actions is difficult to be lead.10 Each donor and recipient 

has different social contexts and backgrounds. Therefore aid projects need to be designed both individually 

and specifically. This context might be a reason for difficulties. However, not only the impact itself but 

also controlling the potential impact is significant for aid effectiveness. Donors should be expected to take 

responsibility for how they implement and design aid projects. 

 

1.2.2 Law and Justice Assistance: Significance of the Rule of Law in Practice 

From both history and experience, aid donors have learned the fact that development assistance can 

fail. Law and justice assistance is not an exception. Law and justice assistance is defined as one kind of 

international development assistance conducted by donor organizations including multilateral and bilateral 

development agencies. Law and justice assistance is aiming for assisting developing countries in 

establishing efficient and effective justice systems. However, law and justice assistance are not always 

aiming at harmonization of the legal system under the globalization. This aiming goal is different from the 

world economic context.11 Law and justice assistance always become entangled with the social context of 

a recipient country. From past experiences, international donors have learned that individual approach is 

required for law and justice assistance.  

                                                   
9 Ibid. 

10Aderson, Mary B. Do No Harm: How Aid Can Support Peace-Or War, Translated by Tsuyoshi Ohira. Japanese 

Translation ed. (Tokyo, Japan: Akashi Shoten, 2006). 141-144. 

11Sarkar, Rumu. International Development Law: Rule of Law, Human Rights, and Global Finance, 1st ed. 

(Oxford, The United Kingdom: Oxford University Press, 2009). 75-78. 
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The initial conception of law and justice assistance dates back to the 1960s. In the 1960s and ‘70s, 

the United States and Europe led the Law and Development Movement (LDM), which aimed to apply 

Western legal norms to Latin America and other developing countries in order to achieve economic 

growth.12 The primary goal of the movement was to transform legal culture and institutions through 

educational reform and select transplantation of modern institutions.13 However, the movement was 

insufficiently responsive to local contexts. For example, enforcement was ineffective in part because the 

adaptation of rules was inappropriate to specific national contexts and thus the rules were easily ignored.14  

Following the end of the Cold War, the LDM was succeeded by the New Law and Development 

Movement (NLDM). NLDM is distinguished from its predecessor and focuses on multidimensional legal 

systems, including transitional regimes, international cooperation, and conflict management.15 The goal of 

NLDM is to establish the rule of law in society as an essential element of good governance, enhancing 

human rights, and democratization. The end of the Cold War also brought an expansion of demand for 

legal reform as well as law and justice assistance. Countries in diverse conditions, which includes in 

conflict and post-conflict and also in transition to market economy and democracy, have demand in current 

global context. 

The failure of the LDM and the birth of the NLDM had triggered a re-consideration in the 

international community of official views of legal reform and technical assistance. David Trubek explains 

that through the experiences of the LDM’s failure and the following rule of law movement, international 

donors changed development policies to stress the need for a context-specific project development model 

                                                   
12 Trubek, David M. "The "Rule of Law" in Development Assistance: Past, Present, and Future." In The Role of 

Law in Development Past, Present, and Future, edited by Yoshiharu Matsuura (Japan: Nagoya University, 

2005). 1-2. 

13 Ibid., 3. 

14 Ibid., 1-2. 

15 Sato, Yasunobu. "The International Cooperation Law under Globalisation: Cooperation for Peace Building." 

Forum of International Development Studies 18 (2001). Accessed February 5, 2015. 

http://www.gsid.nagoya-u.ac.jp/bpub/research/public/forum/18/04.pdf. 72-73. 
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based on consultation with all stakeholders.16 Thus, international donors should understand that the target 

of the rule of law is not only a theoretical concept but also as a practice. In other words, a way of the rule 

of law promotion, a method of project design for law and justice assistance, and necessary donor’s effort in 

this context is required to be considered, for avoiding potential risks and unexpected negative impact of 

law and justice assistance.  

 

1.3 Methodological Approach and Research Questions 

In the law and justice assistance context, donor organizations should design a tangible blueprint for 

legal reform in a recipient country, with comprehensive viewpoints including the recipient’s needs, global 

standards, and the social context, culture, and economic conditions. This thesis explores the designing 

method of law and justice assistance for enhancing access to justice effectively through empirical case 

analysis. Throughout the process, this thesis also aims to consider elements of access to justice which is 

one of the component of a fundamental right for local people in a recipient state.  

The decision to adopt a case study approach and to focus on the experiences of a single country 

reflects the author’s belief in the significance of examining a specific case to consider the method and 

effect on the specific society to lead lessons learned from each case, based on the characteristics of law and 

justice assistance. This thesis has picked up a series of the projects in Solomon Islands as a research 

destination. Solomon Islands is a 900-mile archipelago of more than 27 islands about 1,200 miles northeast 

of Australia and became self-governing from British colonial rule in 1976, and fully independent two years 

later. After World War II, the British colonial rulers returned, and thousands of villagers from the poor, 

overcrowded island of Malaita migrated in search of jobs to the more developed island of Guadalcanal.17 

                                                   
16 Trubek, David M. "The "Rule of Law" in Development Assistance: Past, Present, and Future." In The Role of 

Law in Development Past, Present, and Future, edited by Yoshiharu Matsuura (Japan: Nagoya University, 

2005).11-15. 

17 "Freedom in the World 2003: Solomon Islands." The Freedom House.2003. Accessed April 20, 2018. 

https://freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-world/2003/solomon-islands. 
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From 1998 to 1999, internal conflicts began in Solomon Islands between people in Malaita and 

Guadalcanal, and were described by local people as “the Tension.” In response to the incident, the PIF 

Secretariat set restoration of social order and peacebuilding in Solomon Islands as a priority issue for 

regional security.18  Following this, Solomon Islands Prime Minister Sir Allan Kemakeza officially 

requested international support for post-conflict social reconstruction and to re-establish national and 

regional stability, security and prosperity.19 The PIF and the Ministers from the Member States agreed to 

the Australian proposal for an assistance package to Solomon Islands, including rebuilding institutions and 

establishing conditions under which the country could achieve social and economic recovery.20 As a result, 

regional member states began to participate in regional peacekeeping and stabilization operations, and 

military and police forces from each member state had engaged in the activities.21 This regional collective 

action for Solomon Islands is called the “Regional Assistance Mission to Solomon Islands (RAMSI)”. 

 RAMSI is the first case of collective action toward regional security in the Pacific, and RAMSI 

consists of three major components. Law and justice assistance are one of them. RAMSI has generally 

been recognized as a collective peacekeeping operation in the Pacific region. However, RAMSI also has a 

significant element of law and justice assistance in the post-conflict process. RAMSI approached the 

judicial system of Solomon Islands comprehensively. Due to the size of the project including budget and 

coverage area, RAMSI is described as an unusual instance of law and justice assistance. RAMSI and its 

uniqueness is a significant project to examine law and justice assistance in the Pacific region.  

                                                   
18 Japanese Government, Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The Evaluation Report on the Pacific Islands States 

(Japan: The Japanese Government, Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 2009). 11-13. 

19 Regional Assistance Mission in Solomon Islands. Accessed May 12, 2018. http://www.ramsi.org/. 

20 "Forum Foreign Affairs Ministers Meeting: Outcome Statement." Australian Government, Department of 

Foreign Affairs and Trade, June 30, 2003. Accessed April 20, 2018. 

http://www.operationspaix.net/DATA/DOCUMENT/3618~v~Declaration_des_Ministres_des_Affaires_Etranger

es_du_Forum_des_iles_du_Pacifique.pdf.  

21 "Fulltext of Biketawa Declaration". Accessed April 20, 2018.   

http://www.forumsec.org/resources/uploads/attachments/documents/Biketawa Declaration, 28 October 

20002.pdf. 
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Law and justice pillar under the RAMSI was ended in 2013. After that, following project named the 

Solomon Islands Justice Program (SIJP) has started as a bilateral program by the Australian government.22 

The Australian government, which is a leading donor of RAMSI, conducted an overall evaluation project 

of law and justice assistance in RAMSI. And the evaluation result influenced the SIJP’s approach. In this 

process, the evaluation result pointed out the significance of enhancing access to justice and the necessities 

for an approach to access to justice in the following project, while RAMSI and the Australian government 

had not implemented tangible actions for access to justice at the moment.23  

This research, therefore, explores a case of the long-term commitment of law and justice assistance in 

the Pacific, and how this comprehensive approach impact on law and justice system for local people over 

ten years to draw up lessons learned from the experiences. As a scope, this thesis focuses on enhancing 

access to justice in Solomon Islands under the project series of law and justice assistance, and look at the 

transition of the Australian government strategy toward Solomon Islands. This research also considers the 

role of Australia as a donor in the Pacific region and evaluates the failure and success of their aid approach. 

The standpoint of this thesis does not discuss merits and demerits of modernization of judicial system. 

RAMSI's intervention tilted introduction of Western and formal legal system for enhancing judicial 

                                                   
22Australian Government, Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Delivery Strategy Solomon Islands Justice 

Program (SIJP) July 2013 to June 2017 (Canberra, Australia: Australian Government, 2013). Accessed April 20, 

2018. 

http://dfat.gov.au/about-us/publications/Documents/solomon-islands-justice-program-delivery-strategy-2013-17.

pdf. 1-2. 

23Australian Government, AusAID, Office of Development Effectiveness. Solomon Islands Case Study 

Evaluation of Australian Law and Justice Assistance (Canberra, Australia: Australian Government, 2012). 

Accessed April 20, 2018. 

http://dfat.gov.au/aid/how-we-measure-performance/ode/Documents/lawjustice-solomon-islands-case-study.pdf. 

76-78.; Regional Assistance Mission in Solomon Islands. Accessed May 12, 2018. http://www.ramsi.org/.; 

Australian Government, Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Delivery Strategy Solomon Islands Justice 

Program (SIJP) July 2013 to June 2017 (Canberra, Australia: Australian Government, 2013). Accessed April 20, 

2018. 

http://dfat.gov.au/about-us/publications/Documents/solomon-islands-justice-program-delivery-strategy-2013-17.

pdf. 1-2. 
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mechanism in Solomon Islands. Thus this research does not deny modernization of legal system in a 

recipient state, rather than that, it supports that law and justice assistance should achieve a condition which 

can guarantee the right of access to justice among people substantively. The condition of the judicial 

system should determine a level of achievement of substantive justice. Thus the approach should not have 

a bias regarding the way including just a formal, informal or both, but consider the appropriateness and 

proper designing method for a recipient state individually in accordance with the social context. In this 

context, donors should take a responsibility to decide a project direction. This research will consider a 

process of determination to achieve the substantive condition for access to justice through law and justice 

assistance, from mainly a donor’s perspective as a project designer.  

Also, looking at the social context of Solomon Islands is inevitable to consider the project designing 

process and aid effectiveness. The United Nations categorized Solomon Islands into small island 

developing states (SIDS) which are recognized as a distinct group of fragile developing countries. 

According to the UN, SIDS is generally facing specific social, economic and environmental 

vulnerabilities.24 Also, there are diversified situations within SIDS in the Pacific region. Most of the 

Polynesian states are quite small and hard to survive by themselves, and mostly they have a stronger 

relationship with a point where they can rely on such as migrant families in abroad. However, most of the 

Melanesian states such as Papua New Guinea (PNG), Fiji, and Solomon Islands have a bigger economic 

system, resources, and land. Therefore they usually have less point of dependent and have to have an 

independent system within their states.25 In this context, Melanesian countries seem to have a unique 

difficulty as a “jail,” and they need to have an independent system on their own.26 

                                                   
24 SIDS have special fragilities under unique geographical conditions, and the United Nations has classified 57 

countries and territories. Solomon Islands is categorized into SIDS under the UN definition, as one of 20 SIDS 

in the Pacific region. “Country Profiles.” United Nations Office of the High Representative for the Least 

Developed Countries, Landlocked Developing Countries and Small Island Developing States (UN-OHRLLS). 

Accessed April 20, 2018. http://unohrlls.org/about-lldcs/country-profiles/. 

25 Interviewee AE1, Interview by author. Personal interview. Canberra, August 31, 2016. For the list of 

interviews, see the Appendix. 

26 Ibid. 
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This project approaches the main research questions which are how donor organization should deal 

with social constants to design and implement the law and justice assistance for enhancing the right of 

access to justice in fragile states through leading lessons learned from an empirical case. This thesis also 

aims to contribute to a better understanding of the relevance of development assistance and social constant 

in law and justice in the fragile states. As supportive research questions, this thesis also examines (1) to 

what extent the society has been changed for both donor and recipient after the deployment of RAMSI; (2) 

how characteristics of social constant in fragile states reflect on law and justice assistance and its 

sustainability; and (3) what are required considerations for fragile states including SIDS in project 

designing process.  

 

1.4 The Geographical and Historical Boundaries of This Study 

The scope of this thesis will focus on law and justice assistance in Solomon Islands but mainly look at 

two projects. They are the Regional Assistance Mission to Solomon Islands (RAMSI: 2004 to 2013) which 

is a regional collective mission, and the Solomon Islands Justice Program (SIJP: 2013 to 2017) which is a 

bilateral program conducted by the Australian government. Since RAMSI was mainly lead by Australia, 

this research will deal with the Australian development assistance policy in the field of law and their 

experiences in Solomon Islands. Also, this thesis looks at RAMSI’s impact on Australian aid history and 

policy to consider for both internal and external influence of the aid project. 

This research will look at the Australian development assistance strategy toward the Pacific region 

over two decades. In accordance with the global trend of ODA and also the Australian domestic regime 

change, the Australian government was required to change their ODA policy and strategy significantly 

during the period. In RAMSI’s context, both terrorist attack in the United States in 2001 and Bali in 2002 

triggered Australian awareness of the regional security and stability had happened during John Howard’s 

government. Since then the emergence of non-states actors became new threats for Australia, and then 

military and police force intervention become an important measure of ODA toward the non-traditional 
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global threat.27 RAMSI was deployed under such a condition. And the PIF enacted the Biketawa 

Declaration which constitutes a framework for coordinating the response to regional crises in 2000. Hereby, 

the PIF legitimated the intervention to the member states more or less, and boosted up the deployment of 

RAMSI. This research will explore the transition and focus of Australian development assistance strategy 

for the Pacific region and the experiences of law and justice assistance in Solomon Islands since 1997 as a 

time scope. 

Additionally, this thesis analyzes the cases based on Solomon Islands’ characteristics of SIDS as a 

social constant. Although most of the countries in the Pacific region have had some experiences of 

receiving law and justice assistance, such as Papua New Guinea, Vanuatu, and Samoa, 28 this research 

focuses on the experiences of Solomon Islands to consider the characteristics of project implementation in 

SIDS because law and justice assistance as it was implemented in Solomon Islands had special features as 

a symbolic mission in the region.  

 

1.5 Data Collection Sites and Fieldwork Methods 

As the primary data source, this research examines documents including publications by the 

Australian Parliament, Parliamentary house conference record, political speeches and policy statement of 

PIFS, Australia, and Solomon Islands, legislation, project report; the United Nations report, NGO report; 

media release, and newspaper. This approach seeks to shed light on the Australian method of designing law 

and justice assistance, and its diplomatic policy for the Pacific islands in regards to programs and projects 

                                                   
27 Hawksleya, Charles. "Australia's Aid Diplomacy and the Pacific Islands: Change and Continuity in Middle 

Power Foreign Policy." Global Change, Peace & Security: Formerly Pacifica Review: Peace, Security & 

Global Change, 21, no. 1 (March 02, 2009): 117-118. 

28 In this research, the Pacific island countries are defined as following 14 countries: Fiji, Papua New Guinea, 

Solomon Islands, Vanuatu, Cook Islands, Samoa, Tonga, Niue, Palau, Nauru, Marshall Islands, Federation 

states of Micronesia, Tuvalu, Kiribati. These countries are both categorized into SIDS defined by the United 

Nation, and member states of the regional organization, the Pacific Islands Forum Secretariat (PIFS). 
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in the field of law. 

This research also conducted field interviews and field research for a total of five months in both 

Australia and Solomon Islands. Most of my field research in August – September 2015 and August – 

November 2016 was conducted in Canberra which is the center of governance in Australia. The targets of 

my interviews were the Australian government officers at Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade 

(DFAT) including the former Australian Agency for International Development (AusAID), Attorney 

General’s Department, researchers and officers at the Parliament House and Library, and Parliament 

members who got engaged in law and justice assistance project including RAMSI, specialists of Solomon 

Island legislation, and legal practitioners.  

Also, the methodology for Chapter Six involves an analysis of the result of field research in Honiara, 

the capital city of Solomon Islands. Data includes interview responses, historical presentations after the 

Tension and post-conflict period in Solomon Islands, and the author’s own personal observations from the 

fieldwork conducted in November 2016. As this thesis mentioned previously, Solomon Islands consists of 

the archipelago with the various ethnic group. Thus reliability and trust which has been built up among 

communities, as well as individuals, are significant to conduct a research project. During the field research, 

this project relied upon “Snowball method”29 which haul in a line of people’s network and friendship to 

reach the target of interviews. This snowball method was effective to collect reliable data in Honiara. 

The second method of data collection was to review previous studies on justice system including the 

local situation of access to justice in Solomon Islands. The significant sources were findings and an official 

report of the World Bank. The World Bank implemented a research project “Justice for the Poor (J4P)”, 

and conducted huge and comprehensive field research in Solomon Islands including the rural justice 

system, traditional customary law, and dispute resolution mechanisms. 30  These findings and 

methodologies were helpful for this research to understand the real situation and social context in Solomon 

                                                   
29 Interviewee AE6, Interview by author. Personal interview. Canberra, October 7, 2016. 

30 "Justice for the Poor: Solomon Islands Program." The World Bank. December 11, 2013. Accessed April 20, 

2018. http://siteresources.worldbank.org/INTJUSFORPOOR/Resources/SolomonIslandsWebsiteDownload.pdf. 
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Islands. 

 

1.6 Methodological Constraints 

Some methodological issues arose during the research. First, this research mainly focuses on a 

donor’s perspective. Chapter Six touches upon the recipient’s perspective based on field research in 

Honiara; however, there were ethical and physical constraints to hear voices from local people. Snowball 

method is effective and essential to collect data and people’s voices in Solomon Islands. Due to the 

multi-ethnic structure of Solomon Islands, this research had to rely on human networks. Otherwise, it was 

too tough to build trust with local people to draw their voices and overcome people’s skepticism for 

foreign donors. Additionally, the author has found that people in Honiara have mixed and complicated 

feelings toward Australian aid projects including RAMSI. It was also difficult to judge local people’s 

impression for each donor, including Australia, New Zealand, Taiwan, and Japan. The author comes from 

Japan which is one of the biggest donors in the Pacific, therefore, sometimes people were reluctant to say 

their real feelings. Also, Solomon Islands is a multi-ethnic society with more than 800 languages, and 

usually it is hard to visit peripheral islands within the territory. Therefore, this research concentrated to 

Honiara, where is located in the Guadalcanal, and conducted interviews with people based in Honiara. This 

social context of Solomon Islands is also the reason why this research relied on the previous research 

findings of the World Bank’s Justice for the Poor projects. Especially, this research refers findings 

regarding the social and judicial contexts of Solomon Islands and justice situation of each smaller 

community on remote islands as a supplement.  

This research examines only one case study of law and justice assistance. Although RAMSI was a 

regional collective mission, this research focuses on Australia as a leading donor of target project and does 

not look at other major donors such as New Zealand. In general, RAMSI has been recognized as a 

peacekeeping operation in post-conflict states. However, this research project will look at RAMSI’s law 

and justice part mainly. 
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1.7 Reliability, Validity, and Broader Applicability of Research Findings 

A key practical aim of this exploration throughout the thesis is to use empirical case analysis to offer 

suggestions on project designing methods for law and justice assistance. This thesis makes two distinctive 

contributions. Firstly, this whole research project is a challenge for leading lessons for the rule of law 

promotion in practice, as a significant interdisciplinary area of law and development. Development 

assistance in the field of law and its process have become a new area of study since the end of Cold War in 

1989, and demands for the assistance of this area are significantly increasing in accordance with 

globalization. Global society has acknowledged a concept of the rule of law as a goal in the process of 

development.31 However, opposing viewpoints both in theory and in practice toward law and development 

also exist. 32  Rumu Sarkar developed a legal reform analytical framework for understanding and 

developing a rule of law regime. His study highlights the relationship between law and a process of 

development and the distinction of development concept in practice and theory. He also states the 

significance of ethical considerations in the development law process, which comes from the substantive 

principle, not the theory.33 The International Network to Promote the Rule of Law (INPROL) also 

acknowledges the practical perspective of the rule of law, and has published a range of practitioner’s guide 

for introducing the basic idea and best practices for practitioners on the rule of law assistance.34 This 

thesis tries to follow these current trends and viewpoints for exploring the rule of law in practice and 

substance, as well as acknowledge the significant role of the idea of the rule of law from such a standpoint 

                                                   
31 Matsuo, Hiroshi. Basis Theory of Law and Development Jurisprudence for Good Governance (Tokyo, Japan: 

Keisoshobo, 2012). 185-200. 

32 Sarkar, Rumu. International Development Law: Rule of Law, Human Rights, and Global Finance, 1st ed. 

(Oxford, The United Kingdom: Oxford University Press, 2009). 33-73. 

33 Ibid. 

34 "INPROL: International Network To Promote The Rule Of Law. " International Network to Promote the Rule 

of Law. Accessed April 20, 2018. https://www.inprol.org/. 
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as an ethical reflection in the society. Then this thesis aims to contribute further discussion of the practical 

insight into the rule of law and its method, as well as law and justice assistance to connect with 

development assistance theory, history, and current issues in practice as a hybrid.  

Also, with regard to project management and design, while some scholars have examined the 

effective method of project management and develop a global standard which is majority utilized in 

diverse sectors, fewer studies as yet have explored the method in development assistance field. Victor 

Hermano et al. explained the reasons of the primitive situation of project management method in 

international development field which was resulted from the special features of the project in the 

international development field. According to them, these conditions make harder to examine a proper 

method in this field. The first feature is that project goal are complex and intangible since they are 

concerned with poverty alleviation or social transformation. The second is international development 

projects have a social and political nature which attracts a complex web of stakeholders. The third is that 

the operating environment is unique since it is surrounded by sociopolitical instability, geographic and 

cultural separation among actors. And the fourth is knowledge transfer to beneficiaries is a priority during 

every phase of the project.35 Moreover, there is far less analysis of the ways on law and justice assistance 

field, and its implementation, risk management, and transition management, to contribute the project 

effectiveness and success. However, history of project management method in other sectors, such as 

infrastructure and information technology, evident that proper management model can contribute to project 

effectiveness and efficiency. From the point of view, project management can play a significant role as a 

strong tool and knowledge base to lead successful implementation.36 Based on these facts, this thesis 

                                                   
35 Hermanoa, Víctor, Adolfo López-Paredesb, Natalia Martín-Cruza, and Javier Pajares. "How to manage 

international development (ID) projects successfully. Is the PMD Pro1 Guide going to the right direction?" 

International Journal of Project Management 31, no. 1 (January 2013). August 2, 2012. Accessed November 13, 

2017. 

https://ac.els-cdn.com/S0263786312000889/1-s2.0-S0263786312000889-main.pdf?_tid=ddc5ba33-b92c-4d84-a

c1a-b48de639e5ce&acdnat=1524376721_1dd36f4e651cb2c2e01313ecd448f980. 23. 

36 Azzopardi, Sandro. “The Evolution of Project Management.” Project Smart. Accessed April 20, 2018. 

https://www.projectsmart.co.uk/evolution-of-project-management.php. 
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concentrates on law and justice assistance to clarify the uniqueness and difficulties of designing and 

managing a proper project. This thesis also seeks to develop new implications for project management in 

law and justice assistance.   

Secondly, through dealing with Solomon Islands as a case, this research focuses on their 

characteristics as a fragile state both from their post-conflict situation and from geographical factors as a 

developing small island state in the Pacific region. Conceptually, this thesis explores the relationship 

between law and geography in the society in law and justice assistance context. In previous studies, most 

researchers on law and geography have agreed that the relationship between law and space significantly 

exists.37 However, how the relationship between the two is interrelated and how it affects societies is 

controversial. Through the discussion on the relationship between law and geography, as well as the 

fragility of SIDS as a social constant, this thesis examines the hypothesis that due consideration of social 

context, including geographical and spatial context, influences the probability of success of law and justice 

assistance by comparing those countries in which these considerations were present with those countries 

where it was absent. This thesis will further discuss the connection between law and geography in Chapter 

Two.  

Although this research and its findings are specific to Solomon Islands, this concentration does not 

negate broader applicability of leading lessons. This research project undertakes a critical, multilayered 

analysis of experiences of Solomon Islands as a recipient, and Australia as a donor, with multiple sources 

of data and methods to support the findings. Through these processes, the author checked the research 

coherence and justification with viewpoints of project design and transition. Solomon Islands and 

Australian case is just one. Thus it might be difficult to generalize the lessons learned to all forms of law 

and justice assistance in fragile states. RAMSI and SIJP is a unique case of a comprehensive approach to 

law and justice system in one single country. However, in the law and justice assistance context, the author 

needed to undertake detailed research into each case due to the pluralistic legal culture and social context 

                                                   
37 Delaney, David. “Beyond the word: law as a thing of this world”. In Law and Geography, edited by Holder, 

Jane., Harrison, Carolyn (The United Kingdom: Oxford University Press, 2002). 67-70. 
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of recipient countries. Furthermore, this research focused on the project management and design method 

on law and justice assistance for access to justice in fragile states. Suggestions of this research hopefully 

can provide an applicable model and useful insight for future project designers of law and justice 

assistance, through a detailed exploration of the issue. 

 

1.8 Map of This Research 

This thesis has been broken down into seven chapters including this introductory chapter. Chapter 

Two clarifies a core conceptual framework for this whole research project, based on three key concepts and 

their definitions, which are law and justice assistance, fragile states as a major recipient of law and justice 

assistance, and project management. The topic of the method of designing law and justice assistance in 

fragile states context is a substantial one extending beyond the focus on development assistance as well as 

law and development study undertaken in this thesis. Chapter Two also breaks down each key concept into 

detailed areas of the target and provides insight and approach to each concept in this thesis. 

Chapter Three examines the Australian law and justice effort as a part of ODA and its fundamental 

strategy as a foreign policy, to clarify the main features of the Australian approach of law and justice 

assistance. The main question that the Chapter Three addresses are how the Australian law and justice 

assistance is identified, compared with other bilateral donor organizations. This chapter analyzes policy 

framework of the Australian aid on law and justice within two decades in comparative perspective. The 

analysis is based on two previous studies, which are Schimmelfenning’s framework for the rule of law 

assistance and Nicholson and Hinderling’s analysis of donor’s role. Also, through exploring Australian 

strategy on aid and law and justice assistance, this chapter described the fact that the regional security 

interest and geographical contiguity have figured current Australian law and justice assistance narrative. 

Then the chapter implied future pathways of Australian law and justice assistance under the new aid 

paradigm which emphasize economic development for Australia as principle legitimacy. Also, this chapter 

clarified the new aid paradigm could influence law and justice assistance narrative on traditional objectives 
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for peace and stability in post-conflict states.   

The next three chapters of this thesis explore an empirical case of law and justice assistance, which 

was conducted by the Australian government in Solomon Islands. Then chapters analyze the aid impact for 

both a donor and a recipient, from the series of law and justice assistance.  

Chapter Four explores one empirical case of law and justice assistance, the Regional Assistance 

Mission to Solomon Islands (RAMSI) and follows the Solomon Islands Justice Program (SIJP) and it's 

implementation process to consider how both primary actors, Australia and Solomon Islands, were 

engaged in this process. In this context, this thesis focuses on a pathway of experiences of receiving huge 

aid program from Solomon Islands side on the one hand. On the other hand, this chapter considers how 

Australia interacts with RAMSI’s implementation process and their changes along with the process, from 

the Australian side. This chapter overviewed the series of law and justice assistance in Solomon Islands, 

after the Tension during 1998 to 2003. RAMSI often attracts attention as a regional collective intervention 

to the failed states, Solomon Islands. However, it was not simply a peacekeeping mission but a more 

substantial package of development assistance programs designed to achieve a restoration of the rule of 

law and governance. This case presents the world unexemplified aid program on law and justice assistance, 

which covers justice system in a pluralistic legal country comprehensively. In order to examine the impact 

of law and justice assistance in Solomon Islands, this chapter looks at what the key factors of law and 

justice assistance are under RAMSI and follows the bilateral program of Australia.  

Chapter Five analyzes project impact for donors, based on how Australia implemented RAMSI and 

Australian approach’s aid effectiveness based on three key viewpoints. Chapter Five also explores to what 

extent the Australian approach to law and justice assistance were appropriate in accordance with the social 

context of Solomon Islands, including geographical features as small island states. Then this chapter aims 

to clarify the progression of the Australian experience and RAMSI’s standing point and characteristics in 

history of Australian aid policy. Like the terrorist attack in the USA and Bali caused by non-traditional 

terrorists, the contextual change happened in the world, and the Australian government has considered a 

policy for Australia’s war on terror. The Tension in Solomon Islands, which may become a threat to 
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jeopardize regional security, also triggered a reconsidering the Australian strategy for regional security and 

a concept of intervention in a post-conflict state. Also, this chapter highlights transition phases of law and 

justice pillar in RAMSI and following the bilateral law and justice assistance program, SIJP, as a critical 

point of project implementation process. To consider how law and justice assistance overcome the 

“problem of fit” for establishing project coherence and consistency, this chapter has applied to Australian 

experiences the perspective of consistency within a process of project transition. Also, this chapter aims to 

draw lessons learned from the Australian experiences.  

The Chapter Six turns to analysis of law and justice assistance in Solomon Islands from a broader 

perspective, including recipient’s viewpoint and comprehensive evaluation of RAMSI and SIJP. To 

consider how the policy approach of RAMSI and SIJP suited for the context of Solomon Islands, this 

chapter explores field conditions of access to justice and judicial fragility after the deployment of RAMSI 

in Honiara city. Through analyzing interview responses and the author’s own personal observations from 

fieldwork in Honiara as a primary data, this chapter examines the fact that there are still many problems on 

law and justice in the local level, which exist behind a big success of RAMSI on restoring law and order in 

Solomon Islands. Suggestions which the data presented also give some indications toward the appropriate 

method of project design. From these perspectives, the main purpose of this chapter is to clarify the answer 

to the question of appropriateness for the project approach, and the breeder of “mixed evaluation results”. 

Chapter Seven reflects on these ongoing development assistance programs on law and justice by the 

Australian government in Solomon Islands and considers the pathways of project design method for 

enhancing the right of access to justice for local people. This chapter offers reflections on what approach 

on project design for law and justice assistance may entail for practitioners, project managers, and scholars. 

It is essential for fragile states including states in post-conflict to receive foreign aid. However, its impact 

on the society is the box of Pandora which contains risk for reversion and hope for development. The 

conclusion suggests proper project management method can be a guidepost for aid effectiveness as well as 

guarantee the basic human rights of local people.  
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1.9 Conclusion 

In sum, this thesis aims to draw lessons learned from the case analysis for a method of designing law 

and justice assistance for enhancing people’s access to justice in the fragile state context. Through a 

detailed and thick exploration of these issues, this study also aims to contribute to a better understanding of 

these issues on the social constant of a recipient country in the process of project management and design 

for achieving aid effectiveness. Subsequent chapter will explore the core conceptual frameworks and 

approaches of this thesis.  
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Chapter II: Core Conceptual Framework 

 

Geographies," said the geographer, "are the books which, of all books, are most concerned with 

matters of consequence. They never become old-fashioned. It is very rarely that a mountain 

changes its position. It is very rarely that an ocean empties itself of its waters. We write of eternal 

things." 

"But extinct volcanoes may come to life again," the little prince interrupted. "What does that 

mean-- 'ephemeral'?" 

"Whether volcanoes are extinct or alive, it comes to the same thing for us," said the geographer. 

"The thing that matters to us is the mountain. It does not change. 

(De Saint-Exupéry, Antoine. The Little Prince. 1943.) 

 

2.1 Introduction 

As previous chapter discussed, the ethnic tension of 1999 which happened in two small islands of 

Solomon Islands triggered raising awareness for peace and security and the role of justice system in the 

region. The incident in a small island state, called the Tension had entangled not only the whole states but 

also a whole region. Then the Tension jeopardized the regional security. Yet, the series of development 

assistance in Solomon Islands became an unprecedented scale project for restoring peace and order. In the 

process of peacebuilding, aid donors implemented law and justice assistance broadly in post-conflict states 

as a significant pillar of development assistance elements to support state building. 

How a donor, who is “a designer of the project”, design the law and justice assistance in this context? 

To analyze how a donor, who is a designer of the project, design the law and justice assistance, this chapter 

aims to clarify and explain the core conceptual framework and approach of this thesis and also, a 

standpoint toward the problem. This chapter outlines the core conceptual framework and approach of the 

thesis. Next section introduces an overall map of conceptual framework and approach which consists of 

three major concepts. Then following three sections explores definitions and components of each key 

concept, which are law and justice assistance, fragile states, and project management. The last section 

highlights features of the empirical research destination in this thesis, which is Australia as an aid donor for 
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Solomon Islands. 

 

2.2 Core Theoretical Framework  

This section explains the overall conceptual context and definitions of each key idea which consists of 

the thesis to unfold in. The position of this study is to be set at that substantive principles, and empirical 

cases of law and development may provide insight into how aid donors should promote the concept of the 

rule of law for better understanding and take root in society through law and justice assistance. Law and 

justice assistance could contribute to the recovery of legal capacity in fragile states and guarantee basic 

human rights. Thus people can benefit from proper legal services. Fragile states have major demands for 

law and justice assistance. Unlike short-term aid or emergency humanitarian aid,38 law and justice 

assistance aim to develop enough capacity, for which are drafting, enforcement, legal service, and 

education. Therefore, it needs mid- or long-term for implementation. In this context, law and justice 

assistance are not just applying a band-aid to a damaged state, more likely a whole process for 

rehabilitation of the state. Therefore aid practitioners should design and implement based on such whole 

characteristics and processes.  

Substantive projects of law and justice assistance cover broad targets and approaches. Rumu Sarkar 

designed the Rule of Law Matrix to describe three structural elements and tangible activities for achieving 

each element. These are (1) good governance which includes building a civil society and parliamentary 

reform; (2) structural legal reform which includes commercial law reform, privatization, capital market 

development, decentralization, and microfinance; and (3) administration of justice which includes 

legislative drafting, legal education, improve court administration, criminal justice reform, and judicial 

                                                   
38 Humanitarian aid is defined as to save lives, alleviate suffering and maintain human dignity during and after 

man-made crises and disasters caused by natural hazards, as well as to prevent and strengthen preparedness for 

when such situations occur. Development Initiatives. "Defining humanitarian assistance." Development 

Initiatives. Accessed April 20, 2018. http://devinit.org/defining-humanitarian-assistance/#. 
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capacity building.39  

While the United Nations recognized a global consensus toward enhancing the rule of law as a 

fundamental goal of law and justice assistance described it in Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) 

and Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), aid donors should design a project goal as well as approach 

along with a social context and each demand of a recipient country individually. This situation means the 

overall goal of law and justice in the global context, legal concept and systems such as a way of 

interpretation, understanding, and enforcement exist differently in accordance with the individual social 

context. Such legal pluralism can influence the implementation and effect of law and justice assistance. 

Therefore, aid donors need to design the project goal of the assistance individually along with social 

context. This thesis explores social context as a critical factor in the process of project design. Also, this 

thesis focus on the right of access to justice which global society aim to achieve in law and justice 

assistance context as a fundamental right and essential idea for lasting peace. To consider the way of 

designing law and justice assistance, this thesis also examines a condition of access to justice in a recipient 

society.  

Since the research destination of this thesis is Solomon Islands as a recipient, thus this research 

considers social context and characteristics of the state. In the light of the criteria, Solomon Islands is 

classified into fragile states due to some conditions, such as Least Developed Country (LDC), post-conflict, 

and Small Island Developing States (SIDS). Fragile states have significant definitions and causes which 

distinguish some countries into fragile states. And among those, SIDS have commonalities of features as 

small island states. SIDS have to live under a range of resource constrains caused by smallness and 

remoteness. Since geography is a constant and unchangeable factor for the society, the fact related to 

geography is also difficult to change. Therefore, aid providers have to give special attention to these facts 

related to unchangeable factor. This thesis addresses the relationship of geography as an eternal factor of 

the society and law and justice assistance. To consider the primordial factor of the assistance project, this 

                                                   
39 Sarkar, Rumu. International Development Law: Rule of Law, Human Rights, and Global Finance, 1st ed. 

(Oxford, The United Kingdom: Oxford University Press, 2009). 68-73. 
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thesis also explores how law and geography are related each other. This research noteworthy gives 

attention to the social constant of geography to consider aid effectiveness and impact on the recipient 

society.  

Thus as one of the key concepts, this thesis focuses on fragile states in order to shed light on how to 

deal with social constants like geographical characteristics in the context of law and justice assistance. 

 

(Figure 1: Core conceptual framework of this thesis) 

 

(Source: Developed by author) 

 

This thesis placed the concept of law and justice assistance in the center of this project and combined 

with two other key concepts, which are fragile states as a significant target of law and justice assistance 

and project management as a method of implementation. Based on the main framework, this research aims 

to answer the main research question of how should donor organizations deal with social constants to 

design and implement the law and justice assistance for enhancing the right of access to justice in fragile 

states. Also, this thesis demonstrates aid impact for both a donor and a recipient, through empirical case 

analysis.    

Figure 1 describes the whole conceptual structure of this research. This project approaches the 
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overlap part among three key concepts. Based on these three key concepts, as Figure 2 shows, this thesis 

considers how the law and justice assistance project influenced both actors through the series of project 

cases in Solomon Islands. The following sections will explain deeper explanations and definitions of each 

three key concepts. 

 

(Figure 2: Approach for the empirical case to analyze in this thesis) 

 

(Source: Developed by author) 

 

2.3 Key Concepts and Definitions 1: Law and Justice Assistance 

The legal field includes many definitions for such terms as law and justice assistance. This 

section defines law and justice assistance and its features. This section also highlights the right of access to 

justice, as a significant target of law and justice assistance.  
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2.3.1 Definition of Law and Justice Assistance 

Law and justice assistance40 is defined as a type of international development assistance for legal 

reform for assisting developing countries in establishing efficient and effective justice systems. As 

mentioned previously, the initial law and justice assistance started as LDM in the 1960s. However, current 

law and justice assistance has been set forth as technical assistance to aim to establish the rule of law, 

economic growth, and good governance in the post-Cold War era. This thesis also utilizes the term law and 

justice assistance under the definition as the current technical aid after 1989. Since the end of the Cold War, 

the demand for law and justice assistance has been increasing among countries in a transition economy and 

the regime, in conflict or post-conflict, and newly independent states. In accordance with demands, a range 

of donor organizations including multilateral and bilateral development agencies conducted law and justice 

assistance for these countries. The term law and justice assistance also covers diverse activities related to 

legal reform, such as drafting law; enhancing legal enforcement and institutions; enhancing legal education 

system; and enhancing legal aid and access to justice.  

Under the law and justice assistance, donor organizations should design a tangible blueprint for 

legal reform in a recipient country from a comprehensive perspective encompassing recipients’ needs, 

global standards, history, culture, and economic conditions. Currently, the international recognition of the 

significance of promoting law and justice has matured in the development assistance context. In fact, one 

of the SDGs of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, Goal 16, is to “promote peaceful and 

inclusive societies for sustainable development, provide access to justice for all and build effective, 

accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels”.41  

                                                   
40 The terminology of “rule of law promotion” unfolds in the stance of each donor and there is a diversity of 

terms used to describe development assistance; however this research project uses “law and justice assistance” 

to mean development assistance in the field of law. The Australian government uses the term “law and justice 

assistance” officially to describe its assistance projects in this sector and this thesis follows the Australian 

official terminology to describe. 

41 “United Nations Sustainable Development Knowledge Platform”. The United Nations. Accessed April 20, 

2018. https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdgs. 
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2.3.2 Law and Justice Assistance as a Long-term Project 

From past global experiences, donors now understand that law and justice assistance necessitates a 

long-term process and structure which can contribute to stability. For example, if one country is suffering 

from a scarcity of foods or famine, donor organizations offer food relief as short-term emergency aid. By 

contrast, in order to combat rooted social issues, the country should plan fundamental provisions and 

precautions toward causes of food scarcity such as infrastructure improvement, capacity building, and 

agricultural development in a long-term process. Law and justice assistance have a common feature which 

needs long-term aid, regarding addressing social infrastructure of a recipient country.  

According to Brian Tamanaha, as the law matures, like the process of enforcement and 

adjudication in society, the recipients even redefine the significance of law itself along with their social 

contexts.42 The United Nations Development Program (UNDP), for example, states that a long-term 

process for justice and security programs is essential for long-lasting stability. Such efforts can also impact 

on perceptions of and social support for a law and justice system progressively taking root in a recipient 

society.43 In the bilateral aid space, donor agencies are also taking note of the significance of long-term 

commitments to law and justice assistance. One example is Japan’s law and justice assistance. The 

Japanese government first began assistance in the field of law and justice in 1996 to Vietnam, subsequently 

expanding its target countries gradually throughout Asia and Africa.44 Japan has tried to establish a 

                                                   
42 Tamanaha, Brian Z. "A Battle Between Law and Society in Micronesia: An Example of Originalism Gone 

Away." Pacific Rim Law & Policy Journal 21, no. 2 (2012): 295-325. Accessed April 20, 2018. 

https://digital.law.washington.edu/dspace-law/bitstream/handle/1773.1/1118/21PRLPJ295.pdf?sequence=1. 

295-296. 

43 United Nations Development Program. Strengthening the Rule of Law in Conflict- and Post- Conflict 

Situations (The United States of America: UNDP, 2008). Accessed April 20, 2018. 

https://www.un.org/ruleoflaw/files/rol_final_apr09.pdf. 31-33. 

44 Japan International Cooperation Agency, JICA. Transition of Legal Technical Assistance (Tokyo, Japan: April 

1, 2016). Accessed April 20, 2018. 

http://gwweb.jica.go.jp/km/FSubject0401.nsf/3b8a2d403517ae4549256f2d002e1dcc/172563f227bf87c449257b

c60010b4bb/$FILE/【最新版】20160401 法整備案件リスト（和文）.pdf. 1-2. 
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Japanese-style of law and justice assistance centered on a self-help and request-based approach to establish 

a long-standing justice system.45 As a result, Japanese projects have emphasized medium- and long-term 

commitments.46 

2.3.3 Law and Justice Assistance as a Substantive Project 

In law and development contexts and processes, the goal of law and justice assistance is to achieve 

economic growth and good governance in a recipient country. Law and justice assistance include the 

element of “legal transplant” so its methodology is also under the debate. For a long period, cross-border 

reception of law was happened both by colonial domination and by voluntary.47 Law and justice assistance 

are related to the reception of law, and historically, the idea of “one-size fits all” is a major strategy of law 

and justice assistance. The idea of one-size fits all is defined as the best practice of legal institution can 

apply to the whole legal system. The idea has presupposed elements. Firstly, the one-size fits all is based 

on the concept that acknowledges the existence of an applicable single model for the whole world.48 The 

one-size fits all always postulate the existence of the best practice or universal model system which is 

applicable. Secondly, the one-size fits all should be the top-down approach in legal transplant. If a donor 

premises the best practice, the assistance project needs to approach the top level or global standard, not 

local context. Since formerly policymakers believed that best practices could improve the legal system of 

every country. Also, the strategies were usually designed based on Western development paradigm.  

Regarding approaches of Western donors of law and justice assistance as leading developed 

countries, Frank Schimmelfenning researched the comparative analysis of the rule of law aid policy among 

                                                   
45 Japanese Government, Japan's ODA White Paper 2003 (Japan: The Japanese Government, 2003).  

Accessed April 20, 2018. http://www.mofa.go.jp/policy/oda/white/2003/part1_2_1_2.html. Chapter 2, Section 1.  

46 “Basic Principle of Japan’s Legal Technical Assistance.” The Japanese Government. May 2013. Accessed 

April 20, 2018. http://www.mofa.go.jp/mofaj/gaiko/oda/bunya/governance/hoshin_1305.html. 

47 Matsuo, Hiroshi. Basis Theory of Law and Development Jurisprudence for Good Governance (Tokyo, Japan: 

Keisoshobo, 2012). 168. 

48 Trubek, David M. "The "Rule of Law" in Development Assistance: Past, Present, and Future." In The Role of 

Law in Development Past, Present, and Future, edited by Yoshiharu Matsuura (Japan: Nagoya University, 

2005).11. 
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major Western donors. He explored how far the international rule of law consensus goes and to what extent 

it is undermined by diverging domestic understandings and solutions.49 Schimmelfenning distinguished 

the definition of the rule of law promotion into two categories. They are “thin” which focus on formal or 

institution such as constitutions, laws, courts, and law enforcement agencies, and “thick” which is 

substantive definition includes legal culture, such as the values and attitudes of the judiciary, human rights, 

equality, and justice. Schimmelfenning also mentioned generally international rule of law promotion has 

been based on the thin definition.50 Also, substantive domains can reflect on the rule of law promotion 

policy, which are economic, criminal or political context, economic reform and development or 

liberalization, democratization and human rights, good governance, and post-conflict state building.51 

Schimmelfenning also pointed out that the Western rule of law consensus extends to thin general principles 

in common with all liberal democracies, such as the independence of the judiciary, and the principle of 

legality. The general principle also holds for the predominantly formal, institutional focus of the rule of law 

promotion. He also mentioned when it comes to concrete legal norms and institutions. However, the 

externalization of domestic solutions brings different outcome or impact depending on countries to the 

fore.52 

How the approach for the rule of law promotion should be interpreted in the context of law and 

justice assistance? Historically, the idea of one-size fits all originally supported the major strategy of law 

and justice assistance; however, through the experiences and failures of law and development movements 

in the 1960s, donors realized the need to shift and change their development strategy to a context-specific 

approach. In this process, the idea of one-size fits all had been gradually rejected. Since then, the 

                                                   
49 Schimmelfennig, Frank. “A Comparison of the Rule of Law Promotion Policies of Major Western Powers.” 

In Rule of Law Dynamics: In an Era of International and Transnational Governance, edited by Michael Zurn, 

Andre Nollkaemper, and Randy Peerenboom (Cambridge, The Unitd Kingdom: Cambridge University Press, 

2012).113. 

50 Ibid. 

51 Ibid., 113-114. 

52 Ibid., 116-117. 
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mainstream of law and justice assistance has derived from the idea of one-size fits all, but the global trend 

is driven to shift to context-specific or tailor-made style since the 1980s. In 2004, the World Bank 

suggested that the idea of one-size can fit all is significant in law reform in the first annual Doing Business 

reports.53 According to the World Bank, the idea of the formal legal institution is an essential implication 

for legal reform. The World Bank also mentioned that one-size is possible to fit for all and adjustable along 

with the recipients.54 Also, according to Ralf Michaels, the idea of one-size fits all is not just a copy and 

paste but should include more sophisticated account. Ralf Michael refers to “IKEA theory of legal 

transplants” by Frankenberg in this context.55 Frankenberg takes in his paper the idea of one-size fits all 

more seriously and develops an IKEA theory as an alternative way and expanded the idea of one-size fits 

all for adapting the idea of Constitution to another legal system.56 The IKEA theory demonstrates a way of 

adapting law to another another legal system in an orderly sequence of four steps. The first step is to 

determine the original point of law, and “decontextualize” to the empty law for isolation from the 

circumstances of its procedure, and preparation for transfer. The second step is globalization, which is the 

transfer process from the local context to the global knowledge reservoir. The third step is localization, 

which is the transfer process to re-adapt the globalized context into a local context. The fourth step is 

recontextualization to adapt to a new environment of the adapted country.57 

However, even based on the IKEA theory, there are still difficulties to follow the idea of one-size 

fits all as a fundamental idea of legal reform. To determine the legal origin of legal transplant and the 

                                                   
53 International Finance Corporation and The World Bank, Doing Business in 2004: Understanding Regulation 

(The United States of America: The World Bank, 2004), Accessed April 20, 2018. 

http://www.doingbusiness.org/~/media/WBG/DoingBusiness/Documents/Annual-Reports/English/DB04-FullRe

port.pdf. Xvi. 

54 Ibid. 

55 Ralf, Micheals, "One Size Can Fit All" – Some Heretical Thoughts on the Mass Production of Legal 

Transplants, In Order from Transfer: Comparative Constitutional Design and Legal Culture Law, edited by 

Günter Frankenberg (The United Kingdom: Edward Elgar Pub, 2013).58-59. 

56 Frankenberg, Gunter. "Constitutional Transfer: The IKEA Theory Revisited." Journal of International 

Constitutional Law 8, no. 3 (2010): 571-575. 

57 Ibid., 570-575. 
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interpretation of legal origin are not easy, while recipients should consider how the borrowed legal system 

will work in a recipient’s society. Thus legal practitioners and donors should consider the relationship 

between legal system and society in the target society. Also, donors need to consider how the law has been 

created, what is the origin of the law, and how transplanted legal system function in recipient’s society.  

Relatedly, Tamanaha posits that law is a mirror of society. Further, the perception of a gap between 

law and society is dependent on the expectations of how the mirror reflects the society.58 Therefore, the 

significance of law is defined not by its origins, but rather by society itself. In his research, Tamanaha 

details the experience of the Federated States of Micronesia and the Micronesian Constitution and Bill of 

Rights. The Micronesian Constitution is modeled on United States law but has developed and become 

settled within the Micronesian social context. Through a process of adaptation, the origin of the 

Constitutions and Bill of Rights are reinterpreted to be identified with Micronesian culture.59 The 

conceptualization of the origins of law and how a given society responds to those legal origins depends on 

its legal system since each nation’s legal system is strongly related to its society. Also, Tamanaha 

mentioned that legal pluralism exists and there are many layers of law including local contexts and global 

standards, and it is difficult to unify them.60 Sarkar also emphasizes that law is an expression of culture in 

much the same way as art, music, or dance, and that law is the organic expression of the underlying mores 

and legal norms that a people or society live by.61 Therefore, under the trend for legal harmonization for 

global economics, the concept of globalization can be an opponent toward the destruction of traditional 
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legal norms, customs as well as local legal solutions.62 

 Therefore, a golden model which has the possibility of application to any legal system does not 

exist. Regarding the idea of one-size fits all, the core value of the idea should have universally-applicable 

models based on the premise of legal transplant. However, this core premise has a jeopardous aspect. 

Donors should notice that working legal institutions must be embedded in pluralistic social context.63 The 

one-size fits all has effects on the main development policy, and more effective and alternative 

development strategy should supersede the one-size fits all approach. Thus, donors should reconsider the 

one-size fits all and IKEA theory within the relationship between law and society, and with a view of the 

context-specific way in each society. 

Although this thesis agrees with Sarkar and Tamanaha’s argument, the author has the slightly 

different insight to support that the approach of law and justice assistance should have enough space for 

flexibility. The approach looks like the dichotomy between the idea of one-size fits all and the idea of 

tailor-made style. However, this debate should not be simple. Even if the mainstream of current law and 

justice assistance is tailor-made style and global society learned many lessons from past experiences of 

failure of law and development movement, still the idea of one-size fits all is undeniable. The important 

thing is to understand the significance of the rule of law and the function of law in a society and to make 

decision appropriately about the method of law and justice assistance which can work more effectively in a 

recipient country. 

Current law and justice assistance become more multifaceted. This phenomenon is an opposite to 

the general trend of advancing globalization which enhances harmonization and unification of the world. 

Donor organizations need to consider many dimensions of law and their significance in a recipient society. 

Thus context-specific approach for law and justice assistance has become more essential for project 

implementation. Now aid donors need to consider many aspects, including not only global standard and 
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regional standard, but also local standard including legal pluralism and legal culture. 

There are some cases which were designed as a context-specific method. One example case is a 

series of projects for Post-Tsunami Legal Assistance Initiative for Indonesia & Sri Lanka conducted by 

International Development Law Organization (IDLO).64 Indeed this IDLO’s project was the case that 

brought the modern legal concept into traditional society as an alternative way for the solution of legal 

matters but also gave ample space for traditional way regarding interpretation, enforcement, and 

procedures. In this context, this project is not just forcing modern way but respect the pluralistic legal 

culture and customized the approach along with a social context of a recipient state. From 2006 to 2009, 

IDLO implemented four major projects in Sri Lanka and Indonesia as part of post-tsunami reconstruction 

in 2004.65 Especially in Ache province of Indonesia, customary law, indigenous order, and religious law 

are deeply rooted in the society. As part of the project, IDLO dealt with women’s rights in post-tsunami 

era.66 In Ache, traditionally women’s rights are weak and limited to some extent compared to men. This 

understanding regarding women’s rights is traditional for local people in Ache, but this situation 
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contradicts the global criteria of gender-equality. However, since a tsunami hit their area, local people 

happened to have diverse legal issues. Under such a situation, the limitation of women’s rights become 

destructive for some issues such as inheritance, adoption of orphans, and guardianship. IDLO collaborated 

with local NGO which is active in enhancing women’s right and found the way to respect traditional order 

and also make people understand the necessity of women’s rights in post-tsunami society.67  

For instance, some children without parental care had been facing risks and problems associated 

with their inheritable assets due to lack of awareness regarding the responsibilities of guardians in 

post-tsunami Ache. Guardians are predominantly appointed through informal methods in Ache, and 

generally, blood-related males from the father's side take the position of guardian of the children, and 

female blood relations and mother’s side relatives are appointed only as caregivers.68 However, since 

many children lost their fathers or male relatives in the tsunami, no one could become a guardian of the 

children, and this system had left such children vulnerable to having their legal rights violated. IDLO’s 

project clarified the problem of lack of legal knowledge and interpretation of the society. Therefore, IDLO 

conducted projects for dissemination of information and resources explaining guardianship and inheritance 

laws as well as women’s rights in both informal and formal law as they apply in Ache through training 

programs and media tools such as films, and the provision of external assistance to assist in submitting 

applications to Syar'iyah court which can give legal rights as a guardian of orphan to women. In this 

process, IDLO could not just bring a modern idea of guardianship but had to acknowledge religion and 

customs to bring a new interpretation of the law for solving legal issues from Indonesian law as a 

supplement option in order to give further responsibility to women.69 In other words, their project brought 

the solution of hybridity based on respect for legal pluralism in Ache. IDLO also has combined approach 

designed not only based on global standard and modern legal system but local context to obtain people’s 

reliance to the judicial system and the project itself.  
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For achieving aid effectiveness, donors must often set goals which are sometimes contrary to 

global standards. Otherwise, law and justice assistance itself will not work in societies effectively, and 

local people will be loath to accept the new judicial system. These IDLO projects are not based on the idea 

of one-size fits all. Alternatively, IDLO implemented the project based on context-specific method. 

Currently, some donors have started to implement their law and justice assistance projects with the 

context-specific and tailor-made method. Some donors even have a specific policy for employing 

tailor-made styles. As mentioned above, the main idea of law and justice assistance shifts to a tailor-made 

method based on historical background and experience of failures. This trend also comes from an advance 

and diversification of law and justice assistance, and donors have responded various aiming goal on the 

legal system in a recipient country individually, through law and justice assistance designed based on 

tailor-made style.  

However, donors also should not ignore the importance of the idea of one-size fits all. Depending 

on the area of law, donors need to set a goal and judge proper methods for the recipient state. In some areas 

of law, donors should apply the best practice directly to a recipient like as the idea of one-size fits all. The 

international private law is the significance area where is better to follow the global and unified standard, 

and donors should consider such circumstances in the process of law and justice assistance. The one 

tangible example of one-size fits all approach is a case of e-commerce law in ASEAN, since 2009, the 

United Nations Conference in Trade and Development (UNCTAD) has conducted a project named 

“Review of e-commerce legislation harmonization in the Association of Southeast Asian Nations” together 

with the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN).70 This project focuses on the unification and 

harmonization of e-commerce law among ASEAN countries. ASEAN was the first developing region to 

prepare a harmonized e-commerce legal framework consistent across jurisdictions, providing guidelines to 

develop common objectives and principles for electronic (e-commerce) legal infrastructure. UNCTAD 
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supports the implementation of the project. The fundamental idea is that legal unification in the field of 

international trade law, including e-commerce law, can contribute to stable and smooth economic 

transactions among the region. ASEAN and UNCTAD have adopted the Model Law on Electronic 

Commerce in 1996 developed by the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law 

(UNCITRAL) as a unified model, and under the support of some donor organizations, ASEAN countries 

successfully harmonized their legal system for e-commerce law and advanced their legal reforms until 

2013.71 This method of law and justice assistance also could complement the legislative capability of 

recipient countries by saving money and time. 

The method which was used in the UNCTAD and ASEAN project is exactly based on the idea of 

one-size fits all and functioned well in the recipient countries. Since the goal of this project was legal 

harmonization, this case showed the idea that one-size fits all become more important and effective 

depending on the targeted legal issue and legal area. However, to utilize the golden model also has risks to 

some extent which make a recipient reluctant to accept the provided legal system. In the international trade 

law field especially, aid recipients may not yet be fully aware of the benefits associated with trade law 

reform or may have vested interests in preserving the existing system due to differences of legal culture 

and background. Thus the capacity to support effective application is limited in a recipient country, while 

adoption and application of uniform law are necessary for economic development.72 On the other hand, 

such a unified model can supplement a lack of capacity for drafting new legislation in a recipient country 

once the recipient has accepted the model law. IDLO’s project in Ache and the UNCTAD and ASEAN’s 

project have different goals and approaches to establishing the rule of law in the recipient countries 

through law and justice assistance. Donors should consider and define what kind of system for the rule of 

law is the most appropriate and necessary for recipients in the long term.  

Here, this thesis suggests two things to interpret the current standpoint of the approach to law and 
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justice assistance. Firstly, the idea of one-size fits all should not be the only way for designing projects for 

legal issues. Especially after the end of the Cold War, realistically the approach of law and justice 

assistance cannot help becoming diversified with progress in diversification of demands. Therefore it is 

impossible to have a unified and applicable model for all kinds of legal system in the world. Also, the 

lesson from the failure of LDM implies the importance of dialogue with a recipient, rather than an 

imposition of receiving a donor’s model of law. Therefore donors should not become entrenched in just a 

unified model or successful model in the developed county’s context, but acknowledge individual goals 

and needs of recipients for legal reform in the process of implementation of law and justice assistance to 

achieve aid effectiveness. Secondly, as mentioned above, the idea of one-size fits all should be used as an 

option or part of a tailor-made method of approach. This approach will be able to achieve diverse goals in 

accordance with demands of recipient countries. In the progress of globalization, harmonized or unified 

legal mechanisms can also support economic development and the rule of law, depending on the area of 

law. In this context, donors should make aware of recipient’s needs and goal properly. Then donors also 

need to define the core value of the rule of law at each stage of development, legal issue, legal culture, and 

social context in a recipient country. Through the process, donors also should choose the method of law 

and justice assistance. In the process of designing law and justice assistance, thus donors should make 

ample room to choose a method based on the idea of one-size fits all, but should not stand on only the idea 

of one-size fits all. 

 

2.3.4 Access to Justice as a Significant Target 

While individual law and justice assistance project aims to achieve the individual goal of a 

recipient country as a project target, the fundamental goal has converged on realizing the rule of law in the 

global context. For instance, the Goal 16 of the SDGs is a significant criterion, which describes the rule of 

law as the center of the aiming goal of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. As a part of the 

significant target, law and justice context aim to achieve access to justice as a fundamental right. The 

United Nations recognized a significance of access to justice in development assistance context as a World 
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Summit Outcome in October 2005. The World Summit Outcome report determined the rule of law and 

access to justice as an essential idea for lasting peace and achieving Millennium Development Goals 

(MDGs), and the general assembly adopted the resolution.73 As the Goal 16 of the SDGs explicitly sets 

the aim of ensuring the rule of law and equal access to justice by 2030, the international recognition of the 

importance of promoting access to justice has also reached maturity in current development assistance 

contexts.74 In fact, there are many cases of development assistance which focus on enhancing access to 

justice for vulnerable and marginalized people in the recipient country. However, while access to justice is 

recognized as a basic human right and international standards guarantee the rights for people universally, 

the definition and understanding of the concept of access to justice is broad and covers diverse aspects 

based on each social context.75 Therefore, donors also should design the project goal as well as the 

approach for enhancing access to justice in accordance with a situation in a target society. In the process of 

implementing the development assistance project in the field of law, therefore, donor organizations must 

determine the meaning of access to justice along with the social context of target society, including history, 

culture, religion and geography as well as priority issues, scope, objectives, and target as a significant part 

of designing the assistance project and policy.  

According to the United Nation’s practitioner’s guide, access to justice is defined as “the ability of 

people to seek and obtain a remedy through a formal or informal institution of justice for grievances, in 

conformity with human rights standards.”76 Access to justice also encompasses all elements to enable 
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citizens to seek redress for their grievances and to demand that their rights are upheld, and people can 

obtain a decision from the justice system for starting the remedy which the court decision entitled the 

person to receive. 77  Regarding “access”, the International Network to Promote the Rule of Law 

(INPROL)’s practitioner’s guide suggests five key barriers to access to justice to consider further elements 

of individual rights, which are financial and legal representation barriers; geographic barriers; linguistic 

barriers; fear and intimidation barriers, and knowledge barriers.78 

The scope of access to justice which means to what extent the right covers is also a significant 

issue. Traditionally, the term refers to opening up the formal systems and structures of the law to 

disadvantaged groups in society by removing social barriers among people.79 Currently, the scope of 

justice has been understood as an enlarged definition, and the scope includes informal justice or 

individuals.80 However, the understanding of informal justice, which means non-states justice system such 

as customary courts or local courts,81 has been controversial. Definition of informal justice is quite vague, 

especially regarding the power of enforcement. Also under the international human rights standard, usually 

a state provides accessible justice to people as an obligation. UNDP currently states that the provision of 
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the informal justice system can be a mechanism to enhance the fulfillment of human rights,82 and the UN 

set informal justice system as a major targeted goal of law and justice assistance for enhancing access to 

justice. International donors recognized informal and customary justice systems as a possible supplement 

to barriers of access, which are commonly located closer, cheaper, and based on local language and 

culture.83    

Sally Engle Merry has given another insight. According to Merry, the concept of “popular justice” 

function to support state building and exists depending on each tradition and cultural condition of 

society.84 Popular justice is the best consideration as a legal institution located on the boundary between 

state law and indigenous or local law and works as an intersect on between two.85 Legal institutions which 

are labeled as popular justice also have certain features. The characteristics are including the application of 

local standards and rules and commonsense form of reasoning rather than state laws. Also, popular justice 

utilizes procedure in the local language with low cost, needs not to hire specialists, and functions typically 

as the bottom tier of state law.86 From this insight, the right of access to justice should be considered and 

understood based on a situation of the justice system, a way of functioning in individual society, people’s 

trust including liaison or hybrid mechanism of justice. Thus access to justice is not a concept just based on 

formal or informal category.  

Each society needs to evaluate the degree of access to justice, and the indicators for evaluation is 

not an easy issue. While access to justice is probably easier to define, it is hard to measure the situation and 

determine achievement. Also, a situation of access to justice is strongly related to individual social context, 

including traditional justice concept. Under the broad concept of access to justice, many organizations 
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developed indicators of access to justice from diverse perspectives. Therefore, the sense for culling 

decision for the appropriate indicator is necessary, in accordance with the social context of a target country. 

However, there are three core lines which could be a base of designing indicators for measurement of 

access to justice. 

The first component of access to justice is quality.87 As the point of access, the existence of justice 

system and laws are essential. This justice system and laws must be functioning timely, effectively, 

efficiently, impartially, fairly, consistently, and legitimately. The Tilburg Institute for Interdisciplinary 

Studies of Civil Law and Conflict Resolution System (TISCO) explains that cost of justice is mutually 

related to the quality of procedures and quality of outcomes.88 These viewpoints could constitute pathways 

for access to justice indicators.89 The second component is equity.90 Equity of access to justice is related 

to the way of access and its obstacles. As introducing above, there are five common and potential barriers, 

of access to justice. Equity can be measured to what extent these barriers are removed by proper services 

which are equality available for people. In order to guarantee the structural inequities under the concept of 

access, people need to have tangible systems, such as legal aid or accessible ADR mechanism. The third 

component is people’s satisfaction and trust toward access to justice.91 Satisfaction and trust are based on 
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the viewpoints of all people, including the poor, vulnerable, and marginalized. To gain trust and 

satisfaction of people, society must guarantee a legitimate decision, compensation, and rehabilitation, and 

also eliminate corruption of justice service. Through these actions, people must be relieved from suffering 

from legal matters.  

 

2.4 Key Concepts and Definitions 2: the Fragile States as a Target of Law and Justice Assistance 

This section is going to define the second key concept, fragile states as a major recipient of law and 

justice assistance. This section also explores why these countries need to receive law and justice assistance, 

and how donors should design tangible aid projects to achieve aid effectiveness in these countries. 

 

2.4.1 Definition of Fragile States as a Significant Target of Law and Justice Assistance 

Many donors have considered that fragile states are significant targets of development assistance 

including law and justice assistance. Donors also consider the definition of fragile states can give insights 

for causes, costs, and responses from international communities for fragile countries.92 The meaning of 

terminology “fragile” in the Cambridge dictionary is easily damaged, broken, or harmed.93 However, there 

is no internationally agreed definition of the term fragile state, and in fact, the definitions of fragile states 

are diverse. The OECD DAC’s definition, which is one of the most well-known, is “states are fragile when 

state structures lack the political will and/or capacity to provide the basic functions needed for poverty 

reduction, development and to safeguard the security and human rights of their population.”94 Regarding 

the OECD’s definition, Claire Mcloughlin appraised that their definition reflects the prevailing 
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characterization of state fragility as the failure of states to perform certain functions to meet citizens’ basic 

needs and expectations.95 The Asia Development Bank (ADB)’s definition touches upon more causes and 

social background as “countries or situations with unique development challenges that have resulted from 

fragility and conflict including weak institutional capacities and poor governance, economic and 

geographic isolation, economic disruption, social disruption, and insecurity”. 96  Also, some donor 

organizations define fragile states based on indicators. The World Bank, for example, refers their ranking 

of state fragility in the Country Policy and Institutional Assessment.97 The Fund for Peace, which is a 

US-based non-governmental research institute, issues the fragile state's index every year, based on a mixed 

approach of quantitative, qualitative, and content analysis data with diverse perspectives including political, 

social, and economic indicators to determine the fragile states.98 

Wim Naude et al. pointed out important contexts for considering the definition of fragile states. 

Firstly, the meaning of fragile states is different depending on when it is defined. According to Naude et al., 

most of the definitions of fragile states define fragility after the fact.99 Naude et al. also emphasize a 

necessity of forward-looking definition and predictive measures of state fragility.100 Secondly, Naude et al. 

countenance the position the state fragility is degree oriented matter and various level of fragility exist 
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together in one society.101 Naude et al. suggested four major classifications of causes for fragile statues 

which are conflict, low development status, vulnerability, and non-developmental states.102 

Since fragile states have demands for law and justice assistance, aid donors need to understand the 

meaning of state fragility. However, demands for law and justice assistance and causes of fragile states are 

not always linked, and even aid project may function differently. In light of the major four causes of fragile 

states which Naude et al. suggested, on the one hand, conflict, low development status, and 

non-developmental states can be a direct trigger for demands of law and justice assistance. On the other 

hand, the vulnerability of fragile states, which is a more forward-looking idea, is a considerable social 

context or potential risk factors in project implementation for aid effectiveness.  

 

2.4.2 Vulnerability of Small Island Developing States 

The Small Island Developing States (SIDS) are categorized as a distinct group of fragile states 

facing specific social, economic, and environmental vulnerabilities. Historically, people in remote and 

small islands live together with their own suffering, which comes from their geographical character. While 

small island states tend to develop their own culture, language, and society in an isolated environment, 
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they also have common risks and disadvantages in a range of areas. The UN recognized the category of 

SIDS for the first time at the Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) held in Rio de 

Janeiro, 1992.103 Following, the UN has classified 57 countries and territories including 20 in the Pacific 

as SIDS.104 Since then, international recognition and efforts for sustainable development of SIDS have 

been increased.105  

This section explores critical features for SIDS as a distinct group of vulnerability, especially 

SIDS in the Pacific region. Firstly, SIDS are facing physical distance which means from a national land 

distance to the continent, and the national land is dispersed within the territory. Nilson explains the 

physical distance as “two- distance” of SIDS.106 This situation influences diverse aspects of the society. 

For instance, due to the distances from the main continent and other islands, islands are inevitably far from 

everything, and it makes transportation costs high and economic activities difficult. Thus economic 

activities of SIDS sometimes become restricted due to the distance from the big and rich market. Also, the 

distance can effect on a process of building the nation-states, and the physical distance cause isolation, due 

to the dispersal and distance causes. The isolation of individual islands can develop their own culture and 

custom strongly in the island. On the other hand, the physical distance also makes building nation-state and 

centralization difficult.  
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Secondly, the Pacific region is mostly covered by the sea and has very small lands. The area of 

ocean is 300 times exceed the area of land in the region.107 This characteristic influences industrial 

structure and economic activities on these islands. Major industries of the most of the island states are first 

industry, such as agriculture, fishery, and tourism. Thus manufacture is generally less in the Pacific region. 

In fact, the huge ocean becomes an obstacle and creates isolation. On the other hand, people in the Pacific 

islands can also receive benefits from the big ocean, such as rich fishery. This environment creates 

advanced experiences of fishery management in the Pacific region, including coral leaf conservation and 

coastal fishery.108 Also, the small island states have an extreme vulnerability to disaster and climate 

changes. Some of the states in the Pacific, especially Kiribati, Vanuatu, and Tuvalu, are in critical 

situations, and climate change is one of the top priority issues in the Pacific.109 

Lastly, not only the land, but also size of the economy, market, resource, and capacity are quite 

small, and this situation causes a secondary problem in the society. The lack of employment makes high 

population fluidity to seek jobs outside of the state, and also, most small island states tend to highly depend 

on international aid and remittance.110 However these countries have a less alternative way to combat 

problems of smallness. Therefore they are very vulnerable to external shocks, such as economic and 

environmental shocks.  
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(Figure 3: Aid, remittances and FDI, 1980 to 2006) 

 

(Source: McGillivray, Mark, Wim Naude, and Amelia U Santos-Paulino. "Vulnerability, Trade, Financial 

Flows and State Failure in Small Island Developing States." Journal of Development Studies 46, no. 

5 (2010). 819.) 

 

Additionally, the percentage of aid dependency of the Pacific island states is enormous, compared 

to other SIDS nations (see Figure 3). 111 Geoff Bertram and Ray Watters described Pacific economy as 

MIRAB framework, because their economy highly depends on Migration, Remittance, Aid, and 

Bureaucracy, and is hard to run their state independently.112 Regarding international aid context, many 

donors have concerns that the aid impact in SIDS is less effective than aid in other states.113 The study by 

Simon Feeny and Mark McGillivray in 2010 explains the reason why the aid in fragile states including 

SIDS becomes less effective. According to Fenny and McGillivray, SIDS are facing the greater absorptive 

capacity constraints in the society, which means the impact of aid on growth in SIDS is contingent on the 

quality of policies and performance of their institution.114 Also, due to heavy dependency on external aid, 
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international aid become a primary axis of states economy in some Pacific island states.115 Donor’s policy 

generally reflects on these international aid. Therefore, the Pacific island states are easily swayed by the 

interest of donors. As a whole, it is still quite difficult for the Pacific island states to achieve sustainable 

development even though they have already received a lot of assistance. 

 However, under these critical conditions which are unlikely to change, SIDS still has a huge 

possibility to achieve sustainable development. According to Nilsson Lars in 1994, the small island states 

historically developed their political strategy to overcome the physical distance because of awareness of 

limitation. There are major four categories of the strategy which are an attraction, self-independence, 

cooperation, and discrimination. This framework can be applicable for small island states.116 Also, the 

previous research by Nik Soni in 2011 and following research by Joel Negin in 2012 pointed out that the 

degree of economic growth correlates with the distance from large and rich markets. From this perspective, 

small African island states have similarities with the Pacific small island states and can be a model for 

them more than the Caribbean island states.117 Also, Negin mentioned in his research that some of the 

small African island countries could achieve economic growth despite their harsh geographical 

conditions.118 

One good example of successful economic growth in SIDS is the Republic of Cape Verde, which 

is a small island state located in the Atlantic ocean, offshore of North Africa. Once Cape Verde was 

categorized into the Least Developed Country (LDC) but has graduated from LDC since 2007 on the 
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grounds of stable economic growth.119 According to Bruce Baker, good governance is a key for the 

success of Cape Verde’s development, and the establishment of good governance can even be a marketable 

product to attract foreign investors, instead of resources.120 Cape Verde’s strategy does not rely on only 

one industry but tries to improve multi-industry. This strategy can contribute to reduce poverty and achieve 

stable growth.121 Hence the government of Cape Verde noticed their weakness and danger and designed 

their policies based on their characteristics and related crisis prevention. This case is just one example, and 

also about one dimension of economic development. However, the example implies the good strategy of 

aid effectiveness in SIDS in project designing process. 

 

(Table 1: African and Pacific Small Island States) 

 

(Source: Negin, Joel. "What the Pacific Can Learn from African Small Island States." Devpolicy Blog. 

January 12, 2012. Accessed April 20, 2018. 

http://devpolicy.org/pacific_africa_small_island_states20120119/.) 

 

There is truly the fact that SIDS are facing difficulties and they can hardly to solve their problem 
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within the context of their own internal autonomy.122 However, this fact does not mean SIDS cannot 

achieve economic growth and social stability. Probably for aid program designers, perceptional changes 

are needed in accordance with the social context of the target island state for overcoming these 

geographical features. Due to these critical constraints, successful universal cases for development cannot 

be applied to island states. Instead, if donors and SIDS recipients try to achieve sustainable development 

without destroying fragile island societies and culture, they could make an island method based on their 

geographical constrains in the project designing process. 

 

2.4.3 How the Social Constant as SIDS Should Be Considered in Legal Context?   

The social constant is factors and related conditions which consist of the society. The social 

constant is also cannot be changed eternally. Conditions of SIDS are attributable to a social constant of 

their country, which is a geographical condition. How then geography should be considered and how it 

influenced upon their society? 

As the opening sentence of this chapter mentioned, the geographer whom the little prince met in 

one planet described that geography always focuses on “the eternal”. The geographical element should be 

dealt with as social constant, and define “space” conceptually depends on how it is understood and utilized 

in the society. As a leading researcher on spatial dimensions in society, Doreen Massey shed light on the 

relationship of space and spatial division.123 According to Massey, social relationship of labor and 

production activities are influenced by the spatial division which is recognized as city or region, and these 

two has an inevitable mutual relationship.124 Massey also explains that the economy influence on the 

tendency of rapid globalization and spatial breadth. However, the economy is not only a factor which 
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determines out experiences of space and place. Massey mentions that social context including gender, the 

human race, and identity also becomes a significant factor.125  

For thinking about law and justice assistance, donors need to notice an influence of an eternal 

social constant as SIDS in a legal context, and the interrelationship between law and geography as well as 

correlation effects on the society. David Delaney suggested a discrepancy between the two concepts to 

consider the relationship, which is “Law-in-Space” and “Space-in-Law”126. According to Delaney, the 

initial concerns of Law-in-Space are the law itself and a way of impact in the space. “Space-in-Law” is on 

the other hand, a space created by the judiciary, in terms of boundaries, autonomy, and separation.127 This 

idea distinct between law and space, and also this idea can invite a restrictive view of the relationship 

between law and space.128 This perspective is however hard to apply to the pluralistic legal society. Keebet 

Benda-Beckman shows the complexity of law and space relationship under legal pluralism. 

Benda-Beckman pointed out the problem of contradictory notions and boundaries due to the conflict 

between colonial rules and indigenous customs.129 

Nicholas Blomley shows another perspective. His concept of law and geography in 2002 explains 

the binary, which captures the two concepts are entangled importantly. According to Bromley, both 

concepts of law and space are related to society. Much spatial orderings is simultaneously legal orderings 
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and vice-verse. The typical example of divisiveness is a relationship between alien and citizens.130 This 

ordering framework also defines appropriate behavior among people.131 He also describes the entangled 

relationship as “Splicing” and “Resplicing” which means legal categories and identities contain an 

expansionary or transformative potential. Thus legal geography can be splicing, but can unravel and 

resplicing under new ordering.132 Also, Blomley and Labove’s research suggested a view that the 

relationship between law and space should be described as “recursively interrelated”.133 Blomley and 

Labove explain that the legal concept is irreducibly spatial, and the one is tracing the effect of one upon the 

other. Therefore the relationship between law and space is changing and keep influencing the society. 

Blomley and Labove ironically concluded that legal uniformity is the ultimate ideal situation.134 However, 

it is out of touch with reality.   

How the society and people capture the space under their rule and how they are changing always 

has high impact on their life. As premises for that people and society are flexibly and spontaneously 

adjusting to the changes, law and space could be respliced mutually. However, law and justice assistance, 

which is development assistance as an external impact of the country, have always certain power to 

influence on social constants in the recipient society. The social changes caused by law and justice 

assistance sometimes are unpredictable. If this external impact brings unintentional changes to redefine the 

space in the society, people’s reaction in the recipient country is also hard to expect. There is a doubt about 

the resplicing, once the relationship between law and space is unraveled by an external power.  

Here I turn back to the context of SIDS to consider the possibility of resplicing if they receive 

international aid and impact on the relationship between legal system and geography. SIDS have limited 
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resources, space as well as alternative ways. Thus SIDS becomes hard to adjust their situation to social 

changes. These constant facts influence their society and create fragility. The Pacific small island states 

consist of multi-ethnic societies which have different cultures, languages, and customs. Therefore, there is 

truly a significance risk of multi-layers of rule and customs as well as the gap between law and what is 

justice for each ethnic group and people.135 

 

2.5 Key Concepts and Definitions 3: Project Management in Development Assistance 

 This section introduces the third key concept, project management. The following subsection 

starts from the general definition of project management and then is going to focus on project management 

in international development assistance field. Since this thesis explores law and justice assistance, 

subsection two and three explores specific components of project management in accordance with 

characteristics of law and justice assistance. 

 

2.5.1 Definition of Project Management and its Context in International Development Assistance 

Development assistance is usually implemented in a project-oriented style. The term “project” is 

so widely used in various occasion. According to the Project Management Institute (PMI), the project is 

defined as a temporary endeavor undertaken to create a unique product, service, or result, and it has a 

defined beginning and end in time, and therefore defined scope and resources.136 Projects are not routine 

work and are always temporary. For achieving a unique goal within a limited time, scope, cost, and 

resources, the project needs proper technique and knowledge is essential for management. As a global 

well-known standard for project management, there are diverse methodologies and frameworks such as the 
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Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide), the International Project 

Management Association Competence Baseline (ICB®), Design Thinking, and Agile Approach. While 

there are common processes of project management under these methods, each methodology has own and 

unique approaches and also both merits and demerits. Therefore, project implementers and project 

managers are must decide applicable methods for their own projects.  

In the development assistance field, historically, the logical framework approach (LFA)137 was the 

first applicable methodology developed by the United States Agency for International Development 

(USAID) at the end of 1960’s, and LFA has been widely used in the field.138 LFA was also evaluated as 

well-designed, objective-described and evaluable for the international development industry. However, the 

limitations of LFA are also pointed out, which is especially lacking evaluation of aid efficiency. Thus 

donor agencies have modified or developed their own model for project management in international 

development. According to Paul Crawford and Paul Bryce, limitations of LFA are (1) the absence of a time 

dimension; (2) the inappropriateness of assigning efficiency-level objectively verifiable indicators; (3) the 

inadequacy of the means of verification; and (4) the static nature of the log frame.139 Victor Hermano et al. 

acknowledged this limitation of LFA as well as the enhanced applicability of the Project Management for 

Development Professionals (PMD Pro) as an alternative method which has been developed by the Project 

Management for Non-Governmental Organizations (PM4NGOs).  PM4NGOs raised the significance of 

critical success factor (CSF) as further insights of project management and evaluation in international 
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development.140 Hermano et al. explained that CSFs are schedule management, budget management, 

quality management, quality of project management process, feedback and monitoring, 

stakeholders/clients satisfaction, and top management support. Hermano et al. also pointed out CSFs value 

a function of PMD Pro, because PMD Pro can cover all CSF items based on mixed characteristics of LFA, 

PMBOK, and ICB.141 

Therefore, a field of development assistance has an industrial uniqueness, and these features 

become a critical point of project management in an international context for choosing proper method for 

development assistance. Also, project management methods are not well-established in the international 

development sector, and the relationship between project management theory and international 

development practice is quite complex, compared to other sectors like manufacturing and infrastructure.142 

As introduced previously, Hermano et al. describe the special features of the project in the international 

development field, and these features become critical barriers to enhance project management method in 

this field.143  

Development assistance projects invariably involve an element of risk-taking regarding external 
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impacts.144 Risk management is defined in PMBOK 5th edition, as the identification, assessment, and 

prioritization of risks followed by coordinated and economical application of resources to minimize, 

monitor, and control the probability and/or impact of unfortunate events or to maximize the realization of 

opportunities.145 Also, regarding an objective of risk management, there are two kinds of risks. One is 

“risk” as the effect of uncertainty on objectives in a broad sense, and the other is “A risk” as a single action 

or event component that potentially contributes to a project’s timeline, performance, or budget.146 

Therefore the external impact of development assistance potentially is working as “risk” because of its 

uncertainty.  

Regarding potential risks of the international development project, development assistance is 

somewhat two-faced, impacting both positively and negatively on the society of the recipient country. Thus 

international aid introduces new ideas into recipient societies from abroad, which in turn can create friction 

with more established social norms in the areas of culture, history, traditions, and religion. The interaction 

between new ideas introduced by the donor country through assistance, and established ideas in a recipient 

society, can be a source of friction. As a result, aid providers must consider how to minimize the negative 

aspects of this interaction, and capitalize on the more positive aspects, in accordance with the condition of 

the recipient society. In project management processes, such frictions and negative impact should be dealt 

with as potential risks of an international development project. This phenomena of risk are a clearly unique 

feature of an international development project which is influenced by social and political nature as well as 

instability of the recipient country. These situations are far less common in other sectors such as 

construction or information technology which is often implemented within a country and have less impact 

on less external influence and the social constant of a counterpart. 
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2.5.2 Project Transitional Management in Long-term Processes 

Law and justice assistance is a type of aid which needs long-term commitment in a recipient 

country. Thus projects need to shift to further phases in accordance with conditions of both a donor and a 

recipient. Projects need to refer a level of development, progress and social change on the recipient side, as 

well as internal changes such as project duration, budgeting, goals, targets and member structure on the 

donor side. In this context, project transition and transition management become a critical “A risk” which 

can potentially be critical if it is actualized. The definition of transition management is the method of 

policy design for adjusting the project definition to achieve sustainable, long-term engagement, responding 

to social changes in the recipient country. For project management in the long-term process generally, the 

significance of transition management has been long recognized. If project transition is implemented 

successfully, the result may impact on the sustainable development of long-term projects.147 Indeed, 

project outcomes and achievements depend greatly on effective transitions in the project design and 

management process. Therefore, the method of project management is applicable for long-term projects in 

the international development industry.  

In project transition process, the coherence-consistency duality of a project is closely related to the 

social impact of individual development assistance project. Definitions of coherence and consistency in a 

development assistance context are the continuity of individual development assistance projects in a 

recipient country depending on the level of social development, development process, and requests for 

assistance. To achieve sustainability in long-term engagement, donors need to adjust the overall project to 

make each subsequent project consistent with the prior and succeeding project, for overarching 

development narrative in a recipient country. Depending on project implementation process, project 

transition becomes not only a risk but also an opportunity to change project components and targets. 

Therefore, the transition period can be a critical milestone for risk management and also for adjustment to 
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ensure project coherence and consistency.  

The link between policy and project targets is a critical point for transition management. 

Implementers of the transition process should consider how project targets maintain consistency and 

coherence of conceptualization, policy, and components. Jan-Peter Vob et al. (2009) and Frolian Kern and 

Michael Howlett (2009) describe the issue as a “problem of fit” which means how the process of transition 

management fits the policy context for achieving sustainable development.148 In development assistance 

projects, the social context and demands of a recipient country, and overall development assistance policy 

are also deeply related to project design. In the transition process of development assistance, therefore, 

consistency between project component and policy, project component and project component, and project 

component and social context are keys for sustainable development and for realizing successful outcomes.                                            

The concept of transition management is often discussed as a socio-technical issue because the 

concept is multi-level perspectives which look at the dynamic transition of projects.149 According to Vob 

et al., the transition is the result of “nonlinear interactions” between three levels of the social system, 

which are the macro-level (landscape), meso-level (regimes), and micro-level (niches). 150  In this 

framework, the landscape consists of broader societal patterns and development that provide structural 

gradients and policies of possibility for socio-technical change.151 Regimes mean the dominant structure, 

culture, and practice in the provision of a social need, and niches are defined as social provision for needs 
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and provide a context for experimenting with new, sustainable practices and the related culture.152 In terms 

of coherence and consistency, project implementers should consider how they maintain consistency 

beyond two or more projects in transition. As a tangible study regarding maintaining consistency, Kern and 

Howlett analyze the policy reform process in the Dutch energy sector to draw lessons about how to achieve 

project goals and coherence, focusing on policy goals and policy means.153  

Nadia Porter et al. (2015) utilized a multi-level perspective in their research to evaluate the project 

transition experience of “WATERgraafsmeer”, a water management project in Watergraafsmeer in the 

Netherlands.154 In their research, they evaluated the social impact of 11 components to the societal 

challenge based on three levels of transition management, and also suggested new project guidelines based 

on the transition experience.155  For example, they defined macro-level action as “action aimed at 

embedding the experiment in dominant ways of thinking, doing and organizing” at the WATERgraafsmeer 

project, and looked at how the key concept and strategy of the project filtered through to each component 

activity.156 Their research clarifies the process of how a new policy or project transition works. For 

example, they observed that replacing specific elements or mixing with pre-existing policy, as well as 

consideration of social context, could be the key to avoiding the incoherence between social conditions and 

overarching goals of the project during the transition process.157 Therefore, consideration of the problem 
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of fit involved in the transition management process could influence project efficacy and work to predict 

potential risks. 

Kern and Howlett have also examined the issues of goal coherence and consistency of 

implementation in policy reform.  According to them, coherent policy goals and consistent means are 

linked in a congruent fashion with established policies as a result of the reform effort.158 Therefore, project 

implementers and designers need to evaluate the transition management with the project coherence and 

consistency as criteria to achieve overarching goals of the project for the purpose of project sustainability. 

Thus the method how the goal coherency and instrument consistency is achieved has a significant meaning 

in transition management process.  

Law and justice assistance should achieve the establishment of new law and justice systems in a 

recipient society. Currently, many donors have acknowledged the overall goal. In a long-term project, 

project transition could present potential risks in terms of project coherence, and donors should consider 

how they can overcome such risks and achieve the overall goal of a project. Throughout the whole process 

of project implementation of law and justice assistance, such project coherence and consistency influences 

project sustainability in a recipient country. Based on the concept of transition management, Figure 4 

describes a framework of law and justice assistance to evaluate project coherence in a transitional process. 

In this framework, “landscape” explains a donor’s overall concept and the goal of law and justice 

assistance in the targeted recipient country, while “regimes” are represented by individual programs and its 

structure for implementation. “niches” mean each local condition as a project target and current legislation 

and justice system of a recipient country. Depending on the individual project, a donor should define the 

criteria to evaluate the coherency and consistency in the transition process, along with the level of 

development in the recipient country. 

Moreover, transition management in development assistance is strongly related to the social 

context of a given recipient country. In project implementation, donors must consider how social change is 
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wrought by development assistance as an external impact. Similarly, these processes are essential to 

predicting social reactions and potential incoherence of projects as applied to the recipient society. 

Therefore, in considering transition management, project implementers should deal with the social context 

of a recipient country at all level of the transition process. At lower levels of the framework, such as niches 

within regimes of project implementation, local conditions in the recipient country can also impact 

individual project components. 

 

(Figure 4: Framework for the evaluation of coherency of law and justice assistance in the transitional 

process) 

 

(Source: Author applied law and justice assistance context to Porter, Nadia, Maarten Claassen, and Jos 

Timmermans. "Transition Experiments in Amsterdam: Conceptual and Empirical Analysis of Two 

Transition Experiments in the WATERgraafsmeer Program." Technological Forecasting & Social Change 

90 (2015): 527-28.) 

 

 

2.5.3 Project Management in Fragile States Context 

As mentioned previously, states in conflict or post-conflict become one of the core categories of 
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recipients of law and justice assistance. In fact, demands for law and justice assistance from these countries 

are huge. Also, many countries in post-conflict conditions or the reconstruction process are receiving 

technical assistance on law and justice, such as Afghanistan, Myanmar, Cambodia, and Iraq. When donors 

implement the aid project in conflict post or post-conflict states, recipient states, as well as donors, need to 

face extraordinary conditions after the conflict, and both the recipient and the donor need to consider how 

to reconstruct the states. Under such conditions in the recipient state, project impact and function in a 

society become unpredictable, and it is hard to apply a successful model for development into these states. 

Especially, the fragility of governance in a recipient state, such as lack of enough capacity and corruption, 

can become a critical obstacle for project implementation and aid effectiveness, and also influence on a 

process of development. However, research since 2000 clarified that post-conflict states could achieve 

economic development and democratization through external assistance projects if such projects comply 

with the recipient’s society and environment.159 Therefore, proper project design and management can 

highly influence on project result and aid effectiveness in post-conflict states. Since donors have a 

responsibility of project planning, implementation, and evaluation, they have power to some extent to 

control the project achievement. 

 To overcome difficult condition for aid effectiveness, clarification of conditions in conflict or 

post-conflict states is necessary. Firstly, post-conflict states do not have the absorptive capacity for aid in 

their societies. Alastair McKechnie pointed out at the World Bank report that a conflict-affected country’s 

ability to utilize aid is low immediately after the conflict due to institutional and physical constraints.160 

States usually have been damaged after the conflict, and have also lost their capacity in multi-dimensions, 

such as economics, techniques, politics, and social. In order to ride a wave of development process, 

therefore, states in post-conflict situations have to accept foreign intervention to some extent. 
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The second point seems to conflict with the first point. However both conditions can happen at 

once. While states in post-conflict have lost their ability for the absorptive capacity of the aid, they also 

have some space and potential for development. In this regards, however, development assistance should 

be suitable, and a donor must implement a project properly in accordance with their situation, social 

context, and level of development. Lisa Chauvet et al. mentioned aid volumes should build up gradually 

during the first years of peace and then gradually revert to normal levels after around a decade. This idea is 

based on suggestions by Collier and Hoeffler, which explained there is a window of opportunity for higher 

than normal aid effectiveness in terms of growth in post-conflict situations. Lisa Chauvet et al. also 

mentioned the that donors intervene following a suitable sequence.161 Donors need to examine the ability 

for the absorptive capacity of the aid properly, to determine project designing method to utilize. Donors 

also should notice the fact that the process of development and reconstruction in the post-conflict situation 

has a certain pattern. Lastly, proper risk management is significant and essential in project implementation 

process in post-conflict states. Fragile states must consider diverse risks, which are not only general one 

and specific one in international development, but also particular risks which stem from conditions of state 

fragility, due to lack of information and capacity as well as ambiguity in the states. 

Definition of project risk management is an unforeseen event or activity that can impact the 

project's progress, result, or outcome in a positive or negative way. Impact and probability can assess risk, 

as a. significant factors. Project risk management is one of ten key knowledge areas of project 

management.162 Thus, this research lay special stress on project risk management because of two reasons. 

Firstly, fragile states are prone to have risks. Secondly, they are hard to predict the risks including aid 

reaction or impact. Therefore, fragile states need the range of risk management broadly in the 

implementation process of an aid project.  
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How donor should reduce the risk is another critical challenge for both donors and recipients. 

According to Chauvet et al., post-conflict peace is fragile, and the risk of renewed violence after a civil war 

is around 40%.163 In this context, donors should consider how development assistance could be used for 

both risk reduction and overcoming the potential risks of foreign aid. Additionally, appropriate contingency 

plans for recovery and overcoming potential risks are essential to the project management and designing 

process. Aid programs must re-establish or reconfigure the function of a state; therefore, in accord with 

these factors of post-conflict states, donors should pay special consideration to potential risks and 

predictability in these fragile conditions. A project’s impact often depends on how much project planners 

and implementers understand the conditions of recipients.   

 

2.6 Key Actor of the Empirical Case: Australia as a Primary Donor and Its Features of ODA 

 Although RAMSI in Solomon Islands was a regional collective action, Australia was a primary 

donor of the program. Following SIJP is also a bilateral law and justice assistance between Australia and 

Solomon Islands. Therefore, a standpoint of Australia as a donor has been a significant target of analysis in 

this thesis. This thesis also highlights Australian ODA policy and the features of Australian approach to the 

post-conflict states. Australia has had a long history of influencing global affairs as an ODA donor. Since 

Australian ODA policy was designed based on the Colombo plan in 1950, the prior destination of aid is 

Asia and the Pacific region.164 While Australian contribution of ODA was ranked No.13 in 2016, around 

60% of the total amount of ODA went to Asia and the Pacific region.165 Such an Australian ODA approach 

has determined Australian position in global society as a Middle Power at the international stage, while 
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Australia has influenced on more within the region as a “big-brother”.166 This national strategy of ODA 

reveals the importance of involvement in their neighbor’s incident.   

 

2.7 Conclusion 

This chapter overviewed the conceptual framework and approach of this thesis, which consists of 

three major concepts, law and justice assistance, fragile states, and project management. The topic of the 

method of designing law and justice assistance project in fragile states is a substantial one extending 

beyond the focus on development assistance as well as law and development study taken in this thesis. 

Understanding and dealing with the practical methodology and its consequences is a relatively newly 

emerging field. Therefore, from the following chapters, this research aims to play a modest role in 

stimulating further thought toward important challenges of the rule of law promotion in practice based on 

these three core concepts. 

The next four chapters of the thesis explore an empirical case of law and justice assistance conducted 

by the Australian government in Solomon Islands and analyzes its impact on the Australian aid context as 

well as the society of Solomon Islands. Chapter three begins to explore the narratives of the Australian law 

and justice effort as a part of ODA and its fundamental strategy as a foreign policy in order to clarify the 

main features of the Australian approach of law and justice assistance. 
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Chapter III: Australian Law and Justice Assistance Narratives  

 

The Coalition Government is making bold changes to the aid program. We are deeply aware that 

a $5 billion aid program is a substantial contribution to the needs of our neighbors and that’s why 

our aid program must be responsible, affordable and sustainable. Aid is in our national interest 

because it builds a safer more secure region. 

(The New Aid Paradigm Speech by Julie Bishop, on 18 June 2014 at National Press Club, 

Canberra) 

 

3.1 Introduction 

Australia has had a long history of influencing global affairs as an ODA donor. Indeed, Australia has 

played a significant role as a middle power at the international stage, and especially influenced within the 

region.167 Law and justice assistance may have the same context with this standpoint of Australia. 

Australia has provided broad law and justice assistance since the 1980s, mainly targeting the Asia-Pacific 

region. The Australian Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT) defines Australian Official 

Development Assistance (ODA) through law and justice assistance projects as “activities primarily 

targeting law and justice system functions and institutions, including state and non-state systems, in 

post-conflict, fragile and more stable development settings”.168 Australian law and justice assistance 

targets fragile and post-conflict societies and focuses on government administration, human rights, United 

Nations (UN) post-conflict peace-building, and security system management reform.169 
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The rule of law promotion has become a major industry of aid especially since the end of Cold War, 

and currently, diverse multilateral and bilateral donors like Australia are engaged in the aid program. 

However, the rule of law concept in development assistance is complicated and diverse depending on the 

donor’s foreign policy. Such a complication of the interpretation of the rule of law concept, as well as the 

cultural diversity among donors, analyzing in comparative perspective is not easy, according to the unified 

criteria. 

Frank Schimmelfenning conducted valuable research on comparative analyses of the rule of law aid 

policy among major Western donors, which comprise the United States, the European Union, Germany, 

France and the United Kingdom.170 In his research, the matrix for the rule of law assistance policy has 

been drawn for comparative analysis of the role of each major bilateral donor for the rule of law promotion 

as well as the potential source of variation toward aid. The matrix consists of four components, which are 

content that is concepts and components of the rule of law promotion policies, organizational setup and 

institutional context, strategies and instruments, budget and expenses and target regions and countries.171 

Based on Schimmelfenning’s matrix, Pip Nicholson and Samantha Hinderling’s research in 2013 gave 

further insights on the role of bilateral donors on the rule of law assistance.172 Through their analysis on 

Japan as a target donor, Nicholson and Hinderling’s research found out the marginalized but significant 

concept in the Schimmelfenning’s matrix for analysis and pointed out additional viewpoints which could 

influence the result of comparative analysis on the rule of law assistance plurally. The first point is aid 

dependency and its impact on aid conception and delivery. The second is the variability of donor activities 
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in different contexts. The third is the local experience of aid.173 These two pieces of research presented a 

significant framework for evaluating policy for the rule of law assistance, and clarify the differences 

among bilateral donors. This insight contributed an applicable model in development aid practice not only 

into normative evaluation but also the substantive rule of law promotion.  

This chapter is going to identify features of the Australian law and justice assistance, and the 

standpoint of the Middle Power of aid donor in law and justice assistance context. This chapter examines 

the Australian law and justice effort as a part of ODA and its fundamental strategy as a foreign policy, in 

order to clarify the main features of the Australian approach of law and justice assistance. The main 

question to be addressed is how the Australian law and justice assistance could be identified compared to 

other bilateral donor organizations. This chapter analyzes a policy framework of the Australian aid on law 

and justice within two decades in comparative perspective, based on Schimmelfenning’s framework for the 

rule of law assistance as well as Nicholson and Hinderling’s analysis on donor’s role as previous research. 

This chapter consists of a four-part structure. The chapter commences with an overview of the 

Australian strategy for ODA and especially the structural change of the aid body of the Australian 

government. In order to consider the philosophy and its characteristics of the Australian law and justice 

assistance, the third section explores the Australian efforts and approach, in accordance with the 

Schimmelfenning’s framework for the rule of law assistance. The fourth section analyzes and summaries 

the Australian position as a donor for law and justice assistance, in comparative perspectives. Then the fifth 

section considers comparative viewpoints of analysis for aid effectiveness in the law and justice assistance 

context and adds some comments on Nicholson and Hinderling’s suggested three points, before 

crystallizing characteristics of Australian law and justice assistance in the concluding section. 
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3.2 Australian Aid Policy and The New Aid Paradigm  

As Australians, especially the Members of Parliament (MP) in Liberal Party, have accepted to 

describe themselves as the Middle Power, the amount of Australian ODA among DAC countries is 

positioned at the “middle” place, ranked 13 in 2016 (see figure 5). However, the Australian presence as a 

donor country is quite huge in Asia and the Pacific region.  

 

(Figure 5: Official Development Assistance of OECD DAC Countries in 2016) 

 

(Source: "Development Co-operation Directorate (DCD-DAC)." OECD, DAC. Accessed April 20, 2018. 

http://www.oecd.org/dac/financing-sustainable-development/datavisualisations/. (marked in red by author)) 

 

Australia’s ODA history commenced with the Colombo Plan in 1950. Since then, Australia has 

made an important contribution to development cooperation as a significant measure for foreign policy.174 

The Australian government believed Communization in Asia could be a threat to the region after World 

War Two; the Australian government set security as a principal axis of their ODA strategy. Therefore, since 

then the priority of Australian ODA is the Asia and the Pacific region, due to geographical contiguity.175 
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(Figure 6: Gross ODA by region of Australia in 2014) 

 

(Source: "Development Co-operation Directorate (DCD-DAC)." OECD, DAC. Accessed April 20, 2018. 

http://www.oecd.org/dac/financing-sustainable-development/datavisualisations/.) 

 

In accordance with the global trend of ODA, the objectives of Australian ODA have been 

readjusted, such as the concept of Basic Human Needs and the United Nations Millennium Development 

Goals.176 Additionally, Australian aid policy is designed based on mainly three competing agendas, which 

are the neo-liberal agenda, social justice agenda, and the government-of-the-day’s diplomatic and security 

agenda. The major political party’s influence on the priority of the aid policy and prior objectives at each 

stage.177 Australian ODA strategy drastically changed its orientation, especially within the last two 

decades. Since 1997, the Liberal Party of Australia focused on the reacknowledgement of the significance 

of ODA as a foreign and security policy as well as the awareness of the interrelationship between security 

and development.178 Under the John Howard’s government, military and police force intervention was an 

important measure of ODA toward the emergence of non-traditional global threat in the Pacific region. For 

instance, the Australian government decided to be involved in the Regional Assistance Mission to Solomon 

Islands (RAMSI) in this period under the whole-of-government approach, which is refers to the joint 
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activities performed by diverse Ministries and public institutions. The Australian government also provided 

financial and logical support to resolve the conflict on Bougainville Islands in Papua New Guinea (PNG) 

after the Sandline affairs in 1997.179 After the regime change to the Australian Labor Party (ALP) in 2007, 

the ruling party kept focusing on the significance of ODA continuously, especially ODA for the Pacific 

region which was typified the Port Moresby Declaration in 2008 under Kevin Rudd’s Government. This 

regime change revitalized the Australia-Pacific cooperation and development, based on the partnership.180 

Also, the ODA budget of Australia was gradually increased and reached 3.95 Billion (US$) in Fiscal Year 

of 2012/13.181  

 

(Figure 7: Top Ten Recipients of Gross ODA of Australia in 2014) 

 

(Source: "Development Co-operation Directorate (DCD-DAC)." OECD, DAC. Accessed April 20, 2018. 

http://www.oecd.org/dac/financing-sustainable-development/datavisualisations/.) 
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However, the Australian aid strategy reached another critical turning point in 2013. The new 

coalition government brought significant structural changes to the aid body of the Australian government. 

The Australian Agency for International Development (AusAID) which is the government aid agency, was 

abolished and integrated into a part of DFAT.182 All former AusAID staff, which included 1,724 Australian 

Public Service employees and 651 locally engaged staff, became DFAT employees, and the new DFAT 

unified corporate structure, which is a single budget from 2014–15, human resources, property services, 

and financial policies and systems.183 New aid paradigm states that the primary purpose of the Australian 

aid program is to promote Australia’s national interests by contributing to sustainable economic growth 

and poverty reduction. Its aid program aims to promote prosperity, reduce poverty and enhance stability by 

focusing on achieving two development outcomes, which are strengthening private sector development and 

enabling human development.184 Australia set six core priority areas for investment to achieve these 

purposes. The first core is infrastructure, trade facilitation and international competitiveness. The second 

core is agriculture, fisheries, and water. The third core is effective governance: policies, institutions and 

functioning economies The fourth core is education and health. The fifth core is building resilience: 

humanitarian assistance, disaster risk reduction, and social protection. The last core is gender equality and 

empowering women and girls. 185  Australian Minister for Foreign Affairs Julie Bishop mentioned 

regarding the new aid paradigm at her speech.186 Julie Bishop talked in her speech that “– those are our six 
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priority areas to promote economic growth and reduce poverty in our region underpinned – I say it again – 

by private sector support.”187 Jack Corbett and Sinclair Dinnen conceptualized this turn of Australia’s aid 

policy which was initiated by the Tony Abbott’s government as “paradigm shift”.188 According to Corbett 

and Dinnen, behind the restructuring as well as the new aid paradigm which was proclaimed, there had 

been a narrative that this paradigm shift on Australian aid could be a primary means to realize the aid 

objective as a form of economic diplomacy for Australia.189 

Since Julie Bishop’s speech, the Australian government has focused on private-sector-led growth 

development in order to achieve the goal under the new paradigm. However, this recent focus is pointed 

out that it is no longer new and pushes back the growth-oriented policy in the early 1990s.190 This 

paradigm shift, therefore, emphasis on economic development for Australia as principle legitimacy for 

Australian aid. This context seems the backset of aid policy to more conservative thinking.  

The paradigm changes of the Australian aid by the Coalition influenced on Australian approach. 

The most important and critical change was the full integration of AusAID into the DFAT. The Australian 

think tank for Australian aid policy, the Development Policy Center at the Australian National University 

(ANU), conducted a broad survey entitled “Australian Aid: Signs of Risk” on aid effectiveness for the 

Australian aid stakeholders regarding the awareness of change after the AusAID mergers in 2013 and 

2015.191 According to the survey, there was the negative impact on both consciousness for policy and the 

leadership of government and also substantive work in practice, while major practitioners evaluated the 
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Australian aid was effective or very effective.192 Especially negative impacts on staff effectiveness such as 

less number of expertise, rapid turnover of staffs, and leaving of senior staffs and experts were pointed 

out.193 This situation clearly draws influence from the merger of two organizations, who have different 

values and cultures on aid programs. This situation also influenced on the aid effectiveness negatively.194 

Also, Stephen Howes and Joel Negin mentioned that new aid paradigm lacks attention to components for 

aid management and performance framework. 195  Staff restructuring beyond organizations possibly 

brought a range of risks in project management level, such as the decision-making process, report chain, 

budget flow, and evaluation system. These difficulties also could impact on aid effectiveness in practice.  

 

 (Figure 8: ODA Trends 1960-2016 of Australia) 

 

(Source: "Development Co-operation Directorate (DCD-DAC)." OECD, DAC. Accessed April 20, 2018. 

http://www.oecd.org/dac/financing-sustainable-development/datavisualisations/.) 

 

Another significant change is the amount of budget. The paradigm shift brought funding cuts, and 

aid expenditure has continuously decreased since its peak in 2012. Since then, budget cuts for ODA have 

never stopped. The Australian government decided to reduce ODA budget grossly until 2017. Especially 
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the Coalition reduced over 30% of the ODA budget since they came into power.196 The criticisms toward 

the discount of ODA in their foreign affairs pointed out that the story behind the new aid paradigm for the 

huge budget cut is not convincing enough. According to the article by Matthew Dornan, these reasons 

came from the budget emergency, prioritized domestic charity than foreign aid, and lack of aid 

effectiveness. However, these points are not supporting the budget cut due to the small amount of aid in the 

whole budget and priority change to the domestic problems. 197  Also, regarding the lack of aid 

effectiveness, the article pointed out that trade cannot replace foreign aid as a measure for poverty 

reduction and economic growth, especially at the micro level of aid projects, such as education, 

immunization, and medicines.198 From this insight, the criticisms toward the budget cut with colorable 

excuses place an ultimate question about the meaning of aid both for objective, responsibility and national 

interest on the new aid paradigm. 

 

3.3 The Australian Way of Law and Justice Assistance  

Law and justice assistance have become a major part of the Australian aid program since 2003, due to 

the security threat around the neighboring states of Australia.199 In order to consider the objective of 

Australia, this section explores the Australian efforts and approach for law and justice assistance over the 

past decade, according to the Schimmelfenning’s framework for the rule of law aid. 
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3.3.1 Development Assistance in the Field of Law: Basic Principles 

As introduced in Chapter Two, Schimmelfenning explains there are two definitions of the rule of 

law promotion, which are thin and thick, and notes the Western rule of law consensus extends to thin 

general principles in common which is shared to all liberal democracies. While major Western donors have 

a similar consensus on the rule of law assistance as Schimmelfenning suggested, there is a divergence of 

policy, approach, scope among donor countries. For example, U.S. Agency for International 

Development’s (USAID) the rule of law assistance has a similar context with the United Nations in their 

approaches to promote domestic solutions. 200  The United Kingdom Department of International 

Development (DFID) focuses on security as the priority issue, due to the Colombo Plan.201 

The policy of Australian law and justice assistance covers activities primarily targeting law and 

justice institutions and functions, including state and informal providers, in post-conflict, fragile, and more 

stable settings. Law and justice institutions include police, courts and corrections systems, legal aid, 

government legal offices, specialized law enforcement functions and national human rights institutions.202 

Four core aspects of Australian law and justice assistance are government administration (defined as 

including policing and corrections), human rights, UN post-conflict peace-building, and security system 

management and reform.203 

From the definition, Australian law and justice assistance set a quite broad scope of aid, and the 
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context is primarily post-conflict and state building, because of Australia’s national interest on regional 

security. Australian law and justice assistance target on neighboring states in Asia and the Pacific region 

specifically, and since the late 2000s, more than 50% of all law and justice assistance expenditures go to 

two countries in Melanesia, PNG, and Solomon Islands.204 Australian law and justice assistance also focus 

on enhancing formal institutions in the process of centralization and building nation states after their 

independence, and this is based on not only the recipient’s demands but also the colonial legacy of 

Australia, due to the commonality of legal systems. In this context, Australia has a similar approach of thin 

with traditional Western donors on bringing “domestic solutions” of Australia to these countries. However, 

most Pacific countries, including Melanesian states, have pluralistic societies with different legal cultures. 

Therefore, Australia is also required to give some thick effort to informal legal systems, which are rooted 

in traditional societies in most of Melanesia. This situation may reflect on the broad scope and definition of 

Australian law and justice assistance. Likewise, internal evaluation by the Australian government 

commented on a future challenge. The evaluation said that the Australian law and justice assistance is not 

tailored to specific drivers of conflict. These aid projects do not address specific sources of insecurity and 

currently engagement with questions around the nature and structure of the state or its relations with 

society, due to the lack of project design of law and justice assistance based on detailed conflict analysis.205 

The evaluation shows that the Australian experiences also proved that externalization of domestic solutions 

could not always become a solution in the recipient country. Thus law and justice assistance need to have a 

thick based approach. As a key feature of Australian law and justice assistance, Australia’s agenda 

currently need to have a significant ideological shift which is addressing the gap between thin approach 

and conditions of the targeted recipients. For example, Australia currently is conducting a capacity building 

program for national agencies and judicial system to give effective legal service in PNG. The project 
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approaches both formal justice system and community-based legal service, while their main counterpart is 

the PNG central government.206 

 

3.3.2 Legitimacy and Strategy of Law and Justice Assistance 

The motivation of Australian law and justice assistance seems very clear. The Australian Office of 

Development Effectiveness (ODE) pointed out that Australia’s law and justice assistance tightly focuses on 

two specific objectives: stabilizing conflict-affected societies and promoting access to justice as a 

development goal in its own right. In contrast, international law and justice assistance tend to reflect the 

theoretical uncertainty which explains the rationales behind each different context.207 Since the current 

fear of instability in the Pacific region has been the most critical driver for the expansion of Australian law 

and justice assistance in the last decade, Australia has concentrated on fragile states, post-conflict states, 

and failed states in South-East Asia and the Pacific. Australia also insists on aid objectives based on justice 

and security sector linkages, in accordance with the current global trend on aid which is resulting in a 

convergence of policy and programming across the justice and security sectors.208 Thus security as a prior 

objective reflects on the funding for law and justice assistance, as well as the Australian national interest 

for regional security. This situation and the way of targeting of aid describes Australian specific legitimacy 

of law and justice assistance.  

Schimmelfennig describes the matrix for strategies of the rule of law promotion, which consists of 
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insights of channels and modes of interaction. According to Schimmelfennig, there are three modes of 

interaction to distinguish the channel for rule of law promotion: imposition, which generally requires 

military occupation and international administration of the target country; conditionality, which can have 

both negative and positive impacts based on the incentives of the target country; and socialization, which is 

based on providing the target state with the attitudes, knowledge, and capacity to implement the rule of 

law.209 Also, Schimmelfennig mentioned there are two levels of the rule of law promotion, which are 

top-down or intergovernmental and bottom-up, or transnational, and theoretically these channels and 

modes of interaction can be combined in various ways.210 Schimmelfennig analyzes major Western 

countries with the matrix and points out that the commonality in the rule of law is giving priority to work 

with the state and the government, and the socialization strategies focusing on capacity-building and 

training activities enjoyed the support of traditional development bureaucracies.211  

Regarding the Australian context, Australian law and justice assistance strategy have all the 

elements of interaction, imposition, conditionality, and socialization. Also, Australia pursues a strong 

top-down approach. Australia prioritizes the capacity building of government and key institutes including 

the police, courts, and magistrates in the target country. Therefore, the major counterpart is the state or 

government, with the idea that law and justice institutions emerge from political processes in any 

society.212  

As mentioned previously, most of the targeted countries of Australia are post-conflict or fragile 

states, due to the security reasons. Since the definition of Australian law and justice assistance is broad, 
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Australia’s strategy requires post-conflict intervention, including peacekeeping operations and imposition 

as their aid approach to some extent, as well as socialization for capacity building of the target country. In 

case of PNG, for example, a police program implemented by the Australian Federal Police (AFP) in 

Bougainville was deployed for stabilization purpose in the 2000s.213 Australian law and justice assistance 

also default to attempting to put in place a standard set of institutional arrangements, without taking care to 

identify credible pathways for change. In this way, Australia can work towards a justice system that meets 

international standards in the long-term; however, in the short-term, Australian assistance needs to promote 

change processes that are feasible in the political context.214 

Regarding conditionality, Australia utilizes the concept of conditionality historically for enhancing 

policy reform and ownership in the recipient country. Currently, there is the point that conditionality in 

Australian aid context should be explained as a new form of conditionality rather than the traditional idea 

of conditionality in 1980-1990s. The former conditionality in 20th-century approaches to the relationship 

relies on a broader partnership entailing acceptance of the respective roles of the partners and sharing of 

responsibilities, especially in the Pacific region.215 Australia utilizes the conditionality as a new context in 

broader or regional issue and assistance for policy reform, however, each Australian law and justice 

assistance seems not so much to rely on conditionality, such as democracy or economic development.   

 

3.3.3 Who is Implementing Law and Justice Assistance? 

Schimmelfenning analyzed the organizational structure for the rule of law promotion under each 

donor country and indicated three major dimensions of the organization: centralization, concentration, and 
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specialization.216 Centralization refers to the level of government predominantly dealing with international 

rule of law promotion; concentration refers to the dispersion of authority across agencies; specialization 

refers to the degree to which these agencies and their relevant units specialized in the rule of law 

promotion.217 In accordance with Schimmelfenning’s three major dimensions, each bilateral donor has a 

different approach to the rule of law promotion, while there is a commonality of the concept of the rule of 

law. For instance, US and France represent the extreme cases. The US has a highly specialized but 

decentralized system, and France has a predominantly ministerial level system, but specialization is low. 

Other countries fall in-between.218 Schimmelfenning evaluated that these tendencies show the degree of 

importance of the rule of law assistance in each country’s aid policy in general.219 Thus, the US seems to 

have given high priority to the rule of law promotion with broad professionals, while France has less 

interest in the field of aid.  

Regarding Australian law and justice assistance, major actors are DFAT (former AusAID), the 

Australian Federal Police (AFP), and the Attorney-General’s Department (AGD), and also other 

institutions including the Federal Court of Australia and the Commonwealth Ombudsman.220 However, 

funding is more concentrated on two institutions, which are the AusAID and the AFP. In 2007-2008, 

AU$170 million (56%) went to AusAID, and AU$128 million (42%) went to the AFP under total 

AU$301.5 million. In 2008-2009, AU$3.5 million went to the AGD (1%), AU$114 million (40%) went to 

AusAID, AU$175 million went to the AFP (60%), and AU$ 3 million went to the AGD under total 
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AU$292 million.221 Also, the amount of expenditures does not capture the scale of activities. The AFP’s 

budget includes a range of activities including RAMSI’s Participating Police Force (PPF) and 

peacekeeping operations.222 Budget flow goes to these major three institutions; however, substantial 

budget allocations are also distributed to other project implementers depending on each activity and target 

country. For example, the AGD has a multi-budgeting flow on law and justice assistance in 2015-16, and 

they have a different source of funds depending on region and country as well as a separate program or 

joint program beyond institutions, such as the Pacific Islands Law Officers Network (see figure 9).223 

This approach comes from the concept of Australian whole-of-government approach for delivering 

aid programs, which harnesses specific experience, skills, and knowledge across diverse Australian 

government agencies.224 Under the system, for example, related agencies have a meeting regularly to 

share strategic oversight and create a comprehensive framework together for increasing coordination and 

strategic coherence.225 This insight seems to guarantee the multi-approach for aid programs but also 

predominant government in only a fine line. 

The AusAID merger caused a circumstance change of structure and implementation of the law and 

justice assistance. The merger brought a significant change of internal processes, such as the process of 

decision-making, report-chain, and the position of implementation unit. However, practitioners do not feel 

substantial changes within the process of working.226 The reason is the Australian government merged 

related functions and divisions in whole into the DFAT structure, while the budgeting flow has been 

unified. 
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(Figure 9: Budget Flow on Law and Justice Assistance in 2016-2017) 

 

(Source: Created by Author, based on Interviewee AG6 Interview by author. Canberra, October 6, 2016.) 

  

Various branch and section engaged in implementation process of law and justice assistance under 

the DFAT. Under the current structure, the law and justice section, Governance and Fragility Branch under 

the Development Policy Branch has specialized in law and justice assistance mainly. Country and regional 

sections and branches for each target countries work for law and justice assistance, such as PNG 

development and Solomon Islands Branch under the Pacific Division. There are also specialized division 

for project design and evaluation under the DFAT, and individual specialized divisions deal with 

supporting project implementation, such as the Aid Management and Performance Branch under the 

Contracting and Aid Management Division and the Office of Development Effectiveness (ODE). 

Especially the ODE, which is an operationally independent unit to measure and report on the effectiveness 

of the Australian aid program, has a significant role for aid assessment for effectiveness, and conducted a 

comprehensive evaluation project on Australian law and justice assistance in 2012.227 
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In sum, the role of law and justice assistance in Australia is highly centralized in budget and actors 

within the predominantly ministerial level. The approach is highly specialized, while diverse sections 

under the whole-of-government system. The degree of centralization has been even increased since the 

AusAID merger. The implementation structure concentrates on three major government bodies as well as 

other institutions, which is evaluated into low category. Since the prior importance of law and justice 

assistance in the Australian aid context, the correlation between specialization and importance attributed to 

the rule of law promotion become applicable. Such a circumstance creates an enabling environment for 

Australia implementing professional aid programs, and Australia gives high priority to law and justice 

assistance and democratization in their aid agenda. On the other hand, compared to the US’s condition, 

Australia’s approach is overconcentration of the ministerial level, and have less diversity of aid actors. 

 

3.3.4 Destination of Australian Law and Justice Assistance 

As Schimmelfenning pointed out, major Western donor’s foci and priorities of the assistance 

destination, as well as reasons for decision making, are diverse. In its process of determining the project 

destination, Schimmelfenning supports Gary Crawford’s idea in 2001 that democracy and the rule of law 

promotion conform to traditional geographic patterns and development policy rather than to an 

issue-oriented functional logic, and the rule of law promotion follows general development cooperation.228 

As examples, the USA targeted Latin America in the 1980s and Central and Eastern Europe in 1990s for 
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geopolitical reasons, while the EU targeted Sub-Saharan Africa as a colonial legacy.229 Nicholson and 

Hinderling’s research also offered additional patterns of deciding the target recipient based on historical 

background, foreign policy, and conditions for development assistance implementation.230 

 

(Table 2: Australian law and justice ODA by recipient country) 

 

(Source: Australian Government, Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade. Building on Local Strengths: 

Evaluation of Australian Law and Justice Assistance. (Canberra: Australian Agency for International 

Development (AusAID), 2012). 7.) 

 

In this context, Australia has similar tendencies. Except for some of the involvements of 

peacekeeping operations, Australian law and justice assistance almost unalterably goes to Asia and the 

Pacific region based upon geographical contiguity rather than issue-oriented objectives. This approach is 

because of the Australian aid history and the Colombo Plan as well as current security concerns in the 
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Pacific region and national interest. From 2007 to 2011, more than 50% of the entire budget for law and 

justice assistance was spent on two huge countries in Melanesia, which are Papua New Guinea (PNG) and 

Solomon Islands.231 The critical trigger which made Australia one of the top donors on law and justice 

assistance was an involvement of the RAMSI and the huge contribution to the law and justice pillar. 

PNG is the second largest recipient of Australian law and justice assistance, and substantively the 

history of Australian law and justice assistance had started from PNG in the1980s, especially for their 

police force. Before independence in 1975, the decentralized native administration governed by the “kiap” 

who were appointed by Australia and acted simultaneously as administrator, policeman, magistrate, and 

jailer at the local level and worked effectively under the Commonwealth of Australia. 232  Since 

independence, institutional modernization and centralization made progress following the endorsement of 

Derham Report in 1960. This report influenced on a lack of respect for the indigenous legal system, and 

the belief in the superiority of British justice and a clear notion of what was desirable for the colonial 

administration.233 This background reflects on current law and justice objectives in PNG, and most of the 

assistance primary focuses on the centrality of the state and capacity building at state institutes.234 

However, people’s frustration, as well as awareness gap between formal law and their notion of justice, 

remains in the recipient state. Sinclair Dinnen mentioned that development assistance challenge for 

capacity building of not only formal and informal sectors but also hybrid systems become quite 
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significant.235 Due to the historical bindings since the colonial period, the Australian government has been 

giving continuous support to PNG until recently as the second largest recipient, and invested 

approximately AU$83.5 million in the law and justice sector in 2015-2016.236 As the major programs, 

Australia implemented Papua New Guinea Australia Law and Justice Partnership (PALJP), whose budget 

was approximately AU$116 million from 2009 to January 2014, and substitute four year program called 

Justice Services and Stability for Development (JSS4D), whose budget was AU$90 million program for 

law and justice field.237 The JSS4D targets a range of issues broadly, and aims to achieve four key 

outcomes, which are community safety, addressing family and sexual violence, effective law and justice 

services, and anti-corruption.238 

Other than large-scale and comprehensive sector-based assistance, like in PNG and Solomon 

Islands, Australia provides also smaller programs as emerging sector-based responses as well as targeted 

and specialized responses in Asia and the Pacific. Regarding the emerging sector-based responses, this 

category of Australian law and justice assistance targeted partner countries where its articulation of the 

reform agenda is in the earlier stage or local leadership and ownership of reform is nascent.239 Scale of 

emerging sector-based assistance covers broad range, which is from AU$21 million program for 

strengthening accessible and accountable justice system and police service in Timor-Leste to AU$2 million 
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for development of the government of Samoa-led new law and justice sector plan for future Australia-fund 

law and justice assistance in Samoa.240 These programs under this category deal solely and specific with 

the issue of law and justice in each project. Additionally Australia also provides a range of smaller-scale 

targeted and specialized responses in the Asia and the Pacific region. This category includes broad and 

diverse types of assistance on not only specific legal issues but also cross-cutting or cross-regional issues, 

such as human trafficking, cross-regional crimes, and regional level programs such as the Pacific Legal 

Information Institute (PacLII), and the Pacific Judicial Development Program (PJDP).241  

 

3.3.5 Cost of Australian Law and Justice Assistance 

Australian funding flow for law and justice assistance clearly presented the gradual heightening of 

the significance of law and justice assistance in Australian aid. After starting on a modest scale in the 

1990s, Australian law and justice assistance expanded rapidly with RAMSI’s intervention and the scaling 

up of assistance to PNG.242 In reality, the intervention of RAMSI and Australia’s involvement have made 

Australia one of the top donors of law and justice assistance in the world.243 OECD DAC statistics show 

that the Australian expenditure for law and justice assistance in 2010-11, AU$371 million, was the second 

largest following in the United States.244  

 

                                                   
240 Ibid., 17-22. 

241 Ibid., 22-26. 

242 Australian Government, Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade. Building on Local Strengths: Evaluation 

of Australian Law and Justice Assistance (Canberra, Australia: Australian Agency for International 

Development (AusAID), 2012). 5.  Also, according to OECD DAC statistics, ODA expenditure for the 

Government & Civil Society sector was US$150.02 million in 2002-2003, and scaled up to US$650.11 million 

in 2007-2008.  

243 Australian Government, Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade. Building on Local Strengths: Evaluation 

of Australian Law and Justice Assistance (Canberra, Australia: Australian Agency for International 

Development (AusAID), 2012). 8. 

244 "Development Co-operation Directorate (DCD-DAC)." OECD, DAC. Accessed April 20, 2018. 

http://www.oecd.org/dac/financing-sustainable-development/datavisualisations/. 
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(Table 3: Australian law and justice assistance by year (2007-2011)) 

 

(Source: Australian Government, Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade. Building on Local Strengths: 

Evaluation of Australian Law and Justice Assistance. (Canberra: Australian Agency for International 

Development (AusAID), 2012), 5.) 

 

According to Schimmelfenning, however, it is notoriously difficult to find reliable data of budgets 

and expenses for the rule of law promotion because these budgets are often hidden in large categories such 

as democracy promotion.245 Therefore, depending on the donors, to find a proper and separate number of 

expenditure on law and justice assistance separately is difficult, due to the organizational structure and 

culture, and also a method of calculating.246 Also, to understand components of the expenditure of law and 

justice assistance is also different depending on each donor organization. Therefore, to find an appropriate 

number of the expenditure for law and justice assistance is also extremely hard in order to compare among 

donor organizations properly.  

Under such circumstances, the potential criteria for comparison of the expenditure is to see the 

number of larger category of aid, such as Governance or Human Rights. The other methodology is to see 

                                                   
245 Schimmelfennig, Frank. “A Comparison of the Rule of Law Promotion Policies of Major Western Powers.” 

In Rule of Law Dynamics: In an Era of International and Transnational Governance, edited by Michael Zurn, 

Andre Nollkaemper, and Randy Peerenboom (Cambridge, The United Kingdom: Cambridge University Press, 

2012). 127. 

246 As one example, in Japan, it is impossible to find a proper number of expenditure on legal technical 

assistance separately, due to the organizational structure and culture, and also a method of calculating. The 

Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA), which has the ultimate responsibility for implementation of 

ODA projects including legal technical assistance, has generally divided into each department including field 

office or each project unit, and each department has a responsibility to decide the budget to use, therefore the 

budget for legal technical assistance would be always managed by the department or each project. 
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the number of each project unit on law and justice assistance. 

 

(Table 4: Relative share of Government and Civil Society Aid) 

 

(Source: Calculated by the author based on OECD DAC Data Accessed April 20, 2018. 

http://www.oecd.org/development/stats/idsonline.htm)) 

 

Regarding a larger category of aid, Table 4 shows a relative share for government and civic 

society within overall ODA of bilateral donor countries. The percent of share does not mean the specific 

amount of expenditure for law and justice assistance. For comparison with Australia, the table also shows 

seven countries including four Western bilateral donor countries which Schimmelfenning described, the 

United States, France, Germany, and United Kingdom, and also Japan and New Zealand (NZ) which are 

top DAC donor countries in the Asia and the Pacific region to Oceania (See figure 10).247 For comparative 

and illustrative reasons, this research uses data from OECD DAC statistics (total amount of ODA and 

government and civic society sector in US$ million) due to the diversity of components as well as the 

method of calculation among donor countries. Therefore, the share of law and justice assistance 

comparable inevitably roughly, however, the table presents that the pattern of strategy in law and justice 

assistance of each country. Each country has had minor changes in the number of shares, but they mostly 

remain the same level of the share. 

 

                                                   
247 OECD, DAC. "ODA to Oceania." Development aid at a glance Statistics by Region, 2017. Accessed April 

20, 2018. http://www.oecd.org/dac/stats/documentupload/Oceania-Development-Aid-at-a-Glance.pdf. 2-8. 
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(Figure 10: DAC donor countries’ aid to Oceania: 2011-2013) 

 

(Source: OECD, DAC. "ODA to Oceania." Development aid at a glance Statistics by Region, 2017. 

Accessed April 20, 2018. 

http://www.oecd.org/dac/stats/documentupload/Oceania-Development-Aid-at-a-Glance.pdf. 4.) 

 

The share of Australian law and justice assistance is extremely high, compared to other major 

donor countries. Regarding Australian law and justice assistance, the share of government and civic society 

sector remains around 50%. The number was even increasing during 2007 to 2011. For example, in 

2007-08, the expenditure was US$257.69 million, and the cost for Government and Civil society sector 

was US$689.32 million. The amount of law and justice assistance was approximately 51% under the 

sector.248 New Zealand, which is the second largest contributor for RAMSI in the Pacific region, has had a 

large number of share for law and justice assistance, while their amount of ODA is not so big, comparing 

to other countries. The NZ’s expenditure for the government and civil society sector was US$38.84 million 

                                                   
248 Australian Government, Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade. Building on Local Strengths: Evaluation 

of Australian Law and Justice Assistance (Canberra, Australia: Australian Agency for International 

Development (AusAID), 2012). 5.;"Development Co-operation Directorate (DCD-DAC)." OECD, DAC. 

Accessed April 20, 2018. http://www.oecd.org/dac/financing-sustainable-development/datavisualisations/. 
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in 2007-08 and US$46.12 million in 2008-09.249 The reason for the NZ’s huge expenditure is the 

intervention for RAMSI as a regional mission. This engagement influenced their aid direction as well as a 

heightening of the significance of law and justice assistance. 

 Another possible criterion is to see the expenditure of each project unit. However, it is also hard 

to have a proper number for comparison, due to the complexity and diversity of components and 

methodologies, as well as the different approaches depending on each donor country. As a snapshot, for 

example, Australia had conducted a project for strengthening the justice system for juveniles and 

vulnerable groups in Cambodia, and the expenditure was approximately AU$8 million in 2008-09. During 

the same period, Japan, which is one of the largest for Cambodia in the rule of law promotion, was also 

conducting a project in Cambodia named the Legal and Judicial Development Project and cost only 

AU$4.72 million for four years from 2008 to 2012.250 This is just an example to see the expenditure per 

project unit; however, it could be a guide to assume the relevance between the share and the amount of 

budget allocation and to examine each country’s priority of law and justice assistance to some extent.  

 

3.4 Australian Law and Justice Assistance in Comparative Context 

As Schimmelfenning pointed out, there are conflicts of both commonalities vs. convergent as well as 

variety vs. divergent of policy for the rule of law promotion, among major donor countries. According to 

him, there are no consistent patterns across the dimensions of the rule of law promotion policies. However, 

organizational structures, strategies, budgets, and recipients do not seem to be systematically correlated, 

                                                   
249 "Development Co-operation Directorate (DCD-DAC)." OECD, DAC. Accessed April 20, 2018. 

http://www.oecd.org/dac/financing-sustainable-development/datavisualisations/. 

250 Australian Government, Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Annual Thematic Performance Report: 

Law and Justice 2008 -09 (Canberra, Australia: The Australian Government, January 2010). Accessed April 20, 

2018. https://dfat.gov.au/about-us/publications/Documents/atpr-lawjustice-0809.pdf. 22.; "Pre Evaluation 

Report." JICA Knowledge Site. Japan International Cooperation Agency, JICA. February 2008. Accessed June 

21, 2017. http://gwweb.jica.go.jp/KM/KM_Frame.nsf/NaviIndex?OpenNavigator. 
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and there are also some commonalities and policy consensus on rule of law promotion. 251 

Schimmelfenning acknowledged specific components of commonalities. For example, one common 

feature is that the end of Cold War in 1980s and the 9/11 event generated rule of law promotion. There are 

similar set of rule of law principle and similar set of strategies and instruments. These approaches 

generally are top-down and have intergovernmental socialization policy, which focus on institutional 

capacity building. Rule of law promotion also focuses on liberalizing and democratizing countries.252 

Australian law and justice assistance also have similar background, policy and elements of 

commonality with other traditional Western donors. Although there are some different approaches, 

Australia and other Western donors have generally old-fashioned style of law and justice assistance in 

common, comparing to emerging donors. However, comparing to other donor countries, Australian law 

and justice assistance have several features as an independent path to color their own approach to identify 

themselves. 

Firstly, Australian law and justice assistance strongly support of the security purpose in the region, as 

an Australian national interest. The aid objective is the fundamental legitimacy of delivering the aid. Based 

on the objective, Australia has determined the target countries, policy, context, and strategies to design the 

project. Colombo plan and Australian aid history also influenced on current policy. Therefore, Australian 

law and justice assistance approach based on geographic contiguity and thin definition which is a formal or 

institutional focus on constitutions, laws, courts, and law enforcement agencies. Australia has targeted on 

mostly fragile states and post-conflict states as recipients. However, there is a gap between Australian 

approach and social context of the most recipient countries in the Pacific, where consist of a multi-ethnic 

society and pluralistic legal culture. Australian law and justice assistance include informal justice systems 

in its scope; however, how to deal with the issue of legal pluralism in the law and justice assistance context 

                                                   
251 Schimmelfennig, Frank. “A Comparison of the Rule of Law Promotion Policies of Major Western Powers.” 

In Rule of Law Dynamics: In an Era of International and Transnational Governance, edited by Michael Zurn, 

Andre Nollkaemper, and Randy Peerenboom (Cambridge, The United Kingdom: Cambridge University Press, 

2012). 130-132. 
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is still a critical challenge, and Australian efforts toward the issue is required.  

Secondly, compared to other major donor countries, Australia’s share of law and justice assistance of 

whole aid programs is huge, even though it is currently gradually decreasing. In fact, the scope of 

Australian law and justice assistance covers broad areas, including peacekeeping operations, and it is hard 

to compare the divergence among donors in this context, due to a range of contents and definitions 

depending on each donor country. However, still, it is evident that Australia has given higher priority to 

law and justice assistance or its larger category of aid, “effective governance”.253 

Lastly, Australian law and justice assistance have two major target countries, which are PNG and 

Solomon Islands. Australia has committed to these two neighboring countries more than 50% of its law 

and justice assistance budget. This Australia’s comprehensive commitment have made an image of 

Australian law and justice assistance as a whole. In reality, the intervention of RAMSI and Australia’s 

involvement in Solomon Islands have made Australia as one of the top donors of law and justice assistance 

in the world.254  

In sum, Australia has a strong presence as a donor in the Pacific region in law and justice assistance 

context. The situation shows Australia’s presence is even great power rather than middle power in the 

Pacific region, while Australian approach seems to follow the Western model. The reason for this situation 

is that Australia can implement law and justice assistance in the neighboring countries especially in 

Melanesia, where have Australia’s colonial linkage and legacies. Australian aid history, as well as 

commonality of legal system with the British Common Law, also support of making Australia’s huge 

presence. Therefore, Australia has the rich experiences of aid in the region, and these situations have 

influenced on the aid achievements and aid effectiveness. This unique condition influenced on Australia’s 

                                                   
253 Australian Government, Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade. Australian aid: promoting prosperity, 

reducing poverty, enhancing stability (Canberra, Australia: Australian Government, 2014. June 2014). Accessed 

April 20, 2018. http://dfat.gov.au/about-us/publications/Documents/australian-aid-development-policy.pdf. 5-9. 

254 Australian Government, Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade. Building on Local Strengths: Evaluation 

of Australian Law and Justice Assistance (Canberra, Australia: Australian Agency for International 

Development (AusAID), 2012). 8. 
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ideological shift of approach. On the other hand, Australia faces a limitation of applicability of aid pattern 

to the outside of the region. This Australian way is working as a tool for keeping their hegemon position in 

the Pacific region. Thus, the Australian approach is close to the Western approach and hard to function as 

an alternative of traditional donors like the emerging donors. However, there are also unique features of 

Australian approaches, which are the aid objectives and the target recipients. 

3.5 Further Viewpoints of Comparative Analysis for Aid Effectiveness 

As I discussed previously, Nicholson and Hinderling’s research raised further insights which could 

influence the result of a comparative analysis on the rule of law assistance: (1) aid dependency and its 

impact on aid conception and delivery; (2) the variability of donor activities in different contexts; and (3) 

the local experience of aid.255 Nicholson and Hinderling raised these points as limitations of the rule of 

law promotion analysis of Schimmelfenning’s matrix, which is normative and prescriptive.256 This thesis 

generally supports Nicholson and Hinderling’s three points for aid effectiveness, and also these criteria 

significantly can influence upon the evaluation result of the rule of law promotion activities in comparative 

perspective. However, these insights are not applicable to Australia’s case. The evaluation result would be 

different depending on the individual project. For a reason that whole approaches of Australian law and 

justice assistance specifically concentrate to the small number of recipients in their region and have given 

strong influence to these recipients. This environment creates dominant of aid, which is beyond the 

limitation of implementation as a normative and prescriptive approach as same as Nicholson and 

Hinderling’s points.  

If donor’s influence becomes huge, still Nicholson and Hinderling’s three points and its close 

approach to the recipient’s position, would be inevitably significant. To measure the aid effectiveness, the 

degree of interaction between a donor and a recipient, as well as donor’s effort for getting closer to the 

                                                   
255 Ibid., 279-280. 

256 Nicholson, Pip, and Samantha Hinderling. “Japanese Aid in Comparative Perspective.” Hague Journal on 

the Rule of Law 5, no. 2 (2013): 279–280. 
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recipient are essential. However, as a critical limitation, the necessity of having qualitative approach 

influences on making general criteria for the rule of law promotion activities. In any case, however, 

comparative analysis for identifying characteristics of each donor can give significant insights for aid 

recipients. Recipients have a right to choose their best aid providers and should understand their available 

options as well as potential risks and impacts.   

 

3.6 Conclusion 

Following Schimmelfenning’s framework for rule of law assistance as well as Nicholson and 

Hinderling’s analysis of donor’s role, this chapter examined the Australian law and justice effort as a part 

of ODA and its fundamental strategy as a foreign policy, in order to clarify the main features of the 

Australian approach of law and justice assistance. Through exploring Australian strategy on aid and law 

and justice assistance, the chapter described the Australian law and justice assistance narrative which has 

been figured based upon regional security interests and geographical contiguity. In the future pathways of 

Australian law and justice assistance, however, policy and strategies are in the process of change under the 

new aid paradigm which takes priority to economic development. As I mentioned previously, Australian 

aid strategy has reached a critical point, and currently, Australian aid context has been changed 

significantly, including the structure and budget. Thus the paradigm shift emphasis upon economic 

development for Australia as principle legitimacy for Australian aid and this situation also can influence on 

law and justice assistance narrative on traditional objectives for peace and stability in post-conflict states.   

As a current notable donor of law and justice assistance in the Pacific region, New Zealand’s efforts 

also should be focused. New Zealand is the second largest donor in the Pacific, and also the share of law 

and justice assistance of their whole aid programs is significant because of RAMSI’s intervention. For 

example, in Solomon Islands, RAMSI’s activities on law and justice were concluded in 2013 and transited 

to bilateral aid programs. The Australian government has deployed further comprehensive law and justice 

programs. In this process, contrastingly the Solomon Islands Government (SIG) raised requests for law and 
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justice assistance, especially in the field of policing at the community level to the New Zealand 

government in appreciation for the NZ’s effort for community level justice in post-conflict society in 

Melanesia including Solomon Islands and Bougainville.257 In the future of Solomon Islands, two major 

donors will part company their role in law and justice assistance context. Thus inter-donor coordination 

becomes a significant issue in practice for effective development in the region.  

 

  

 

 

  

                                                   
257 Interviewee AE1, Interview by author. Personal interview. Canberra, August 31, 2016. 
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Chapter IV: Exploring the Case: Australian Law and Justice Assistance in Solomon Islands 

 

Ministers received a formal presentation from the Hon Laurie Chan, Minister for Foreign Affairs, 

Solomon Islands, on the current situation in Solomon Islands and the need for external assistance 

to address the law and order problem in Solomon Islands. 

(Outcome Statement at Forum Foreign Affairs Ministers Meeting, 30 June 2003) 

 

4.1 Introduction 

Due to the ethnic tension in Solomon Islands in 1998 and the related deterioration of the social order, 

the regional security of the Pacific was endangered. In response to this regional destabilization, the 

Australian government raised a proposal for the regional assistance mission to Solomon Islands, and the 

Pacific Islands Forum Secretariat and its member countries accepted the proposal and decided to 

implement the regional assistance. This decision is the starting point of the Regional Assistance Mission to 

Solomon Islands (RAMSI).  

RAMSI, or Operation Helpem Fren, is a partnership between the people and the government of 

Solomon Islands and fifteen contributing countries of the Pacific region. The Mission is majority-funded 

and led by Australia.258 RAMSI had been deployed as a regional collective program since 2003, in 

response to the request by the Solomon Islands Government (SIG) for international aid directed at the 

restoration of social order and peacebuilding.259   

In 2013, law and justice assistance in Solomon Islands reached another critical stage of project 

transition. That year, the law and justice component of RAMSI concluded and transitioned to a bilateral aid 

program administered by the Australian government. After concluding the law and justice assistance 

project under RAMSI, the Australian Government commenced a new bilateral aid program in 2014 as a 

successor to the former program. The new Solomon Islands Justice Program (SIJP) is a four-year aid 

                                                   
258 Regional Assistance Mission in Solomon Islands. Accessed May 12, 2018. http://www.ramsi.org/. 

259 Ibid.     
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program which comprehensively covers justice sector strengthening. Additionally, SIJP has been designed 

based on analysis of the project outcomes of RAMSI in order to secure a seamless transition from its 

predecessor.260 

RAMSI itself is not just only a law and justice assistance effort, but a broader package of 

development assistance toward one single country. The mission consists of three pillars: law and Justice; 

economic governance; and machinery of government. The law and justice pillar is the largest field of 

assistance under RAMSI, accounting for over 80% of Australian expenditures for the Mission. It consists 

primarily of a law and order component (in the form of a permanent police presence), and a law and justice 

assistance component. RAMSI involves diverse elements such as aid programs, peace-building, restoration 

of order, economic development, the rule of law, and good governance in post-conflict society.  Also, law 

and justice assistance under RAMSI contains components such as strengthening police, prisons, and the 

justice system. Police and prison systems was a major focus because the main objective of RAMSI is a 

restoration of law and order of Solomon Islands. However, the component of strengthening the justice 

system has been gradually focused on as an aid target.  

In order to examine the impact of RAMSI’s implementation for both Australia and Solomon Islands, 

this chapter overviews the implementation process of RAMSI and follows SIJP, and considers how 

Australia and Solomon Islands were engaged in its process. The main objective of this chapter is to explore 

the empirical case in order to identify unprecedented factors of law and justice assistance, based on 

experiences and efforts of Solomon Islands. In this context, this thesis focuses on a pathway of experiences 

of receiving huge aid program in Solomon Islands as a donor, and how Australia interacts with RAMSI’s 

implementation process and their changes as a donor.  

 

                                                   
260 Australian Government, Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Delivery Strategy Solomon Islands 

Justice Program (SIJP) July 2013 to June 2017 (Canberra, Australia: Australian Government, 2013). Accessed 

April 20, 2018. 
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4.2 Experience of Solomon Islands: Pathway for Rebuilding the States 

 This section is going to overviews the way in which Solomon Islands experienced to accept 

comprehensive aid program, which includes the background of RAMSI and its components of the 

program; law and justice assistance from RAMSI period to current; and current bilateral aid project by the 

Australian government to clarify the influences of RAMSI to current. 

 

4.2.1 Background of RAMSI 

The current situation of Solomon Islands has its roots in “the not massive but nasty conflict”. In 

1998 to 1999, internal conflicts began in Solomon Islands and were described by local people as “the 

Tension”. The Tension erupted between the two main ethnic groups based on the islands of Malaita and 

Guadalcanal regarding land issues on the latter island. There has been a long history between two islands. 

People in two islands have continuously grudged their land issue which is related to kinship, inheritance, 

migration, and job market since the 1960s.261 At the moment, the majority of Solomon Islanders are 

illiterate or semi-literate, and education and communication tools, as well as media, are not well 

developed.262 Decentralization of government to local jurisdictions was not enough, and local government 

did not function well. Conflicts reached a crisis point around the capital city of Solomon Islands located on 

Guadalcanal, as different groups moved there to seek employment, education, and economic 

opportunities.263 According to Sir Allan Kemakeza, the Prime Minister of Solomon Islands from 2001 to 

2006, “The Tension is more about the unfair distribution of wealth.”264 In 1998, an indigenous uprising on 

Guadalcanal by a group calling itself the Guadalcanal Revolutionary Army (GRA) evicted and harassed 

                                                   
261 Interviewee SC5, Interview by author. Personal interview. Honiara, November 7, 2016. 

262 Moore, Clive. Happy Isles in Crisis: The Historical Causes for a Failing State in Solomon Islands, 

1998-2004 (Canberra, Australia: Asia Pacific Press, 2004). 94-95. 

263 Ruddock, Kirsty. "Marginalisation of some Solomon Islanders by the Australian intervention." Australian 

Journal of Human Rights, 2nd ser., 12, no. 1 (2007): 142. 
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around 25,000 migrant settlers on Guadalcanal, most of whom were from the neighboring island of 

Malaita. 265  In response to the GRA, the Malaitans formed the Malaitan Eagle Force (MEF) and 

requested to the SIG regarding their lack of actions to resolve the problem.266 On 15th October 2000, a 

peace agreement, called the Townsville Peace Agreement (TPA), was signed in Townville, Australia 

between the GRA, the MEF, the SIG, and various provincial governments.267 However, the execution of 

the TPA did not end the conflict completely. The availability of guns led to continual law and order issues 

and the situation entered into a more criminalized phase.268 Therefore, Solomon Islands continued to be 

plagued by lawlessness in some areas two years after the peace deal ended fighting. The subsequent 

deterioration of the social order soon jeopardized regional security. As a direct result of the Tension and 

related violence, business declined as much as 50 percent; tourism, a key source of government revenue, 

was especially hard hit.269 

In response, the Pacific Islands Forum (PIF) Secretariat set restoration of social order and 

peacebuilding in Solomon Islands as a priority issue for regional security.270 Following this, Solomon 

Islands Prime Minister Sir Allan Kemakeza officially requested international support for post-conflict 
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social reconstruction and to re-establish national and regional stability, security and prosperity.271 In 2000, 

the Biketawa Declaration was agreed to at the 31st Leader's Summit of the PIF, representing a new 

framework for coordinating responses to regional crises. At the Forum’s Foreign Affairs Ministers Meeting 

on 30 June 2003, responding to the request by the SIG, the PIF and the Ministers from member states 

agreed to the Australian proposal for an assistance package to Solomon Islands, including rebuilding 

Solomon Islands institutions and establishing conditions under which the country could achieve social and 

economic recovery.272 As a result, regional member states began to participate in peacekeeping and 

stabilization operations, including the military and police forces.273 According to its mandate, RAMSI 

aimed to build up long-term stability and prosperity in Solomon Islands.274 The major purposes are to 

restore civil order in Honiara and throughout the rest of the country, to rebuild and reform the machinery of 

government, improve government accountability and improve the delivery of services in urban and 

provincial areas, to stabilize government finances, balance the budget and fight corruption, and to help 

rebuild the economy and encourage sustainable broad-based growth. 

For Australia’s part, concerns over regional security were a strong motivation for intervention. On 

1 July 2003, then Prime Minister John Howard stated that “We know that a failed state in our region, on 

our doorstep, will jeopardize our own security.”275 While RAMSI is a partnership between the people and 
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the government of Solomon Islands and fifteen contributing countries of the Pacific region in the original 

mandate, the mission is, in fact, majority-funded and led by the Australian government.276  

 

(Figure 11: Australian Expenditure on RAMSI, 2003-2013 (AUD million, constant prices 2013)) 

 

(Source: Hayward-Jones, Jenny. Australia's Costly Investment in Solomon Islands: The Lessons of RAMSI. 

(Sydney, Australia: The lowy institute, 2014). Accessed April 20, 2018. 

http://www.lowyinstitute.org/publications/lessons-ramsi. 6.) 

 

The expenditure of the law and justice section accounts for the vast majority of the total budget. 

The Australian Defense Force and the Australian Federal Police (AFP), in cooperation with the defense 

forces of New Zealand, Papua New Guinea, Fiji and Tonga and the police forces of the Pacific Islands 

Forum member states are charged with implementation, working alongside the Royal Solomon Islands 

Police Force (RSIPF).277 This activity constitutes most of the expenditure on law and justice. Furthermore, 

this expenditure came almost entirely from the Australian ODA from 2003 to 2013.278 This situation is 

also based on the Australian international assistance strategy, which identifies regional security as a 
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priority issue in the Pacific region due to Australia’s geographical context.279 

 

4.2.2 Deployment of RAMSI 

RAMSI is described as “not simply a peacekeeping mission” but a more substantial package of 

development assistance programs designed to achieve a restoration of the rule of law and governance.280 

Under the Biketawa Declaration, the main objective of RAMSI was to restore security and stability in 

Solomon Islands. While many small programs were absorbed into RAMSI, bilateral aid projects were also 

conducted in parallel under each donor organization and government, such as the Australian High 

Commissioner.  

The mission was led by a special coordinator who was directly accountable to Canberra, and the 

Australian government assigned a director for each pillar. Beyond the management of all activities under 

each of the pillars of RAMSI, the role of the special coordinator also extended to liaison to coordinate 

overall development assistance strategy with other stakeholders and the Australian High Commissioner, 

who had the responsibility for Australian bilateral assistance. The role of a director and team of each pillar 

is to design a concept of aid direction, and this activity could contribute to making an aid policy of 

Solomon Islands in each stage of development.281 Therefore, although RAMSI was a regional collective 

mission, the Australian government had a huge influence and also played a significant role in 

implementation, not only financially but also conceptually.  

One of the significant aspects which made RAMSI an unexemplified aid program is that RAMSI 

was a regional intervention in a regional crisis and as a Mission outside the United Nations (UN) umbrella. 
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RAMSI was a regional intervention mission in a post-conflict society by the regional agreement and its 

mandate which legitimate RAMSI’s intervention was based on the Biketawa Declaration. 282  The 

independent review report in 2014 pointed out that the appointment of a special coordinator is a factor to 

clarify the differences with a special representative of an international organization. This structure shows 

the legal framing of RAMSI was detached from the UN’s command structure and makes firm bilateral 

control enabled the Australian government to retain close supervision of RAMSI’s series of the 

comprehensive aid package.283 

RAMSI’s initial objectives were the restoration of order and building the rule of law through 

humanitarian aid and peacebuilding which combined with military components; however, RAMSI also 

raised ‘institutional building’ as a long-term goal.284 Solomon Islands were fragile states with less capacity 

of the government and high dependency on aid. Therefore, it was quite hard for the SIG to raise proper 

requests to donors, and they could just ask some help, without tangible requests.285 At the initial stage of 

RAMSI, therefore, the most important factor of the mission was to start up the system and build up the 

cornerstone for institutional building. This was what people demanded the long-lasting development of 

their country. 
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 (Figure 12: Structure of aid organization at the early stage of RAMSI in Solomon Islands) 

 

(Source: Developed by author) 

 

4.2.3 Law and Justice Assistance in Solomon Islands 

Law and justice is one of the major pillars of RAMSI’s activity. The law and justice pillar consist of 

strengthening police, prisons, and the justice system as project components. Since the main objective of 

RAMSI is to restore law and order, police and prisons were a major target of law and justice assistance in 

the early stage of RAMSI; however, the Solomon Islands government recognized the demand for 

enhancing the justice system from the middle stage of RAMSI. This section narrows down the scope and 

explores the background and pathways of demand for law and justice assistance toward strengthening 

dispute resolution system in Solomon Islands from the RAMSI period to the current bilateral commitment 

by the Australian Government.  

 

4.2.3.1 Justice System in Solomon Islands 

Solomon Islands consist of multi-ethnic groups within the country, and there was no concept of a 
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unified society. 286  Each community and each ethnic group lives separately under each village or 

community leader, even on the same island. Also, each community regulates itself in accordance with its 

own traditions and practices and in accordance with the wishes and policies of its leaders.287 Solomon 

Islands became a British colony in 1893. Under eighty-five years of the British protectorate, native courts 

system was informally allowed to function by the British administration in Solomon Islands, and 

eventually, they were given powers to deal with matters related to native customs.288 The church system 

also has a significant role in dispute resolution in Solomon Islands. The Christian church system is the 

center of village life in most rural Solomon Islands communities, and people use church-based dispute 

resolution processes to solve marital and family conflicts.289 Historically, there have been three types of 

justice systems to resolve and mediate people’s disputes at the local level, which are native courts, state 

institutions, and the church. Usually, native courts or the church is the initial institution for dispute 

resolution.  

During the colonial period, the British established a colonial district in cooperation with the 

administrative district in the country. The colonial administrators permitted most indigenous customs to 

continue to be applied by customary leaders to people of their communities as forms of social control.290 

Each administrative district has a head man and police, and they played a role as a mediator of dispute 
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resolution in each district, and people could easily access to utilize the services in their own district. 291 

These dispute resolution systems were suited for a multi-ethnic archipelago nation where people are highly 

localized.  

 

(Figure 13: Court Hierarchy and Locations) 

 

(Source: The World Bank. Institutional and Fiscal Analysis of Lower-level Courts in Solomon Islands, 

(Washington, DC.: The World Bank, 2015). Accessed April 20, 2018. 

https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/21494. 6.) 

 

Independence in 1978 retreats to the state justice system. Since then the Solomon Islands dispute 

resolution system consolidated and centralized from a traditional system to a formal governmental system. 

However, the restructuring does not mean that the British system proscribed the indigenous system. The 
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Constitution of Solomon Islands 1978 express the provision for customs or customary as a part of the law 

in the state by all courts. The Constitution of Solomon Islands 1978, Schedule 3 to the Constitution says 

that “Application of Laws [3] Subject to this paragraph, the customary law shall affect part of the law of 

Solomon Islands.”292 After independence, native courts were changed in name to local courts, but they 

still encompassed minor legal matters related to customs and each village. 

However by 1985, the Solomon Islands government promoted a process of the centralization of 

responsibility, and local councils had returned their responsibilities for the management of the courts to the 

National Judiciary, due to staff shortages at local courts.293 Since then, it became difficult for national 

judiciaries to manage their systems and keep the quality of the legal services by the courts, and they 

decided to diminish the number of the local courts.294 This situation made people difficult to access to the 

courts, and even cost for accessing to dispute resolution system became high. Therefore, people lost their 

traditional justice system to solve legal matters.295 

 

4.2.3.2 Implementation of Law and Justice Assistance during RAMSI Period 

When RAMSI arrived, many Solomon Islanders welcomed the mission. Local people were ravaged 

by the social destabilization caused by the Tension and had hopes toward RAMSI’s support for rebuilding 

the states. Many people in Solomon Islands did not have any hopes and trusts in their government as well 

as public institutions and police. Thus people expected positive changes in the society.296 The SIG, 
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therefore, raised a request for enhancing the central government system and formal justice system as a 

focus of RAMSI. The SIG was considering the transfer of the major dispute resolution system from the 

existing community-based system to a formal justice system.297 At that time, the function of the formal 

justice system was not effective to deal with cases properly and did not have enough lawyers. Most court 

procedures and administrative works were paper-based and had many logistical problems between the 

central court in Honiara and local courts in remote areas, such as Gizo, Auki, Kirakira and Western 

Malaita.298 The Australian government, as a major donor of RAMSI, had a high-level consultation 

meeting with the SIG regularly and heard the requests and opinions from the SIG.299 In response, initial 

law and justice assistance under RAMSI was designed to focus on the central justice system as a target of 

the aid program. The reason behind the state-centered approach of RAMSI in the early stage was related to 

the choice of target of the assistance.300 The program before the central government’ request which 

directed to formal and central judicial system, not to a community-based judicial system which is based on 

multi-ethnic society and archipelagos. Thus based on these requests from the SIG, RAMSI’s approach was 

designed into enhancing state-centered bases.  

Since phase 2 of RAMSI, RAMSI had started to recognize the importance of rethinking of the target 

and demands toward informal justice system. After completion of the initial stage of the aid program, 

people did not have alternative ways of dispute resolution.301 According to the research by Douglas Porter 

et al., the number of both courts and cases are still extremely small at the mid-point of RAMSI in 2012.302 
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Behind the situation, there is the critical obstacle to access to justice among people. Research by the World 

Bank clarified that people had three set of legal matters at that time, which were (1) disputes arising from 

land and natural resource transactions, (2) social order problems including gender, family, and drug 

problems; and (3) inequities in development spending, and these issues arose after independence during the 

process of modernization in that post-conflict society.303 Australia’s projects successfully strengthened the 

national judiciary’s capacity to handle these issues; however, people who are mostly localized and in a 

remote area had still lost their accessibility to the justice system. 

 

(Figure 14: Transition of the number of courts) 

 

(Source: The World Bank. Institutional and Fiscal Analysis of Lower-level Courts in Solomon Islands, 

(Washington, DC.: The World Bank, 2015). Accessed April 20, 2018. 

https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/21494. 5.) 

 

 The Australian Agency for International Development (AusAID), the Office of Development 

Effectiveness (ODE), conducted a thematic evaluation of Australian law and justice assistance in Solomon 

Islands in 2012. The evaluation pointed out that the Australian approach to the informal justice sector in 

Solomon Islands is small, and Australia mainly focused on central government and justice system like as 

other donors, and attention to local law and justice system was lacked.304 Therefore, Australian presence 
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and relationship with local stakeholders were limited.  

 In response to this situation, the World Bank collaborated with AusAID and started to implement 

the East-Asia and Pacific Justice for the Poor (J4P) Initiative to identify substantive justice outcomes 

through research, analysis, and dialogue.305 The project, which includes Solomon Islands as a target 

country, conducted comprehensive research projects on justice systems in Solomon Islands. The research 

target included the informal justice system and lower-court systems, in accordance with the critics toward 

the limitation of capacity-building and the technical approaches that focus on restoring central justice 

sector agencies under RAMSI’s aid.306 The major research project under the J4P initiative, the Justice 

Delivered Locally (JDL), was implemented as a two year project. The JDL project, funded by AusAID, 

conducted qualitative research to explore the contemporary justice demands and experiences of rural 

Solomon Islanders in five of the nine provinces in Solomon Islands.307 The JDL project identified the 

substantial demands and impression of the local justice system for ordinary people as well as the real 

concerns toward current justice system and main provider of justice. Then the project lead significant 

lessons for shifting the focus in the future to the local dispute resolution system which ordinary people are 

daily using.308  

In sum, the law and justice pillar as a core component of the mission included diverse areas of 
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justice at the initial stage, which was not only the policing and military but also the assistance to judiciary 

and prisons. In accordance with the people’s demand for the future assistance, donors also need to 

understand the real situation of utilizing the justice system among people and shift the focus into closer to 

local people’s justice.  

 

4.2.3.3 Transitional Process to the Australian Bilateral Program in Law and Justice Assistance 

RAMSI consisted of three main phases. At the early stage between 2003 and 2004, RAMSI focused 

on stabilization, with the restoration of law and order being imperative after the conflict.309 Subsequently, 

under the second phase during 2004–2009, the Australian government initiated development assistance and 

institution building, shifting the priority of the program into the initial redevelopment of Solomon Islands 

society. In 2009, RAMSI reached a critical stage of project transition and progression to the development 

stage. To this end, the “Partnership Framework between Solomon Islands Government and Regional 

Assistance Mission to Solomon Islands”, was concluded in April 2009.310 This framework created a vision 

of transition for RAMSI and Solomon Islands until 2013 through consensus between RAMSI and the SIG 

regarding the overall goal of development.311 The goal set for the law and justice section was “a secure, 
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safe, ordered and just Solomon Islands society where laws are administered fairly regardless of position or 

status, giving due recognition to traditional values and customs.” Deadlines were set for each component 

of the law and justice section, including police and emergency services, the judicial system, and border 

security.312  

This partnership framework was a significant milestone of the transition process under RAMSI. 

With the drawing up of the framework, the program context shifted from peacekeeping to development 

assistance in a post-conflict society. Until the conclusion of the law and justice section under RAMSI in 

2013, projects were implemented especially targeting capacity development in the judicial sector, while 

RAMSI’s performance assessment project was also conducted in this period.313 Moreover, concurrent to 

this, the ODE at the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT), an independent body for monitoring 

and evaluation, undertook an evaluation program to assess the relevance and effectiveness of law and 

justice assistance and drew up recommendations regarding law and justice assistance not only for RAMSI 

but also for Australian aid more generally.314 

Then in 2013, law and justice assistance in Solomon Islands underwent a critical transition. In July, 

the law and justice section under RAMSI was concluded, and the Australian government commenced a 
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new bilateral project, the “Solomon Islands Justice Program (SIJP)”, as its successor.315 SIJP was designed 

to be a four-year program, based on a roadmap for a projected more than thirty-year engagement for 

capacity building of the justice sector in Solomon Islands.316 SIJP is separate from its predecessor and 

forms part of the Australian bilateral aid program supervised by the Australian High Commission in 

Honiara. SIJP has also set five targets based on the achievements and results of RAMSI. The SIJP’s five 

targets are enumerated in “Solomon Islands – Australia Partnership for Development 2013-14 Performance 

Assessment Framework and Implementation Schedule Partnership Priority Outcome 2: Improved Justice 

Service”,  and consist of the following: (1) courts and justice agencies are better able to deliver their core 

functions; (2) courts and justice agencies are better able to manage their financial and human resources; (3) 

the delivery of a range of  justice services to rural communities is expanded; (4) strengthened laws and 

increased services to address violence against women and gender equality in the workplace; and (5) 

improved correctional centre management and sustained focus on rehabilitation. 317 

One of the significant changes between the two programs is the aid objectives. According to Tim 

Vistarini, RAMSI Law and Justice Program Director, RAMSI commenced with the aim of restoring law 

and order led by donors, but the main objective had shifted to focus more on self-reliance of Solomon 

Islands by the later stage of the mission.318 The change of the main target, from intervention to 

self-reliance, posed new challenges and changed the character of the aid. Thus, as RAMSI moved towards 

a more capacity building-focused approach, the Australian government responded by designing the 

bilateral program as a follow-up. 
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(Figure 15: Program Flow from RAMSI to SIJP) 

 

(Source: Developed by author) 

 

A significant factor influencing the changes between the two programs was the social context of the 

Solomon Islands. At first, the law and justice sector under RAMSI was more focused on strengthening the 

formal justice system. The formal court system was a primary target in the early stages of RAMSI, but 

starting from Phase 2, the project focus broadened to include local and traditional justice systems as targets 

of assistance.319 This adjustment was affected by not only the selection of project priorities but also by the 
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social context of Solomon Islands. Solomon Islands is an archipelagic country and is a legally pluralistic 

society, consisting of a diversity of laws and customs in each community group. Local justice systems, 

such as traditional dispute resolution systems, remained deeply rooted in society, with many people living 

in remote areas still depending on indigenous justice systems.320 Therefore, an approach focusing both on 

the formal justice system, as well as local systems, was essential to guarantee access to justice for local 

people. Still, this dualism of formal and local justice systems also complicated and constrained project 

implementation for law and justice assistance. While the formal court system had been strengthened by law 

and justice assistance, these informal and diverse dispute resolution systems were suited for a multi-ethnic 

and archipelagic nation where people are highly localized. This situation has created a pluralistic law and 

justice system in Solomon Islands, rendering it somewhat difficult to understand the local context. 

According to the 2013/14 performance report of Australian aid to Solomon Islands, improved justice 

services were priority target areas.321 Each target was assessed against a Performance Assessment 

Framework (PAF). However, PAF in the justice sector did not function well due to the lack of appropriate 

sources and information for assessment.322 This situation was largely due to the social complexity and 

legal pluralism unique to Solomon Islands.  

 

4.2.4 Bilateral-Law and Justice Assistance Era in Solomon Islands 

The Solomon Islands Justice Program (SIJP) which is a first five years of post-RAMSI, has been 

implemented for overarching objective to improve delivery of justice services as a bilateral ODA by the 

Australian government. The Australian government conducted overall evaluation project of law and justice 

assistance in RAMSI and reflected the result upon the components of SIJP. In this process, the significance 
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of enhancing access to justice was pointed out and the SIJP focus on the field of access to justice.323 The 

SIJP targets for 2017 for strengthening the legal system and increase access to justice for communities 

across Solomon Islands were (1) courts and justice agencies are better able to deliver their core functions; 

(2) courts and justice agencies are better able to manage their financial and human resources; (3) the 

delivery of a range of justice services to rural communities is expanded; (4) strengthened laws, increased 

services and focus on violence against women and gender equality in the workplace; and (5) improved 

correctional centre management and sustained focus on rehabilitation.324 

The Australian government and the Solomon Islands government had discussed the aid strategy 

and transition process during 2009 to 2013. At that moment, not only RAMSI but also other bilateral 

donors including Australia and New Zealand, and international organization including the World Bank, the 

ADB, and IMF were implementing assistance projects.325 Therefore, the inter-donor coordination was 

quite significant to designing the SIJP strategy and its components. In the process of designing the bilateral 

aid program, the donor agencies faced another critical problem for how to deal with the most critical 

problems at that stage. At RAMSI, donors were allowed political intervention under the Biketawa 

Declaration; however, the bilateral aid program had to be careful dealing with the power balance and 
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relationship with local stakeholders. Since the late stage of RAMSI, for example, corruption had become a 

serious barrier to implementing assistance. Therefore, even though the restoration of law and order was for 

common interests, these activities and clean government threaten individual interest of the government 

members.326 Aid practitioners of the Australian government, therefore, cooperated with other major 

donors such as the World Bank, which was implementing the Community Officer project under the J4P.  

They decided the targets of project based on a query of received related information regarding related 

stakeholders as well as provincial situations.327  Also, the situation of each province and its social context 

was complicated. While each province has different social context, different donor organization also had 

different function and context. Therefore, donors also needed to coordinate the context of the relationship 

both with the recipients and the other donors. Therefore, it was not easy for donors and should be careful to 

design aid programs in post-RAMSI.328 

 Under the SIJP, the project on establishing the Justice Information Management System (JIMS) 

currently has a significant role in enhancing access to justice and improving work effectiveness in the 

judicial field. 329  The JIMS, which is an integrated case tracking and data management system, 

supplements the weakness of data collection and management of the SIG regarding basic data on numbers 

of court cases heard and also links related stakeholders such as the Magistrates Court, High Court, RSIPF, 

PPD and PSO through sharing the data.330 This IT system can be accessed from the court remotely and can 

share judicial information across Solomon Islands systematically. 

In 2015, SIJP implemented a mid-term independent review of the project. The subsequent report 
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pointed out that there was still room for improvement of the approach to the provincial justice system to 

facilitate people’s access to justice.331 Also, RAMSI officially concluded on 30 June 2017, and assistance 

to policing which was the last component under the law and justice pillar had also been transferred to a 

bilateral aid by the Australian government. This turning point brought another structural change of law and 

justice assistance of Australia. 332 

 According to the SIJP design document, from 2017 to 2021, the second phase of SIJP had been 

designed in conjunction with the Solomon Islands Economic and Public Sector Governance Program and 

the Australian Federal Police’s bilateral Police Development Program that will succeed RAMSI.333 The 

following phase was designed adheres to the successful part of the previous phase, such as the JIMS. The 

second phase of SIJP aimed to achieve four major outcomes which align with the SIG’s Justice Sector 

Strategic Framework.334 The four major outcomes are (1) justice sector agencies are increasingly capable 

of delivering core services; (2) Legislation is supported by sound policy development, is clearly written 

and well understood; (3) Access to justice for Solomon Islanders is improved; and (4) Good practice in 

leadership, decision making, public sector management and community engagement is increasingly 

demonstrated in the justice sector. The Monitoring, Evaluation, and Learning (MEL) framework has also 

been designed in accordance with these four components under the strategic framework to measure the 

performances of the project. 
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4.3 Engagement of Australia: As a Primary Donor in Solomon Islands  

While RAMSI and SIJP influenced upon a society of Solomon Islands in the post-conflict stage, this 

huge engagement of the program also impacted on Australia as a donor side. These aid experiences are 

related to Australian aid policy and implementation process. This section explores RAMSI’s impact on 

both policy dimension and project implementation dimension of Australia. At the policy dimension, the 

experience of RAMSI brought a chance to Australia to reconsider the aid approach to post-conflict states. 

This context has been discussed as “intervention” in Australian aid policy. This section also explores the 

road of transition and interpretation of Australian intervention.  

 

4.3.1 Background of Australia’ Involvement in Peacekeeping Operation 

Australia has had a long history of involvement in peacekeeping operation since 1947. The first 

involvement was assistance in supervising a ceasefire between Dutch force and those of the 

newly-established Indonesian Republic, which had been the UN Commission for Indonesia (UNCI) in 

1949.335 In accordance with changing the international circumstance, the Australian government shaped up 

and reconsidered the way of involvement in a peacekeeping operation.336 Australia is an active supporter 

of the United Nations in its peacekeeping operations, and the Australian Defense Force have been engaged 

in small-, medium- and large-scale peacekeeping operations since 1947. In the post-Cold War era, the 

demand and expectation for the peacekeeping operation had been changed and been getting complexed. In 

1992, Brahimi Report provided new insights for the peacekeeping operation, which focus on not only 

cease-fire surveillance and post-war rebuilding as existing style, but also disarmament in and activities in 

peacemaking, peacekeeping, and peace-building process.337 
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Regional security has been a significant issue for Australia and they have had substantial experiences 

of leadership at complicated and huge peacekeeping operations, such as the United Nations Transitional 

Authority in Cambodia (UNTAC) in 1992-1993, International Force East Timor (INTERFET) in 

1999-2000, and the United Nations Transitional Administration in East Timor (UNTAET) in 2000-2002.338 

Especially the experience of UNTAC which was the largest and the most complicated peacekeeping 

operation marked a turning point for the UN peacekeeping operation as well as Australia’s involvement in 

the mission.339 The Australian Defense Force (ADF) sent approximately 1,215 Australians to UNTAC, and 

this experience along with the statements of the Brahimi Report influenced Australian policy and ideas on 

peacekeeping operations for regional security. In November 2006, Senate inquiry referred to the matter of 

Australia’s involvement in peacekeeping operations to the Senate Standing Committee. The committee 

reconsidered Australia’s further challenge to adapt a change of international doctrine and practice in the 

process of a peacekeeping operation. The committee also stated the recommendations for future white 

paper regarding peacekeeping of Australia, which is based on a whole-of-government approach.340 This 

report included further issues on the peacekeeping operation, such as Civil-Military Cooperation, personal 

engagement for PKO, and the mission under the non-UN mandate. 

 

4.3.2 Legitimacy of Intervention under a Non-UN Mandate and Australian Policy 

Australia’s involvement in RAMSI brought the further discussion on the missions under non-UN 

mandates. As the Senate Committee report touched upon, the commitment for non-UN missions was a 
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significant issue to legitimate Australia’s involvement. Especially, under the UN Charter, regional 

peacekeeping operation can be legitimate for its deployment as a non-UN mission. According to the United 

Nations charter, “Nothing in the present Charter precludes the existence of regional arrangements or 

agencies for dealing with such matters relating to the maintenance of international peace and security as 

are appropriate for regional action provided.”341 

 RAMSI is a regional intervention in a regional crisis and a mission outside the UN umbrella. 

RAMSI also was a mission in a post-conflict society by the regional agreement and its mandate which 

legitimate RAMSI’s intervention legally based on the Biketawa Declaration.342 Also, there are some 

complementary legal frameworks which support the deployment of RAMSI. The Solomon Islands 

government passed the Facilitation of International Assistance Act (FIA) 2003 which supported the 

intervention and authorized the presence of external personnel.343 The FIA said that “An Act to Make 

Provisions for the Requesting of International Assistance for the Restoration of Law and Order in Solomon 

Islands, and for Matters Connected Therewith or Incidental Thereto, Enacted by the National Parliament of 

Solomon Islands.”344 Also, although RAMSI is a non-UN mission, the Security Council provided the key 

legal document which authorized the intervention.345 In September 2004, the Security Council recognized 
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RAMSI’s intervention and endorsed the operation.346  

In response to these facts, the Senate standing committee on Foreign Affairs, Defense, and Trade 

considered the conditions and requirements for involvement in non-UN missions. The Australian 

government also agreed on the importance of the conditions. The conditions are (1) proper authorisation of 

the Security Council and the mandate is sufficient to meet the circumstances; and (2) in the absence of 

Security Council authorization, an agreement and commitment between all parties to end a conflict. 347 

For Australia, RAMSI was the first experience of substantial intervention to their neighboring 

regional country. The cost was approximately 2643 million AU$ during 2003 to 2013 for the one-single 

country.348 In fact, Australia’s ODA for Solomon Islands have drastically increased since RAMSI’s 

deployment. The most significant factor which triggered Australia’s decision to invest such huge money in 

one single and the small country was the threat of a non-traditional security risk.349 Since the terrorist 

attacks on the United States in September 2001, the Bali terrorist attacks in 2002, and the re-emergence of 

the so-called “Arc of Instability” stretching from East Timor to Melanesia, Australia has been facing a 

challenging regional security environment.350 The Tension in Solomon Islands and the destabilization of 

the country jeopardized regional security, and the decision for intervention corresponded to Australia’s own 

interest for regional security. Later, this incident, the threat in Solomon Islands, and RAMSI’s experience 
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as a responded action for the failed state influenced on the Australian diplomatic and security agenda and 

the Australian aid policy-making process. Andrew Rosser pointed out in his article that the Australian 

security agenda stated that aid policy is aligned with security policy, and they have coherence.351 Since the 

incident, the security policy had become a prior interest for the aid. This narrative also has made the 

Australian style of aid policy. 

 

(Figure 16: Net Australian ODA received by Solomon Islands, 1993-2012) 

 

(Source: Hayward-Jones, Jenny. Australia's Costly Investment in Solomon Islands: The Lessons of RAMSI. 

(Sydney, Australia: The lowy institute, 2014). Accessed April 20, 2018. 

http://www.lowyinstitute.org/publications/lessons-ramsi. 7.) 

 

4.3.3 Idea of Cooperative Intervention 

As mentioned above, for Australia, RAMSI was the first experience of substantial intervention to 

neighboring states in the region. Indeed, Australia’s role in past experiences of overseas missions was 
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tactical but occurred under UN auspices.352 Therefore, RAMSI’s character as a regional intervention 

mission in a post-conflict society was a new and unique challenge for Australia. The Australian way of 

intervention is characterized by developments in humanitarian-based intervention in relation to the 

concepts of state, sovereignty, governance, and the notion of weak states.353 Former Australian Foreign 

Minister Alexander Downer named his government’s new policy on intervention “cooperative intervention” 

to legitimate the deployment of RAMSI to Solomon Islands.354  

RAMSI was deployed because the SIG officially requested external intervention, and in fact, this 

action achieved successful and quick restoration of law and order.355 Furthermore, Solomon Islands 

society had been left fragmented by the unrest, so the SIG lacked sufficient capacity to raise a proper and 

specific request for the tangible components of law and justice assistance under RAMSI.356 For Solomon 
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Islands, RAMSI constituted the first experience of accepting a regional peacekeeping operation as well as 

a large-scale law and justice assistance package directed towards their justice system. In light of the field 

of law and justice, RAMSI decided to implement assistance based on dialogue with the SIG regarding 

project focus, criteria, and components.  Moreover, major donor countries under RAMSI, especially 

Australia and New Zealand, share a common law legal system with Solomon Islands, so there are no issues 

of inter-donor conflict with other organizations or institutes. Similarly, the approach under RAMSI created 

a unified implementation system of law and justice assistance, which was further facilitated by the legal 

and cultural proximity between aid-donating and receiving countries. The Australian-led approach of 

cooperative intervention functioned well in Solomon Islands.  

Although RAMSI was described the intervention to failed states, Solomon Islands were not failed 

states when RAMSI arrived. More likely Solomon Islands were the state facing the thereat to break away 

from the crisis but not disintegrated yet.357 The auspices of the Biketawa declaration allowed intervention 

but did not allow RAMSI to assume executive authority, which differs from the intervention in East-Timor 

and Kosovo.358 The mission still has been described as a cooperative intervention because Australia 

appreciate working with other partner countries, even if Australia had the strongest and biggest leadership 

in the mission. Thus the word cooperative intervention is appropriate and such facts also shaped up the 

concept of itself in Australia. 

 

4.3.4 Project Management of RAMSI: Program Structure 

The Australian aid program has been characterized by a whole-of-government approach which 

diverse departments involved in Australia’s international aid efforts altogether. The Australian government 

devotes to contribute to the long-term strengthening of law and justice in the Pacific region based on the 

approach.359 The experience of RAMSI is one of the leading cases implemented under the approach in 
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Australia. Although the leadership of implementation was taken by Australia, the personnel under RAMSI 

was also diverse and complexed, which consisted of 15 countries in the Pacific region.360 In Solomon 

Islands, there were two major bodies of donor institution substantially, which are the High Commissioner 

of Australia and RAMSI. While RAMSI was taking a comprehensive approach for restoration of law and 

order, the High Commissioner of Australia took responsibility for implementing bilateral aid projects. In 

practice, bilateral projects and RAMSI had separated decision-making processes as well as budgets even 

though both bodies were sponsored and implemented mainly by Australia. This two-body structure was 

sometimes a barrier to mutual cooperation and smooth implementation of programs.361  However, beyond 

the management of all activities under each of the pillars of RAMSI, the role of the special coordinator 

extended to liaison to coordinate overall development assistance strategy with other stakeholders and the 

Australian High Commissioner. While the special coordinator’s role ostensibly appeared to be a symbolic 

position,362 it, in fact, played a central role in substantially unifying aid policy in Solomon Islands under 

the umbrella of RAMSI. The special coordinator has to be nominated by the government of Australia, and 

his or her term is usually two or three years.363 The Deputy Special Coordinators were appointed from 

New Zealand and Fiji to maintain the power balance among the participating countries in the Pacific. 

According to Mr. James Batley, a former Special Coordinator of RAMSI in 2004-2006, the main role of 

the Special Coordinator is to coordinate a range of stakeholders to make coherence of the program 

objectives. Major stakeholders are military, police, representatives of 15 participating countries, as well as 
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the SIG.364 Interaction with the SIG is a significant role for the Special Coordinator. In order to hear the 

recipient’s needs and demands, the special coordinator also traveled to province regularly and had a public 

meeting with provincial government and community leaders.365 Australia’s major partner was the SIG; 

however people did not trust the central government at that time. Therefore, dialogue with local 

stakeholders was significant to understand the real voices across Solomon Islands. This need to 

communicate with locals became a springboard to start broadcasting a talk radio program called “Talking 

Truth” to promote RAMSI’s activities.366  

The major decision-making body under the Australian government for RAMSI was DFAT in 

Canberra. RAMSI, DFAT, a former AusAID and related bodies had a meeting for internal consultation of 

RAMSI every six months, to ensure the strategic direction of RAMSI. According to DFAT, at least five to 

six officials were also appointed from DFAT in Canberra to field offices in Solomon Islands on a steady 

basis, and they have been rotated every two or three years. As a result, there were no officials who were 

constantly engaged in a field office for a decade.367 This personnel rotation could be an obstacle for a 

smooth transition of the job, and actually the constant turnover of RAMSI personnel is causing problems 

through a lack of ability and awareness in local contexts.368 Thus Australia’s personnel toward RAMSI 

had lost substance for implementation of RAMSI, even though their contribution, as well as influence, was 

huge. However, the special coordinator also could be a key person for making coherence of the project 

components and being a supplement for under-staffing. 

Under the law and justice pillar, the Australian government appointed a director to RAMSI Law 

and Justice Program. The Law and Justice Program director took responsibility for all activities under the 

pillar. The Australian government also relegated law and justice programs to the private law firms in 
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Australia, and around 30 to 40 private lawyers were appointed to the field office in Solomon Islands.369 

Lawyers from outsourcing law firms worked a range of projects with defense forces, the police, the 

prosecutor’s office, the attorney general’s office, the courts, and the government. Jon Fraenkel criticized 

this situation as a “boomerang aid” which means large sums of expenditures going to overseas private 

contractors of Australia, not to the recipients.370 In fact, at the very early stage of RAMSI, the contracted 

private lawyers were mostly Australians; however, since 2005, RAMSI started to hire lawyers from other 

participating countries, such as New Zealand, Fiji, Samoa, Tonga, and Papua New Guinea.371 Under the 

law and justice pillar, some projects were conducted for local capacity building with contracted lawyers, 

and RAMSI also recruited local lawyers of Solomon Islands for capacity building purposes. These projects 

involved local lawyers contributed to not only resolving sufficient skill of legal experts but also creating 

local jobs.372 

From these situations, therefore, RAMSI involved in massive scale of people and staffs including 

local entities. The program structure constantly changed, depending on the stage and process of the project. 

The Australian government assigned a director for each of the three pillars, and usually, each pillar had 

hundreds of staff members and approximately 1,000 staff in total were working for.373 Figure 17 presents 

the comprehensive correlative relationship of donors and recipients in Solomon Islands during RAMSI’s 

period. 
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(Figure 17: Comprehensive Mapping of Correlative Relationship of Aid Bodies in Solomon Islands) 

 

(Source: Developed by author) 

 

Regarding budgeting, there were two major bodies for budgeting of RAMSI. One major body was the 

PIFS. The PIFS reviewed RAMSI’s activities at the PIFS Leader’s meeting which consists of the Head and 

Government of each member states and decided on endorsement of the evaluation report including 

budgeting.374 The other significant institution was, of course, the Australian government, who contributed 

to RAMSI approximately 2.6 billion AU$ during 2003 to 2013, and substantially had power for 

decision-making process due to this huge amount of expenditure.375 The Australian government took a 

cross-institutional way for decision making. The budget plan was usually reviewed and taken feedback 
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from across the ministry or department.376 Usually, the budget plan was drafted by DFAT and reviewed 

and approved by other ministries or departments every four years, based on a range of information 

including the situation in the field as well as interviews of the special coordinator, PIFS, and the 

governments of other participating countries.377 This whole-of-government approach of the Australian 

government for budgeting contributed to the transparency of the system, and also, this process proved that 

the Australian government inevitably grabbed a power of influence on RAMSI’s strategy and 

decision-making process.  

 

 (Figure 18: Spending on Law and Justice Program in Solomon Islands) 

 

(Source: Developed by author, based on Interviewee AG5, Interview by author. Personal interview. 

Canberra, August 26, 2016.; Australian Government, AusAID, Office of Development Effectiveness. 

Solomon Islands Case Study Evaluation of Australian Law and Justice Assistance, (Canberra, Australia: 

Australian Government, 2012). Accessed April 20, 2018. 

http://dfat.gov.au/aid/how-we-measure-performance/ode/Documents/lawjustice-solomon-islands-case-stud

y.pdf.) 
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Regarding sub-components of RAMSI, each pillar has been allocated a budget in accordance with 

comprehensive objectives and priorities, but contents, objectives, and usage depend on the demand for aid 

from the field at each stage of development.378 This process could give some flexibility to aid practitioners 

under each pillar, and aid practitioners had responsibility for tangible components of projects. Figure 18 

shows the Australian government’s RAMSI spending on the law and justice program. One can see the 

larger allocation of budget in the post-conflict phase for the restoration of law and order as a prior 

objective of RAMSI. 

 

4.3.5 Project Framework and Evaluation 

Due to the frequent restructuring of RAMSI, it was quite hard for donors to take a proper leadership 

to draw up the strategy for pathways of development in Solomon Islands. In light of such a situation, the 

Australian government, especially the special coordinator’s office, assumed a significant role at the 

strategic level. Especially, the leadership of Australia in the process of designing a comprehensive 

framework for development contributed to the transitional phase.  

 In the field of law and justice pillar under RAMSI, the SIG-RAMSI Law and Justice Sector 

Strategic Framework 2005-2010 had been designed in August 2005, which supported strategically to 

transitional process from post-conflict phase to development phase under RAMSI with seven strategic 

objectives. The seven strategic objectives are (a)To build justice sector’s capacity to plan, budget for and 

implement the policies, strategies, structures, and infrastructure necessary to meet the current and future 

needs of Solomon Islands; (b)To enhance the capacity of the justice sector to consult on, reform and 

introduce new laws, procedures and practices that reflect contemporary requirements and to support 

widespread freedom of access by all Solomon Islanders to laws (including statutes, and case law) and legal 

information; (c)To con tribute to the creation of safe, stable and prosperous communities through the  

implementation of collaborative crime reduction, community safety and proactive security initiatives; 
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(d)To improve the timeliness, efficiency and effectiveness of civil and criminal court practices and 

procedures and the operations of government legal services; (e)To introduce new diversionary practices, 

sentencing options and justice sector procedures that support the use of imprisonment as a sentence of last 

resort; (f)Within a culturally appropriate corrections system, ensure acceptable standards of prisoner safety 

and welfare, address recidivism, strengthen the rehabilitative impact of the corrections system and further 

develop the sector’s physical infrastructure to instill community confidence in the security of the 

corrections service; (g) To develop SIPS capacity to build a professional, respected and sustainable 

corrections service.379 The Australian ODE evaluated that the framework on law and justice sector, which 

was developed between the SIG and the Australian government officials, as a clear guide for the transition 

process moving away from initial stabilization objective to development.380 

 The first comprehensive framework for development in Solomon Islands was designed in 2006. 

At that time, the SIG was a turf-minded bureaucratic system, and most of premiers preferred to have 

one-on-one interaction with a donor, and did not communicate mutually across bureaucracy.381 Therefore, 

the special coordinator office of RAMSI decided to design the comprehensive plan which included three 

pillars of activities as well as cross-cutting issues as formal mechanism drawing the roadmap of 

development. Based on this first partnership framework in 2006, the “Partnership Framework between 

Solomon Islands Government and Regional Assistance Mission to Solomon Islands”, was finalized and 

endorsed by the PIF in April 2009.382 This framework created a vision of transition for RAMSI and 

                                                   
379 Remobatu, James. Submission to the Parliamentary Foreign Relations Standing Committee (Canberra, 

Australia: Australian Government, Ministry of Justice and Legal Affairs). Accessed April 20, 2018. 
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380 Australian Government, AusAID, Office of Development Effectiveness. Solomon Islands Case Study 

Evaluation of Australian Law and Justice Assistance (Canberra, Australia: Australian Government, 2012). 
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Solomon Islands until 2013 through consensus between RAMSI and the SIG regarding the overall goal of 

development.383 This partnership framework, which contained issues of development as well as measures 

and assessment, was a significant milestone of the transition process not only under RAMSI but also from 

RAMSI to the SIJP. With the drawing up of the framework, the program context shifted from 

peace-keeping to development assistance in a post-conflict society.384 The components of the Partnership 

Framework also influenced on the target and approach of the following bilateral programs. Throughout the 

process, an expected role of Australia under RAMSI was to take leadership, to have a dialogue with a 

recipient for drawing up a foreseeable future for Solomon Islands. 

 Regarding the law and justice pillar, programs under RAMSI concluded, and all the aid programs 

on law and justice transited into the bilateral program. RAMSI reviewed the program components and 

target in 2013 for following projects.385 The Australian government and RAMSI did not only a strategic 

framework to draw up the pathways, but also a multifaceted evaluation mechanism. As a major tool of 

evaluation, DFAT issues an annual performance report for major recipients of Australian aid with regard to 
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the evaluation of aid program and its effectiveness.386 As mentioned above, PIFS' annual leader's meeting 

is also a significant place to evaluate the development progress for further decision making on its strategy. 

PIFS leaders meeting refers the People’s Survey for measuring Solomon Islander’s views toward aid 

programs.387 The People’s Survey is an independent annual survey which focuses on insight into the 

opinions of Solomon Islanders across the country to understand the real voices and evaluation of locals 

toward aid programs.388 Moreover, concurrent to this, the ODE undertook an evaluation program to assess 

the relevance and effectiveness of law and justice assistance and draw up recommendations regarding law 

and justice assistance not only for RAMSI but also for Australian aid more generally.389 

Prior to the transition in 2013, the initial phase of RAMSI for post-conflict armed intervention was 

going to be settled. Thus the partnership framework was prepared in 2009, and comprehensive assessment 

for project performance had been implemented for two years since then. This two years assessment had 

become a springboard of revising components as well as development strategy of RAMSI. RAMSI decided 

to move some part of development assistance into the Australian bilateral aid under the High 

Commissioner.390 RAMSI also decided to transition most of the components, which is except for police, 

under the law and justice pillar into the bilateral programs. 

In sum, the process of designing a comprehensive framework, as well as a multifaceted evaluation, 

supported a range of dimensions in the transitional phase of RAMSI. Since RAMSI approached to failed 
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society based on complicated project components, these “guideposts” of aid direction contributed to 

making coherence of development pathways in Solomon Islands. 

 

4.4 Conclusion 

RAMSI often attracts attention as a regional collective intervention in failed states. Regarding the 

access to justice context, people’s situation has been influenced by the social situation. Before 

independence, the outcome of the dispute resolution depended on the place and leader, and it could not 

guarantee the quality and fairness of the decision. However, people at least could access to the dispute 

resolution system. The independence and related social changes made worse the situation of access to 

justice among people. Since the middle stage of RAMSI, gradually the Australian government was 

focusing on the right. Throughout the pathways of law and justice assistance in Solomon Islands, the 

donors were changing and adjusting the project targets, components, and processes based on the demand 

for aid as well as the level of development of Solomon Islands. This whole process seems a trial-and-error 

method for the donor.  

Meanwhile, this chapter also considered how Australia has got engaged in the series of aid programs 

in Solomon Islands as a leading policy designer. The Tension triggered to reconsider the Australian 

strategy for regional security and a concept of intervention in a post-conflict state. The progression of 

paradigm shift through the process of intervention and peacekeeping operation of RAMSI has also opened 

up the discussion on the further way of approaching for new era’s threat and global issues on peace and 

security.  

In order to evaluate Australian aid project as an aid provider, subsequence chapter of this thesis will 

consider the further Australian way of development assistance and its strengthening and weakness in the 

context of designing law and justice assistance project as a donor. 
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Chapter V: Thinking the Australian Way: Stimulation by Projects in Solomon Islands 

 

If you can, imagine a country where hospitals, schools and medical clinics have simply ceased to 

function for a lack of funds, imagine a nation where public servants go weeks without pay – not 

surprisingly, some turn up to work, but many do not – imagine roads that are literally falling 

apart, public thoroughfares that are the preserve of drunks and thieves. Then, to complete the 

picture, add to the mix guns, ethnic tensions, rogue police, corrupt politicians and business 

people, and armed criminals. 

This is the nation that greeted RAMSI in the early hours of 24 July last year when the first 

elements of an Australian-led, Pacific peacemaking and nation building operation began arriving 

in Solomon Islands. 

 

(Speech by Nick Warner, RAMSI Special Coordinator to National Security Conference, 23 

March 2004) 

 

5.1 Introduction 

The incident of 2003 in Solomon Islands made Australia reconsidering aid policy critically. Since 

then, the Australian government had got into the long engagement of law and justice assistance for their 

neighboring islands states, Solomon Islands. Since Australia was a leading donor of RAMSI, inevitably its 

power of influence on RAMSI’s implementation was huge. On the other hand, the experience of RAMSI 

and the transition process reflect on the Australian aid policy, and the Australia’s involvement to RAMSI 

have made Australia as one of the top donor of law and justice assistance in the world.391  

This chapter analyzes project impact for a donor side based on Australia’s involvement in RAMSI. 

This chapter also considers a relationship between implementation process and aid effectiveness, based on 

three key viewpoints which are law and justice assistance, fragile state as a recipient, and project 

management method. In order to draw implications for project design of law and justice assistance for 

donors, this chapter also aims to clarify the progression of the Australian experience and crystallize 
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RAMSI’s impact in the Australian aid history. This chapter also considers to what extent the Australian 

approach to law and justice assistance were appropriate in accordance with the social context of Solomon 

Islands, including geographical features as a SIDS. 

Since Australia engaged in long-term aid programs including RAMSI, the Australian government 

climaxed critical phase for transition, in accordance with the development process. Even if the transition of 

programs was happening gradually, the donors need to prepare and adjust the program direction in 

accordance with each milestone for the transition. These milestones, for donors, could be both a risk for 

project coherence and an opportunity to change the aid strategy. This chapter takes particular note of 

transition processes to consider how the Australian government overcame the critical phase of transition in 

the long-term process. 

Law and justice pillar under RAMSI has been separated into two. Police component has remained 

under RAMSI, and other components have transitioned to the bilateral project, SIJP in 2013. The transition 

from RAMSI to SIJP has brought significant changes to the structure and focus of overall law and justice 

assistance and Canberra’s approach to its commitment to Honiara. The law and justice pillar under 

RAMSI has been incorporated into SIJP under the Australian High Commissioner, while personnel, 

budgets, and implementation methods have also been separated from the former system.392 A critical issue 

in this process has been to ensure the coherence of law and justice assistance for Solomon Islands, 

especially the readjustment of project targets in order to sustain the quality of outcomes. To this end, the 

Australian government implemented diverse and significant evaluation projects to review the project focus 

on law and justice assistance. 393  The Australian government considered the relationship between 
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Australia’s development assistance policy and the series of projects in this process.  

As explained in Chapter Two, the link between policy and project targets is a critical point for 

transition management. Implementers of the transition process should consider how the project targets 

maintain consistency and coherence of conceptualization, policy, and components. Jan-Peter Vob et al., 

Frolian Kern, and Michael Howlett describe the issue as a problem of fit which means how the process of 

transition management fits the policy context for achieving sustainable development.394 In development 

assistance projects, the social context and demands of a recipient country, and overall development 

assistance policy are also deeply related to project design. In the transition process of development 

assistance, therefore, consistency between (1) project component and policy, (2) project component and 

project component, and (3) project component and social context are key for sustainable development and 

for realizing successful outcomes. This chapter applies the perspective of consistency to Australian 

experiences of project transition to consider an appropriate method to overcome the problem of fit for 

establishing project coherence and consistency, through drawing lessons learned from the Australian 

experiences.  

The second section and third section are followed by an introduction to the evaluation of 

implementation process of law and justice assistance in Solomon Islands by Australia. Section four 

highlights the approach toward Solomon Islands as a fragile state and consideration of social contexts in 

the project designing process. Section five focuses on the case study of project transition in long-term aid 

program as “a risk”. This section also focuses on predictable event and action for project implementation, 

not uncertain risk in a recipient society. Then section six draws lessons learned from the experiences of the 
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series of law and justice assistance for aid donors as a conclusion. 

  

5.2 Experiences of Law and Justice Assistance in Solomon Islands for Australia: Unique Dimensions 

of RAMSI 

The Australian way of interaction or engagement in RAMSI itself crystallized the features of 

RAMSI’s law and justice assistance. This section highlights the substantive impact of the Australian 

method of law and justice assistance, in order to draw lessons from the Australian approach of 

development assistance for the world law and justice assistance. 

After the deployment of RAMSI, social conditions and order in Solomon Islands drastically 

improved. Especially at the post-conflict stage in the early phase of RAMSI, RAMSI support made the 

situation in Solomon Islands stabilized and restored the function of law and order restored rapidly.395 

RAMSI also became the largest body of development assistance to the Solomon Islands, thereby 

increasing its impact on the recipient society. RAMSI is often described as “unique”, regarding program 

scale, integrated state-building operations, intervention in a regional crisis, and as a mission outside the 

United Nations (UN) umbrella. This section identifies three unique features of the mission from the 

perspective of law and justice assistance. 

 First, as a law and justice assistance project, RAMSI’s project scale was huge. During 2007-2011, 

the Australian ODA budget for law and justice assistance to the Solomon Islands accounted for 40.1% 

(AU$561.2 million) of total law and justice assistance funding under Australian ODA.396 This aid package 
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far exceeded the amount of law and justice assistance delivered to other recipients of Australian aid.397 

Besides budget expenditure, the number of stakeholders was also large-scale and diverse. RAMSI was a 

collective regional action directed at Solomon Islands and engaged many stakeholders from across Oceania, 

including Australia, New Zealand, Fiji and Tonga, and consisted of a collaboration between government 

entities, the private sector, and NGOs. Additionally, the donors integrated law and justice assistance 

projects into RAMSI’s law and justice section in Solomon Islands. Besides this RAMSI’s implementation, 

bilateral assistance projects were also implemented in various other sectors, such as education and 

infrastructure.398 As a result of diverse donor’s engagement, the project structure for implementation was 

quite complicated.  

Beyond the management of all activities under each of the pillars of RAMSI, the role of the special 

coordinator from Australia also extended to liaison to coordinate overall development assistance strategy 

with other stakeholders and the Australian High Commissioner. While the special coordinator role 

ostensibly appeared to be a symbolic position,399 it, in fact, played a central role in substantially unifying 

aid policy in Solomon Islands under the umbrella of RAMSI. The implementation of the law and justice 

section was also led by the section director and a team of coordinators from the Australian government, in 

turn cooperating with the special coordinator.  

Secondly, the law and justice assistance strategy of RAMSI does not place the concept of human rights 

at the center of its mandate. It might be related to the fact that RAMSI is a mission outside the UN 

umbrella, but the process of implementation of RAMSI is not based on the UN peacekeeping core concept, 

which has always been center stage since the 1990s and put human rights to the center of the mission.400  

                                                   
397 For reference, according to JICA (Japan International Cooperation Agency), Japan’s Annual Budget for Law 

and Justice in 2015 is approximately $AU45.3 million. (at the Annual Meeting on Japanese Legal Technical 

Assistance on 23 January, the Ministry of Justice, International Cooperation Department). In addition, according 

to OECD data, Australian’s ODA for government and civil society during 2003-2013 is was US$6376.58 

million, compare to US$3974.2 million for Japanese ODA in the same sector.   
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399 Interviewee AG4, Interview by author. Personal interview. Canberra, August 23, 2016. 
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The fact is also related to the issue of the main actor, who should take responsibility of aid program. At 

the RAMSI, the fact justified that the SIG officially request the mission to the PIF and the mission was 

implemented under the auspices of the Biketawa Declaration which allows intervention to the member 

states. However, there is also the negative opinion regarding the possible human rights violation caused by 

RAMSI. According to Kirsty Ruddock, for example, RAMSI’s assistance for prison system caused 

depreciating the prisoner’s right and created marginalized group among people.401 It is quite difficult to 

prove the causal association between the actual situations and the mandate, and all aid program and 

peacekeeping operation do not need to follow the UN mandate. Donors should always appreciate 

demanding and will of the recipient country for aid primarily. On the other hand, this situation raised 

another significant question for donors that how donors should take responsibility for the consequence of 

the aid program. 

Lastly, RAMSI was characterized by a comprehensive approach towards the Solomon Islands 

judicial system, covering a broad target of law and justice assistance, as part of the package of 

development assistance. Law and justice assistance under RAMSI had a different character to general 

assistance, functioning broadly as a substitute reform of the local justice system.  

Under RAMSI, the law and justice section encompassed strengthening police, prisons, and the justice 

system, including courts and dispute resolution systems.402 The Australian government also conducted 

small projects for law and justice in parallel, such as capacity building for the Truth and Reconciliation 

Commission Community Officers, and a joint research project with the World Bank, “Justice for the Poor”. 

403 Such a comprehensive approach applied to a single country for a decade has both risks and benefits. 
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Positively, the development assistance project package directed towards law and justice was implemented 

effectively under a unified aid strategy, without inter-donor conflict.404 Since law and justice assistance 

requires a long-term commitment to ensuring the functioning of new legislative and justice systems in an 

aid recipient society, RAMSI and Australia’s contribution to the judicial capacity building in Solomon 

Islands from almost zero capacity following the crisis facilitated a rapid recovery. On the other hand, 

intervention always carries the substantial risk of negatively impacting the recipient society. The Australian 

policy avoided the tag of neo-colonialism, instead of establishing a model of the cooperative intervention 

of development assistance. However, in terms of law and justice assistance, donors should not forget the 

failure of LDMs in the 1960s which focused on the legal transplantation of the Western model of a modern 

legal system based on the notion of legal formalism.405 Therefore dialogue with local stakeholders and aid 

recipients about how to implement the project is crucial. 

 

5.3 Pathways to New Approach of Law and Justice Assistance in Post-Conflict Society 

In 2000, as mentioned above, the Biketawa Declaration was agreed to at the 31st Leader's Summit 

of the PIF, representing a new framework for coordinating responses to regional crises. As a result, 

regional member states began to participate in regional peacekeeping and stabilization operations, 

including military and police forces.406 Evidently, the significance of regional security and stability has 
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become intertwined with aid strategy on Australian law and justice assistance. Reflecting this background, 

law, and justice assistance accounts for a significant part of Australian ODA to this region. 

Although Solomon Islands after the Tension was considered as a failed state, the main objective of 

aid was security, rather than humanitarian aid. In fact, the prior objective of the intervention was to build 

up long-term security, stability, and prosperity in Solomon Islands. Australia’s contribution to RAMSI 

achieved for restoring law and order right after the Tension quite successfully. The Senate Standing 

Committee on Foreign Affairs and Trade described RAMSI as a successful case because of the 

well-established partnership between the Australian Defense Force and local stakeholders. Based on this 

case experience, the Senate report stated the importance of effective partnership with local stakeholders for 

the inquiry on the peacekeeping operation. The report mentioned that “Working effectively with the host 

country and partner countries in peacekeeping operations means having personnel able to cooperate and 

coordinate their activities with a wide range of people in often very difficult circumstances.” 407 However, 

the ODE’s comprehensive evaluation project of Australian law and justice assistance in Solomon Islands 

reported that “law and justice support initiatives have not maintained high levels of effectiveness and value 

for money as the context evolved.”408 

In case of Solomon Islands, due to the main objective of institution building, the main focus of law 

and justice assistance under RAMSI was to the central justice system, and RAMSI tried to strengthen the 

formal justice system. At the late stage of RAMSI, the program focus was shifting to mature development 

phase. However, still, local court played a major role as an entry point of dispute resolution for local 
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people in pluralistic legal society. Australian aid practitioners faced a critical point to reconsider the project 

focus and decided to shift from a restorative approach in peacekeeping operations to enhance the local 

justice system.409 This focus change from the central to the local justice system brought critical problems 

for aid practitioners in the process of designing law and justice assistance projects. One is that intervention 

of government become a potential risk to lead further dispute, poverty, and disorder, due to the tension of 

the central authority. The other is that project implementation needs more cost, due to the geographical 

situation.410 For aid practitioners, to maintain the balance between the central target and local or provincial 

target become a huge dilemma. Under the pluralistic legal society, the central justice cannot guarantee 

everyone’s justice and even become an obstacle for the objective of institution building. However, the 

method which people really utilize and trust in their society is important. Since the point of cognition, the 

character of RAMSI in law and justice assistance shifted from the central focused under the peacekeeping 

operation to more development aid for local people. In fact, the Justice for the Poor (J4P) program, and the 

following Australian bilateral program, the SIJP paid more attention to the local justice system.  

The establishing concept of the cooperative intervention of development assistance is different 

from one-size fits all and a tailor-made style, more likely become a third way of approach. Australian 

approach of RAMSI and SIJP did not bring formulated model to the recipient country. Australia rather tried 

to design a proper model based on the recipient’s demand. However, it was not a tailor-made, because the 

donor had a certain amount of force toward the recipient. In fact, the ODE team evaluated that there is a 

tendency for Australian programs to have objectives that are too general in nature and not well tailored to 

each country’s context.411  
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The approach of cooperative intervention, as well as the force of a donor, can work effectively in 

failed states to supplement the recipient’s lack of capacity for state building. In this context, this approach 

is applicable for fragile states including post-conflict states. However, this approach also becomes 

definitive. Since a donor has a force to a recipient country under this approach, a donor should interpret the 

implementation methodology carefully for other major recipients of law and justice assistance, such as 

transitional regime states and newly independent states. 

 

5.4 Australian Approach to Fragility of the Target State  

In a development assistance project, not only the situation of the recipient but also project 

implementer’s working environment may influence the project result in either direct or indirect way. Thus 

a condition of donor become a critical factor for the project in a fragile state. In fact, during the RAMSI 

period, Australia faced the problem of establishing a sustainable legal system, due to the geographical 

character of Solomon Islands as SIDS.412  

 As mentioned in the previous chapter, a few people engaged in the whole process of RAMSI, and 

most of the staffs who are assigned from Australia were rotated every two or three years. This structural 

issue came from donor’s convenience for project implementation. However, such a condition also 

influenced on the aid effectiveness and cost, due to the lack of knowledge of Solomon Islands. 

Project practitioners of DFAT recognized the significance of local and traditional context of the 

justice system as a project target. The evaluation paper by the ODE in 2012 mentioned that Australia made 

efforts for enhancing a meaningful partnership with civil society actors.413 Mid-term report of SIJP in 

2015 also touched upon the significance of partnership with a local partner, and the issue has reflected on 
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suggestions as for a further program.414 This situation shows the continuous challenges to fill in the gap 

between common law system and indigenous system, and also between central and local justice system 

which have been built on the archipelago.415  

 However, there are no tangible achievements in the context of enhancing local justice system. In 

other words, Australia’s suggestions and issues have been just suggestions and never been implemented. 

There are local partnerships. However they also include many shallow relationships with local 

stakeholders.416 Frequent staff rotation of law and justice assistance practitioners spurred on the lack of 

understanding of the local context in project designing process. After the AusAID merger in 2013, the staff 

rotation within the institutions became more frequent, and many of the professional staff were rotating 

every two or three years. During the AusAID period, the professional staff of each target region and 

country were trained well. However, anchoring of professional knowledge and understanding regarding 

each local context of target countries become harder since 2013.417  

This donor’s structure also influenced on oversight of vulnerabilities as SIDS in Solomon Islands. 

Donors did not consider enough regarding an approach for the social fragility of SIDS as a potential risk 

factor in the process of project design. Donors also lacked consideration regarding an impact on the right 

of access to justice. The lacking views on social fragility based on forward-looking viewpoints in judicial 

system impacted negatively on aid effectiveness. However, this result was avoidable if the structure and 

staff handovers worked properly. Thus, mature local experiences of aid project by Australia did not support 

aid effectiveness. The structure of implementers under both RAMSI and SIJP was not a recipient friendly 

style. Most likely, frequent rotation may lead further cost and risks by additional taking over, staff training, 

                                                   
414 Kelly, Linda, Daniel Woods, and Ali Tuhanuku. The Mid-term Review of the Solomon Islands Justice 

Program (Canberra, Australia: The Australian Government, August 2015). Accessed April 20, 2018. 

http://dfat.gov.au/about-us/publications/Documents/solomon-islands-justice-program-mid-term-review-2015-ma

n-resp.pdf. 24-33.  

415 Interviewee AG2 and AG3, Interview by author. Personal interview. Canberra, August 25, 2016. 

416 Interviewee AG7, Interview by author. Personal interview. Canberra, September 15, 2016. 
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a misreading of context, and time. In sum, in light of consideration of fragility of the target state, the 

Australian approach was weak for achieving aid effectiveness.  

 

5.5 Australian Way of Project Management in Law and Justice Assistance: Transitional Process 

Since RAMSI was a long-term and comprehensive commitment toward Solomon Islands, Australia 

had to take diverse risks in the project implementation process of law and justice assistance. Especially, 

Australia was required to manage a series of projects and to ensure coherence according to a level of 

development in a post-conflict situation. Also as discussed in Chapter Four, law and justice assistance in 

Solomon Islands underwent a critical transition in 2013.418 Therefore, Australia inevitably faced a risk as 

huge project transition in the implementation process.  

Law and justice pillar under RAMSI was separated into two. Police component remained in RAMSI 

after 2013, and other components transitioned to bilateral aid program. According to Tim Vistarini, RAMSI 

Law and Justice Program Director, RAMSI commenced with the aim of restoring law and order led by 

donors, but by the later stage of the mission, the main objective shifted to focus more on self-reliance of 

Solomon Islands.419 The change of the main target between the two, from intervention to self-reliance, 

posed new challenges and changed the character of aid. Thus, as RAMSI moved towards a more capacity 

building-focused approach, the Australian government responded by designing the bilateral program as a 

follow-up. 

 At the macro level of project transition, the “fit” between project components and the transition 

of Australian aid policy should be critical. In this case, the fundamental philosophy of Australian law and 

                                                   
418 Australian Government, Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Delivery Strategy Solomon Islands 

Justice Program (SIJP) July 2013 to June 2017 (Canberra, Australia: Australian Government, 2013). Accessed 
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justice assistance, and the mandate of RAMSI become significant to transition and make consistency in the 

process. The restoration of law and order in Solomon Islands was a major objective of RAMSI and this 

overall goal, as well as the mandate of the mission, was well-implemented and successfully transferred to 

the succeeding SIJP. In particular, the development assistance component of RAMSI was designed within 

the mission’s initial mandate and the RAMSI treaty, which covers both civil order and the economy, even 

though the project context subsequently transitioned to a development phase, and did not expand RAMSI’s 

scope.420 During the design phase of the SIJP, the donors clarified the SIG’s request for development 

assistance in a working paper of RAMSI’s law and justice assistance project, which in turn created 

baselines for SIJP’s subsequent project components.421  Project designers in the transition process, 

therefore, based their approach on the SIG’s requests and the prior experiences of RAMSI. Through this 

process, in 2013-14 they eventually clarified the real needs for development from the perspective of the aid 

recipients. This effort successfully ensured consistency between the two projects. The substantial presence 

of Australia in RAMSI has also contributed to the implementation and the fit of the Australian philosophy 

of law and justice assistance. Development assistance regimes also changed at the meso-level during 2013. 

The project structure is no longer consistent, as SIJP is now a bilateral project. As such, project 

components were subsequently adjusted at the micro level.  

In the structural change at the meso level, major activities of three pillars under RAMSI, except 

the police component, integrated into the SIJP, supervised by the Australian High Commissioner. At the 

field level, there had been two major independent bodies for implementation, which were RAMSI with a 

special coordinator, and the SIJP with the Australian High Commissioner. Since SIJP had commenced 

                                                   
420 "Framework for Strengthened Assistance to Solomon Islands: Proposed Scope and Requirements." SI 

Government's Policy Statement on the offer by the Government of Australia for strengthened assistance to 

Solomon Islands, June 5, 2008. 

421 Australian Government, Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Delivery Strategy Solomon Islands 

Justice Program (SIJP) July 2013 to June 2017 (Canberra, Australia: Australian Government, 2013). Accessed 

April 20, 2018. 
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under the Australian High Commissioner, RAMSI and SIJP had become two independent bodies in terms 

of project implementation. This structural change also brought the major change of project implementation, 

such as report-chain, budgeting, decision-making process, and member structure. Through this process, the 

Australian aid structure in Solomon Islands had been unusual since two major bodies existed for aid 

practitioners. According to aid practitioners at DFAT, they had faced some difficulties in project 

implementation following the transition. 422  This situation confused the chain of reporting and 

decision-making process in practice. Based on these facts, thus, the situation caused by transition made the 

potential risks for creating implementation costs and burdens among the project team in the transition 

process of the meso level. 

On the other hand, project components at the micro level had played a complementary role in the 

transition process. Beginning in Phase 3 of RAMSI, the Australian government conducted small 

breakdown projects based on the demands and developmental situation. The design process at the micro 

level considered the fit of project components and outcomes to local conditions. Therefore, these 

breakdown components under RAMSI were able to facilitate the clear definition of the separate roles for 

each of the two new aid structures.  

Figure 19 provides a summary of the framework of transition management applied to law and 

justice assistance in Solomon Islands. These observations can be brought together to generate a simple 

model of considering the problem of fit in the transition process. This Australian case seems 

complementary with regime changes based on the coherency of the macro and micro levels to make the 

whole project transition consistent. 

DFAT and RAMSI also conducted diverse evaluation projects both internally and externally from 

early on, to clarify the demands and impact of the project in Solomon Islands at each stage. The results of 

these evaluations reflect on projects at the micro level. This transition-aware cognizance of local 

conditions also contributes to avoiding potential risks. This series of evaluation projects arguably 

                                                   
422 Interviewee AG2 and AG3, Interview by author. Personal interview. Canberra, August 25, 2016. 
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constituted a consideration of local conditions of the recipient country. Since justice systems are rooted in 

society, project implementers should understand how the justice system functions and each breakdown 

component of a project must be evaluated for its suitability to the transition process at the micro level. In 

the Australian case, the local conditions in Solomon Islands were a critical trigger for transition 

management. The integration was a difficult task for donors, and donors should reflect the local context, 

traditions, social change and requests on the project components appropriately.    

 

(Figure 19: Evaluation of project transition in the Australian case from a multi-level perspective) 

 

(Source: Developed by author) 

 

At some points in the project, the complex and pluralist justice system in Solomon Islands became 

an obstacle to understanding their society and project effectiveness, and this situation increased the 

difficulty of project implementation.423 Some evaluation reports pointed out that Australia should make 
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greater efforts towards consideration of social contexts and the local justice systems, and these issues have 

transitioned as unsolved issues in later phases.424 Therefore, aid effectiveness is still a critical challenge 

for the Australian law and justice assistance in Solomon Islands.  

In sum, the Australian project has been designed and implemented with a conscious awareness of 

project transition at each phase to create a functioning law and justice system in the recipient country. The 

Australian project implementers have clearly been aware that social change wrought by development 

assistance requires project adjustment and evaluation of detailed components. Therefore, they have taken 

aim at the project transition period as a critical milestone, and evaluated and adjusted the framework of the 

project in advance. On the one hand, the Australian case study demonstrates a smooth transition at the 

policy level. On the other hand, however, donors should consider input from project implementers in the 

field regarding project transition more at the lower level of management. 

 

5.6 Lessons Learned from the Australian Experience: From Intervention to Independence 

Australia experienced to conduct a range of aid programs in Solomon Islands, which lead unique 

lessons and policy changes of foreign aid. The Australian case of project management and transition 

management in the development assistance field in a post-conflict state reflects the complexities of project 

objectives, as well as the characteristics of law and justice assistance.  

Throughout the process of transition, the most critical source of potential risks is how donors 

understand and reflect local conditions in project design. In this case, there was a measure of uncertainty in 

                                                                                                                                                              

http://dfat.gov.au/about-us/publications/Documents/solomon-islands-justice-program-mid-term-review-2015-ma

n-resp.pdf. 9-21. 

424 Ibid.; Australian Government, AusAID, Office of Development Effectiveness. Solomon Islands Case Study 

Evaluation of Australian Law and Justice Assistance (Canberra, Australia: Australian Government, 2012). 

Accessed April 20, 2018. 
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2013. Regardless, this case seems to have achieved a successful and seamless transition from RAMSI to 

the bilateral project, SIJP. As Chapter Two discussed, proper risk management is significant and essential 

in project implementation processes in fragile states like Solomon Islands, and the proper risk management 

can expose potential risks from general project implementation process and also from a situation based on 

lack of capacity from state fragility. The Australian case successfully overcame and avoided potential risks 

in the transition process. In the process, Australia predicted and considered “an unforeseen event or activity” 

at the critical stage of the project. This section points out two critical points and makes suggestions, 

drawing from the Australian case.  

Firstly, awareness of transition has worked well in the long-term project process and transition. At 

the current case, the donors set goals in niches along a time line and decided on its project focus with a 

consideration of reasonability of each stage of development.425 Similarly, a long-term perspective of 

project implementation through a series of projects stand on sustainable stability in Solomon Islands as an 

overall goal. Donors also conducted working groups to anticipate the future situation in Solomon 

Islands.426 This work may improve predictability, and such an approach is significant for the effectiveness 

of law and justice assistance.  

The second point is that the Australian case successfully secured the flexibility of project 

implementation in transition. Flexibility in a project is described as responsiveness to uncertainty, 

ambiguity, managing risk from threats and opportunities, project context, turbulence, and unpredictability. 

                                                   
425 Forum Ministerial Standing Committee, Australia. Partnership Framework Between Solomon Islands 

Government and Regional Assistance Mission to Solomon Islands (Canberra, Australia: April 2009). Accessed 
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From this point of view, flexibility is a fundamental component of project risk management.427 In the 

process of project transition, the concept of flexibility, which maintains some space to adjust to 

contingencies, is significant for the avoidance of potential risks. In the Australian case, RAMSI began after 

a conflict, and as mentioned above, Solomon Islands lacked sufficient capacity to raise proper and specific 

requests for development, even at the later stage of the mission. As a result of lacking enough capacity, the 

series of projects were implemented based on dialogue between donors and recipients. Thereby this 

situation of “lack of capacity” spontaneously provided flexibility in project implementation and the 

transition process to donors. There was space for adjustment of the project during the transition process, 

and this situation contributed to the consistency of project goals and components. Moreover, this flexibility 

could contribute to the complexity of Solomon Islands’ social context and local conditions, and the 

information deficit in the transition process. This situation illustrates a method of manipulating the 

situation to create flexibility through project management methods. 

As for creating flexibility, diverse stakeholders also influenced the project structure for 

implementation. As mentioned above, RAMSI was a regional collective action consisting of multi-national 

donors. SIJP also involved in diverse stakeholders from local and central entities related to the law and 

justice system in Solomon Islands.428 Such diversity allowed a broad understanding of the social context 

of the recipient country, facilitating the implementation of a comprehensive approach towards the law and 

justice system. However, feedback from diverse stakeholders could influence the functions of flexibility. 

To take advantage of diversity, a proper method of project management and risk management is 
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essential.429 Therefore, in the transitional phase, some space for donors is necessary to consider their 

relationship with stakeholders along with the time line in each phase and plan. 

 

5.7 Conclusion 

This chapter analyzes the Australian way of engagement in RAMSI and SIJP as a donor, to examine 

aid effectiveness and adequacy of the Australian approach toward Solomon Islands, from the perspectives 

of three key concepts of this thesis. The features of the Australian approach colored the uniqueness of the 

RAMSI and the law and justice assistance under the mission. The way of engagement for the Australian 

government offered numerous suggestions to reconsider the project implementation method in a huge and 

complicated program for a post-conflict state.  

The series of law and justice assistance projects in Solomon Islands have successfully achieved 

stability and a seamless transition between projects. Perhaps the most important line of this research is that 

project transition has been planned and evaluated with forethought. This awareness and proper risk 

management for future contingencies in the transition stage have been the key to project success. The 

empirical case study has shown thus the conditions of how to develop law and justice assistance from a 

donor’s perspective and the possibility of managing transitions in the context of a post-conflict state.  

Nevertheless, achieving project consistency is not an easy task in the transition management process. The 

managerial task involves tough political struggles about the relative importance of different policy goals as 

well as the design and implementation of suitable instruments.430 Therefore, transition management efforts 

are essential to ensure the sustainability and efficiency of development assistance projects. More 

importantly, donors need to rethink what is real justice for people in a recipient country, and what efforts 
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are needed for project management in the transitional process to achieve it. 
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Chapter VI: Light and Shadow: Another Perspective for the Situation of Access to Justice in 

Solomon Islands 

 

Since RAMSI arrived at Solomon Islands, everything changed. Some parts seem to be getting 

better, but many things were getting worse. Access to justice is one of the things which become 

worse. 

(Interviewee AE3, Canberra, 15 September 2016) 

 

6.1 Introduction 

One-year before the full withdrawal of RAMSI, in November 2016, the author walked through the 

city center of Honiara. The market has been vibrant, people have been enjoying their life, and Honiara 

seems to be filling with peace and security. The Pacific Casino Hotel, which was gutted by the huge riot in 

2006, 431 has been fully renovated and there is the new beautiful building in the town. The current 

situation has made difficult to feel the Tension was happened on this island, in this city. This is what 

RAMSI achieved. 

 After 14 years of deployment, RAMSI officially concluded on 30 June 2017. At the last stage of 

withdrawal, the situation of Honiara proved surely to achieve that RAMSI restored order and brought 

peace and stability. However, due to the huge size and diverse components of the project, the evaluation of 

RAMSI has been mixed. Some research project, including the World Bank “Justice for the Poor” project, 

evaluated the pillar of law and justice under RAMSI. The project evaluation system of the Australian 

government has multiple bodies to find out the convincing result of the evaluation. The Office of 

Development Effectiveness, Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT), play a significant role as an 

independent body for monitoring and evaluation.432 Under the implementation of RAMSI, the Australian 
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government implemented diverse and significant evaluation projects to review the project focus on law and 

justice assistance, which involved local stakeholders and outside organizations such as the World Bank.433  

Development assistance projects always have a high possibility of giving the impact on the 

society.434 RAMSI has been evaluated from a range of perspectives including not only the donors but also 

many outside organizations and scholars, and individual viewpoint of evaluation lead different results of 

the project. Especially since RAMSI covered comprehensive social rebuilding process in the post-conflict 

era of Solomon Islands, evaluation result also becomes diverse. Such diverse result illustrated the gap 

between the point of views and the gap between the donor’s approach and people’s demand for the project. 

This mixture of negative and positive evaluation result describes the light and shadow of development 

assistance project, including law and justice assistance under RAMSI and SIJP.  

This chapter analyzes law and justice assistance in Solomon Islands from a broader perspective, 

including the recipient’s viewpoints, features of SIDS as geographical conditions and the comprehensive 

evaluation result of RAMSI and SIJP. This chapter also explores the real situation of current Honiara from 

the end-user’s perspective, regarding the context of access to justice among people based on conditions 

related to geographical features. The main research question of this chapter is how the policy and the 

approach of RAMSI and SIJP suited for the context of Solomon Islands. This chapter introduce mixed 

evaluation result of RAMSI, however, aims not to clarify good and bad points, but the critical problem in 

project design process. In other words, this chapter considers how aid practitioners could fill in the gap 

                                                   
433 Australian Government, AusAID, Office of Development Effectiveness. Solomon Islands Case Study 
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between a current situation and a project goal effectively, and what are the possible missing elements in 

project designing process. This chapter also illustrates remaining judicial fragility in the current Solomon 

Islands, to consider how law and justice assistance caused changes on the justice system and ways of 

accessing among local people in Honiara.  

 As primary data, this chapter used interview responses, historical presentations after the Tension 

and post-conflict period in Solomon Islands, and the author’s own personal observations from field work in 

Honiara during November 2016. This data presents the real situation of justice system both in the city and 

suburban area of Honiara. This chapter then leads suggestions connected with core elements of 

accessibility of justice for people which are a number of services, satisfaction, and quality.  

In this chapter, I also illustrate how field interviews helped the argument on the mixed evaluation 

of RAMSI and related projects by the Australian government. The author’s personal observation and real 

voices of people in Honiara suggested how people are feeling about RAMSI’s legacy, which is hard to find 

out through literature. These suggestions which the data presented also give some indications toward the 

appropriate method of project design, especially law and justice assistance as a substance of the rule of law 

in a state. From these perspectives, the main purpose of this chapter is to clarify the answer to the question 

of appropriateness for the project approach. 

 

6.2 Mixed Evaluation Results of RAMSI 

RAMSI’s huge, long-term intervention brought about drastic changes on Solomon Island society. 

Many local people’s daily lives were influenced. Local people told a personal story which related to 

RAMSI’s intervention and influence in their daily life. One single mother in Honiara told her story that “I 

worked for RAMSI, as a staff coordinator. I moved to Honiara for my job. I usually took care of foreign 

guests or staffs who are engaged in RAMSI temporally. I was in charge of various staffs from Australia, 

Fiji, and Japan. It was fun. My contract expired because of RAMSI’s withdrawal, and now I am working at 
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the guest house in Honiara as a cleaning staff for growing up my kids.”435 To engage in the regional 

mission, many foreigners also came to Solomon Islands during the period of RAMSI. The former Fijian 

military told that “I came to Honiara as a Fijian troop in 2006 to join RAMSI and engaged in RAMSI’s 

activities for a couple of years. After finishing my mission, I decided not to go back to Fiji and start a new 

business by myself in Honiara.”436 During RAMSI’s period, many people engaged in various roles, and 

from various places across the Pacific region. The withdrawal of RAMSI also brought the second stage of 

life to people both in Solomon Islands and the Pacific region. RAMSI is often described as “unusual 

project” mostly in terms of its size and approach. Generally, RAMSI’s office evaluated that Australia 

contributed to the rapid restoration of law and order, and truly brought a huge positive change to the 

society.437 Meanwhile, many scholars criticized RAMSI from diverse perspectives.  

 Evaluating RAMSI is not easy. RAMSI was not only a comprehensive package of the 

development assistance program, but also a peace operation by the regional mission, and there was a 

transition period. Also, since RAMSI came, some small assistance projects and donor organizations were 

withdrawn or integrated into RAMSI.438 Therefore, tasks, ways of allocation, and criteria for evaluation 

became complicated. This complexity may cause a mixture of evaluation result, including failure and 

success.  

Many scholars evaluated RAMSI quite positively, due to a huge success of restoring law and order 

rapidly.439 Since the main objective of RAMSI is to restore security and stability in Solomon Islands under 

the Biketawa Declaration, the current situation of Honiara is evident of the success of RAMSI, as a 
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peacekeeping program. The element of success is notably the intervention of overwhelming policing and 

military force at the time of entry in Solomon Islands where is absent of security after the Tension.440 

Under the law and justice pillar, according to the Pacific Judicial Development Programme (PJDP),441 the 

function of the judicial system within the Pacific region including Solomon Islands has been enhanced 

comprehensively since 2011.442 Michael Fullilove described that RAMSI’s way of communication with 

Solomon Islanders is “diligent and largely successful efforts”.443 A part of RAMSI, the mission titled 

“Operation Helpem Fren444” used by Solomon Islands pidgin for communication. RAMSI had broadcast a 

talkback radio program called “Talking Truth.”445 This unique activity was efficient to promote RAMSI’s 

activities across the archipelago. This activity opened the door for communication between local people in 

the remote area and senior RAMSI officials and Solomon Islands politicians on air.446 As discussed in the 
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previous chapter, the Australian government had a great power to control RAMSI. Such RAMSI’s structure 

made realize the coherence and consistency of the project, from phase to phase as well as from RAMSI to 

SIJP. This structure contributed to design a comprehensive aid strategy of Solomon Islands, such as 

"Partnership Framework Between Solomon Islands Government and Regional Assistance Mission to 

Solomon Islands" in both 2006 and 2009.  

On the other hand, some scholars pointed out stinging criticisms toward RAMSI at some 

dimensions of the project, in terms of law and justice. The report by the Lowy Institute in 2014 criticized 

the cost-effectiveness of RAMSI to consider the aid-effectiveness of the Australian government 

approach.447 According to this report, the achievement of RAMSI was weakened and the commitment was 

disproportionate, comparing to other recipients, regarding its long-length of commitment and the size of 

cost.448 As responses to the report by the Lowey Institute, there are also counter-opinions regarding the 

way of measurement of cost against project objectives and understanding constant factors of Solomon 

Islands. 449  This report presented a critical question on the fundamental significance of RAMSI’s 

intervention. Regarding the law and justice pillar, the report stated that the military and police contribution 

to the mission, including PPF’s massive policing exercise in Honiara, was a success in the early stage of 

RAMSI but not long-lasting, and local people did not trust their police system.450   

Another critical issue of RAMSI is causing “aid-trauma”.451 According to the paper by Tim 
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Anderson in 2008, aid-trauma is an inflationary bubble economy with failures in human and institutional 

capacity building and relative deprivation brought by the large aid-caravans, such as RAMSI.452 In 

Solomon Islands case, RAMSI, as a huge aid caravan, occupied key positions of the SIG, including the 

Solicitor-General and the Director of Public Prosecutions, and many foreigners who were working for 

RAMSI settled down in Honiara and were paying more money than local people to live there.453 This 

situation of domination brought an enclave bubble economy as well as problems of training and handing 

over to local people. In fact, this inflation made people struggle to continue their daily life in Honiara. One 

local Solomon Islander wanted to help local people and decided to start a new business. He said that “I was 

working at the five-star hotel in Honiara before, but local people were gradually not able to stay in Honiara 

because everything was getting expensive since RAMSI came. They could not find appropriate 

accommodation in Honiara. I decided to open a new and reasonable guest house in Honiara as my own 

business. I bought the property and renovated it. Most of our guests are now local people in Solomon 

Islands.”454 

The vicious cycle as “aid trauma,” also might influence the pathway to self-reliance of Solomon 

Islands.455  RAMSI’s structure was top-down, and even the series of RAMSI projects transformed 
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Solomon Islands into one of the most aid-dependent countries in the world, due to enormous investment.456 

Democracy level also has become diminished. According to the Freedom House, the democracy level of 

Solomon Islands was ranked in “partly free” in 2003, and still in the same rank in 2016, due to the 

weakness of political process and participation, the function of governance, and low level of the rule of 

law. 457  Shahar Hameiri criticized that RAMSI’s activities are doubtful to say as a program for 

state-building but rather just crisis management, due to the failure of capacity building for long-lasting 

sustainability and development. Hemeiri also mentioned the lack of focus on society itself and building up 

state-society relations.458 Julian Barbara also pointed out the way of interventions by Australia shaped up 

the process of normalization. Barbara also criticized that Australia’s supply-driven way as interveners 

created a condition of high aid dependency, less demand for normalization, and disturbing self-reliance of 

Solomon Islands.459  

Regarding formal justice systems, there are positive evaluations of RAMSI. At the law and justice 

pillar, for example, formal judicial capacity has been enhanced during RAMSI’s period.460 However, by 

contrast, many reports and evaluations pointed out that RAMSI was inconsiderate of the social context in 

law and justice assistance, such as the traditional and customary system of justice in Solomon Islands. The 

research by the World Bank clarified Australia’s projects successfully strengthen national judiciary’s 
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capacity toward these issues, however, people who are mostly localized have still lost their accessibility to 

the justice system.461 According to the research by Hammergren and Issuer, the number of the court and 

cases are still extremely small when RAMSI’s half-finished moment in 2012.462 The ODE conducted a 

thematic evaluation of Australian law and justice assistance in Solomon Islands in 2012. At first, the law 

and justice sector under RAMSI was more focused on strengthening the formal justice system. The formal 

court system became a primary target in the early stage of RAMSI, but since Phase 2, the project focus 

broadened to include local and traditional justice systems as targets of assistance.463 The evaluation of 

2014 regarding projects in Solomon Islands pointed out that Australian approach to the informal justice 

sector in a recipient country is small, and they mainly focus on central government and justice system like 

as other donors, and the attention to local law and justice system is lacked.464 Tarcisius Kabutaulaka 

mentioned the significance of the involvement of non-state institutions including churches, community 

leaders, nongovernmental organizations and other special interest groups in Solomon Islands context, 

where there have always been multiple centers of power, with the state not always being the most 

important one.465 Therefore, the gradual shift to non-state institutions in a later stage of RAMSI was 
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reasonable. This point of view for aid target which influenced the significant changes from RAMSI to the 

bilateral programs is the social context of Solomon Islands.   

 

6.3 Evaluation of Access to Justice: SIDS Context 

Regarding the experiences of RAMSI for enhancing access to justice, however, McDougall’s 

paper gave an acetous opinion, which described the “miserable failure” of connecting people with the 

justice system. McDougall also criticized the current system does not function, while The Provincial 

Government Act of 1981 as revised in 1997 refers that a system of local government as a lower level of the 

legislative and judicial system should link rural people to the state.466 In SIDS, geographical conditions 

may influence the link between rural people and state center, and even such conditions can bring negative 

evaluations. In order to consider a geographical feature of Solomon Islands as a SIDS and related 

situations of access to justice, this section explores situations of access to justice in SIDS and their 

uniqueness and difficulties. Due to the research destination, this section confines SIDS in the Pacific 

region context to consider the situation and features of SIDS especially.  

 

6.3.1 Access to Justice in the Pacific Small Islands States 

The Pacific Island societies consist of archipelagos, and these states produced significant cultural 

pluralism. Meanwhile, many island states in the Pacific region have received a range of introduced systems 

of law as a colonial legacy. Most of these states were the ordering of the pluralism under new political 

authorities.467 Thus the post-colonial states of the Pacific are living in a pluralistic situation. These states 
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seek their identity in the tensions between traditional customs and introduced systems of law and politics, 

which are sometimes open to synthesis but just as often resistant to it.468 Under such a situation, newly 

established nation governments built government services in many scattered islands since independence.469 

In Solomon Islands, for instance, provincial governments and their councils have power for local 

administration under the Provincial Government Act of 1997. The non-state justice system in provincial 

level also plays an important role for local people, which was introduced in Chapter Four. At the local level, 

customs and customary law also are recognized as a significant judicial mechanism for local people.  

There are also some critical constraints of SIDS (vis-à-vis Pacific island states) which can be 

obstacles to access to justice. According to Don Paterson, most Pacific small island states are facing the 

lack of judicial capacity in both quantity and quality, and these factors influenced the issue of access to 

justice.470 Most of SIDS in the Pacific lack human resources and institutions. In many countries, there are 

formal courts or dispute resolution systems only on the main islands or around a capital city, not in 

peripheral islands within the states. Even if there is a dispute resolution system, there are sometimes no 

qualified lawyers or administration staffs.471 For these conditions, in some countries, court appeals fall 

outside of the country, like the Supreme Court of New Zealand or the High Court of Australia, and also 

judges are appointed from overseas.472 Low quality of the judicial system is another obstacle to access to 

justice. Due to the lack of qualified lawyers, impartiality and transparency are not guaranteed, and some 

local justice officials and magistrates collude with witnesses or stakeholders to manipulate the performance 

of the judiciary.473 
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The right of access to justice is, however, guaranteed by the constitutions of most Pacific island 

states, as they were introduced by their colonial rulers.474 Still, the Pacific island nations are facing the 

issue of pluralism of justice. Customs and traditions are deeply rooted in the societies, and people usually 

trust their customary order. Thus central government cannot ignore such traditional and customary system. 

In fact, the state laws in many Pacific states include provisions for the recognition of customary law, such 

as Cook Islands, Fiji, Kiribati, Nauru, Niue, Solomon Islands, Tuvalu, and Vanuatu.475 

As mentioned previously, due to the geographical distance, many island states tend to be isolated, 

and such a circumstance develops their individual culture strongly. Therefore, customary law and order 

have to be recognized as supplemental tools of state law, even under current global context and extremely 

centralized nation which is aimed at process of establishing a nation-state. However, local people still 

believe that customary laws and traditional legal systems are their own law, and states laws and official 

legal systems are foreign law.476 Majority people are on isolated islands where do not have a formal justice 

system. In Solomon Islands, for example, most qualified lawyers are in Honiara, but at least 85% of 

Solomon Islanders are living in rural areas or outside of Guadalcanal Island. People in rural areas cannot 

receive proper legal advice and information due to the high cost of not only the legal service itself, but also 

for traveling to main land.477  

The traditional judicial system is vital for people in remote islands. The significance of non-state 
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justice system generally has been understood, because non-state justice system can provide an accessible 

way to justice for marginalized or impoverished communities. These people may otherwise have no other 

options for redress. However, there is another risk for marginalized people. Customary and religious 

systems are fraught with the danger of violating human rights. They often discriminate against women and 

minorities, and informal dispute resolution mechanisms are often controlled by local elites or religious 

leaders, and women, the poor, and ethnic minorities are unlikely to get equal access or fair treatment.478 

Such a double-layered legal standard and stronger influence of customary law created the potential 

risk for the Pacific Islanders. According to Anita Jowitt, this situation could create a “double-marginalized 

situation,” especially among vulnerable people in remote areas. She describes the situation where “some 

people are not able to access justice either through the customary law system or the court system.”479 This 

situation means that vulnerable groups, including women in remote areas, tend to be marginalized due to 

customary law or for other reasons related to each community and traditional system. In addition, they 

have no power or knowledge about the judicial system and no way to utilize formal justice. 

However, recently the Pacific island states are also facing the limitation of the traditional justice 

system. Indeed, International Center for Advocates Against Discrimination (ICAAD) shows the insight of 

limitation regarding gender stereotypes and customary forms of reconciliation. ICAAD introduced survey 

result by the UN women who said 74% of women in Solomon Islands recognized the court system is the 

best forum for redress for gender-based violence.480 Blaise Kuemlangan also explains the significant role 

of law for regional development in the Pacific island context is that law reform effort at the national level 
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is necessary for individual actions and sustainable development based on international formulation.481 

Therefore, in individual legal issues, people in the Pacific region recognized the limitations of customary 

or traditional ways, and have a certain demand for law and justice assistance in a formal or modern judicial 

system. As a result, this effort for trying to accept modern law system contributes to enhancing the right of 

access to justice. In gender-based problem’s dispute resolution case, for instance, knowledge and proper 

physical access to the court can make women having a further way for access to the formal court system. 

This empowerment can contribute to breaking the barrier of traditional idea and customs.  

However, this demand for formal justice system does not deny the significance of traditional system. 

Rather, dual dimensions of the non-justice system should be considered, depending on the area of legal 

issues. The Pacific island states context need to have options of the modern and traditional justice system 

in individual issues. Both systems should work mutually as an alternative, and such a whole concept of 

coexistence and the pathway to both formal and informal court system should be sought as a challenge to 

guarantee the right of access to justice. 

 

6.3.2 Thinking the Island Style of Access to Justice  

This section is going to pick up one empirical example to consider how the concept of “splicing” 

and “resplicing” is construed in the relationship between geography and judicial system in SIDS. One 

example which introduces an island style of the justice system and its vulnerability is Niue. Niue, called 

“The Rock of Polynesia”, is a self-governing state in free association with New Zealand, and was 

originally part of the Cook Islands until the island achieved self-governing status in 1974. Currently, New 

Zealand conducts most of Niue’s diplomatic relations on its behalf. Niue consists of only one island, with 

one ethnic group, sharing common customs, culture, and language. At this part, Niue has a different social 

context from other Pacific islands states, which consists of pluralism. Niue is also the smallest sovereign 
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state in the world and currently is facing a critical issue of serious depopulation.482 From these conditions 

and sizes, dependence on the outside of the country is essential and significant for Niuean. More likely, 

their smallness functions well to organize justice system in Niue. 

Niue has a customary law system which is established by long-use, especially for regulating 

transactions relating to land, and legal matters of personal status and relationships within a family and 

community.483 Niue also has legislation called ordinances, made by an island council with the assent of the 

Resident Commissioner and the Niue Island Assembly.484 Legal practices were introduced by New 

Zealand, but historically the written laws were directly introduced from the British Law and the law of 

England as existing as of 14 January, 1840 was stated to be in force, and later New Zealand Acts of 

Parliament that had been applied specifically to Niue and were in force in Niue in 1974.485 Under these 

circumstances, Niue’s legislation also gives a provision of the recognition of the customary law of Niue.486 

Therefore, customary legislation and introduced legislation are co-existing in present-day Niue. 

Currently, the Niuean justice system is mainly run by the New Zealand Government; one judge and 

three consultants come to Niue to offer judicial services as kind of “Court-Circuit” system.487 Since New 

Zealand has enacted current Niuean legislation, the procedures become more efficient. However, New 

Zealanders who are main actors of the judicial system in Niue are not familiar with Niuean custom. 

Therefore, it still takes very long time for dispute resolutions on traditional issues, such as land and family 
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disputes.488 Niue has also very limited human resources, having only three lawyers for parliament and 

government, one private lawyer, and two pro-bono legal consultants in the state. The Department of Justice 

offers a consultation counter for local people and can set up a meeting for dispute resolution if needed. 

People can use the service and refer to legal documents.489 Pro-bono consultants are significant actors who 

can offer free legal service, and they contribute to support people’s access to legal service supplementally, 

as other official lawyers are too expensive for locals.490 Mr. Maru Taragi, who is a retired prosecutor and 

current pro-bono legal consultant of Niue, offers free legal consultation services for local people and deals 

with a range of cases including civil cases, criminal cases, and land disputes.491 Many local people rely on 

the services. However, these services are not sustainable and stable. Currently retired legal professions 

offer free legal service with the voluntary base. Thus Niuean may lose the system if current pro-bono 

lawyers close their legal services and have no successors of them. 

This situation presents Niue’s limitation of resources and capacities as well as alternative 

measures of legal service. However, still, Niuean’s satisfaction for legal service is high. Such a small size 

of legal system suits for Niue’s smallness and people have understood the value of common law system 

from their colonial owner. New Zealand common law highly impact on Niuean legal system, due to the 

colonial legacy and current relationship. While Niuean understands that the transplanted New Zealand laws 

are different from their customary laws, Niuean acknowledge the current common law systems. Modern 

procedures and documentations are easy, and the Court Circuit is helpful to receive proper legal judgment 

and consultation for most of Niuean.492 Also, because of Niue’s smallness and serious depopulation, the 

system of mutual surveillance functions well in the society, and this system among people contributes to 

preventing corruption, serious legal problems, and crimes.493 In sum, although Niuean knows their current 
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legal system is different from Niuean customs, they do not see that as a critical obstacle to utilizing the 

judicial system. As a result, the situation guarantees the right of people’s access to justice in this small 

island. 

In Niue’s context, there are the customs and customary legislations based on Niue’s situation. 

These traditional legislations define Niue’s identity in a state, and the boundary and such tradition, culture, 

language as well as a legal system are spliced mutually. In conformity to the theory of law and geography 

which Chapter Two discussed since the New Zealand’s autonomy influenced Niue’s society and legal 

system, the splicing of Niue was unraveled, and the NZ government have brought “redefining” their 

judicial model system and practice. The new brought system and relationship of dependency have been 

“respliced” into Niue’s context. In this process, Niue understood and accepted not only the Western judicial 

system but also the occasion of dependency on the external institution in a positive way. On the contrary, 

Melanesian countries including Solomon Islands have different context from Niue within SIDS. Countries 

in Melanesia consist of archipelagoes and multi-ethnic society, which have diverse customs and cultures. 

The context of Space-in-Law and Law-in-Space are not equally applicable in Melanesia. The 

Space-in-Law, such as the boundary of the state is defined in accordance with their colonial legacy. The 

concept is not defined based on ethnic group and its spectrum. Law-in-Space is, on the other hand, 

functions at the multi-layered situation. Melanesian states have a unified central legal system, while each 

ethnic group has their indigenous customs. Many people still rely on such customs and traditional law. The 

balance between social structure and law are influenced by external impact, including foreign aid and 

intervention. Such external impact is possible to unravel the splicing. In Solomon Islands case, law and 

justice assistance focused on strengthening the central judicial system, and this aid impact effected on the 

usual judicial system and balances. These changes were hard to “resplicing” under the multi-layered 

judicial system. Additionally, SIDS have critical problems of transportation and physical distance for 

access, especially for people in remote islands. The collapse of balance for “splicing” between law and 

geography and securement of alternatives could be a critical factor for the guarantee of the right of access 

to justice. The former Solomon Islands government member mentioned at the interview that “Since 
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RAMSI came, many daily life of Solomon Islands were changed. I don’t think current system can 

guarantee access to justice, because resources are not enough and no pathway to access to central judicial 

systems for people in remote islands. The ideal style for access to justice in Solomon Islands is probably, 

the situation before the Tension. There was a good court circuit system by assigned judges and legal 

specialists from PNG.”494 

As the current situation of Honiara presented, the role of the sub-national justice system is 

significant as accessible justice system for local people. Sub-national justice systems mean alternative 

dispute resolution and function under local courts. Thus due consideration of social context including 

geographical constrains may highly impact on the aid effectiveness on law and justice assistance. 

Otherwise, deformation of usability of the judicial system will appear in the society. As touched upon 

above, most of the island states in the Pacific region, including Niue and Solomon Islands, provide for the 

recognition of customs and customary law in their written legislations,495 and customary law and 

introduced legislations coexist. International donors must avoid causing a negative impact on the 

pluralistic legal system and the balance through law and justice assistance as an external impact. Thus 

donors should notice what system is functioning in the real recipient society during the process of project 

design. Aid designers always need to consider such as the real route of access both internally and externally, 

physical and mental distance for judicial service, and how law and judicial system is splicing with 

geography, irrespective of donor’s own objective and interest. 

 

6.4 Evaluation of Access to Justice Condition in Solomon Islands   

This section turns to analyze the adequacy of law and justice assistance under RAMSI and SIJP in 

Solomon Islands. As mentioned above, the report by the PJDP indicated that the situation of access to 
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justice and judicial system in the Pacific region had been improved comprehensively, and RAMSI’s 

influences on Solomon Islands seems to contribute to this achievement well, from the viewpoint of the 

research timeframe.496 This section explores the viewpoints of local people along with the three major 

functions of access to justice, which are quality, equity, and satisfaction and trust, in order to examine local 

people’s impressions regarding the situation of access to justice in Honiara. 

 Regarding the quality of justice system, the situation of the center of the city drastically 

improved, compared to before RAMSI came. In Honiara, there are well-functioning courts, public 

solicitor’s office, and ombudsman office. RAMSI offered diverse training projects for judicial experts, and 

trained judicial experts are currently training their juniors or other legal staffs. The number of qualified 

lawyers was also growing under RAMSI’s support.497 RAMSI’s projects created a positive growth cycle 

of capacity building in Solomon Islands, and this system has contributed to improving quality of legal 

services. However, the case management and service management in judicial system have still problems. 

Some administrative works at the court are still manual and paper-based, and they need continuous support. 

The JIMS (Justice Information Management System) project under SIJP is currently on-going, and this 

project is one of the solutions for the issue. Although some efforts continue in the Solomon Islands, 

Solomon Islands gave tangible institutes or places for people both in Honiara and in remote islands to 

access for enjoying the proper and qualified judicial system. 

The quality and quantity of justice have been improved. However, responses from field interviews 
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gave different viewpoints. According to interview responses, still, people’s capacity of accessing to justice 

and tangible pathways to justice system are not equal, due to the lack of lawyers.498 In reality, RAMSI’s 

capacity building projects enhanced the number of judges and legal officers. According to the public 

solicitor of Solomon Islands, the total number of a public solicitor has increased from 3 to 15 after 

RAMSI’s deployment, whose breakdown is 2 for civil cases and 13 for criminal cases.499 The local public 

solicitor also mentioned “RAMSI’s capacity development projects for lawyers were quite successful. Many 

lawyers could learn and experience diverse cases, and be developed. However, such trained lawyers 

already moved to the private law firm which gives a higher salary, after taking RAMSI’s training program. 

Still, public solicitor’s office is suffering from a lack of staffs, and local people cannot use both judicial 

services.”500 In fact, there is only one public solicitor’s office in Honiara, and many people come flooding 

in there. According to the public solicitor’s office, usually, people have to wait for around three weeks to 

get a consultation due to the lack of capacity at the public solicitor’s office.501 Travel costs to use judicial 

services are another problem. The public solicitor’s office is located only in Honiara. Thus geographical 

distance becomes a critical obstacle to access for people in the remote area. Further, even if people can 

come to Honiara to enjoy legal services, still they have to wait for three weeks after applying to the service. 

A former Solomon Islands government official mentioned that “People in remote islands cannot go to 

Honiara easily, and they can only solve small problems in their local system. However, what should they 

do when they have very serious legal problems? Who can help them? They don’t have a solution when 

they really need help.”502 

 

                                                   
498 Interviewee SI3, Interview by author. Personal interview. Honiara, November 6, 2016.; Interviewee SC5, 

Interview by author. Personal interview. Honiara, November 7, 2016.; Interviewee AE6, Interview by author. 

Personal interview. Canberra, October 7, 2016. 

499 Interviewee SC6, Interview by author. Personal interview. Honiara, November 8, 2016. 

500 Ibid. 

501 Ibid. 

502 Interviewee AE3, Interview by author. Personal interview. Canberra, September 15, 2016. 
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(Table 5: Criminal Calendar for Circuit, Solomon Islands 2016) 

2016 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

GIZO GIZO GIZO GIZO GIZO   GIZO GIZO    

 AUKI      AUKI AUKI AUKI AUKI  

  KIRA 

KIRA 

      KIRA 

KIRA 

  

   LATA    LATA     

(Source: Developed by author, based on 2016 Criminal Calendar of Solomon Islands) 

 

Solomon Islands have to overcome such geographical barriers. Solomon Islands have an existing 

system to supplement local judicial capacity called the Court Circuit system. The Court Circuit is a system 

that justice or arbitrators from the Magistrates and Legal Counsels in the central circulate into the rural 

area for dealing with local cases in the community level, in order to supplement local capacity regarding 

judicial matters. Solomon Islands employ this system and implement based on official calendar designed in 

each year. In 2016, for example, judges from the Magistrates Courts in Honiara traveled around the 

provincial capitals in the remote islands of Gizo (Western province), Auki (Malaita province), KiraKira 

(Makila-Ulawa province), and Lata (Temotu province). From 2017, the court circuit started to circulate 

into Malu’u in North Malaita, and local people welcomed this judicial assistance.503 This system is a 

practical way to fulfill the role of guaranteeing the right of access to justice for local or remote people in a 

country of archipelagos. The court circuit can be very helpful; however still many people are hard to access 

these services. Also judicial capacity of Solomon Islands is also still difficult to offer proper legal aid for 

poor people. The Solomon Islander scholar told that “Isolated area in Solomon Islands does not mean 

                                                   
503 Kwaimani, Lensley. "North Malaita people happy with court circuit." The Island Sun. March 16, 2017. 

Accessed June 30, 2017. http://theislandsun.com/north-malaita-people-happy-with-court-circuit/. 
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outside of Honiara. The isolated area, as well as the center area, exist in most of the major islands, and the 

court circuit services are visiting the center area in each island. The problem and situation are not 

simple.”504 

Also, the cost for legal services is still extremely expensive. As mentioned above, trained lawyers 

moved to private law firms whose salaries are much higher than public legal offices soon after taking 

RAMSI’s training. There are five major private law firms in Honiara; however, most of their clients are 

foreign companies or investors, not local people.505 A pro-bono lawyer and former government lawyer of 

Solomon Islands mentioned during the interview that “Basically, private law firms costs approximately 

1000 SBD (130US$) per hour.506 Of course very few individuals can pay for those legal services, and 

many people in Honiara often end up in disadvantageous positions on their legal problems. Therefore, I 

decided to start pro-bono activities which help people who are suffering from poverty as well as legal 

matters without any payment.”507 Thus still there is a huge gap between poor people and rich people, and 

between people in Honiara and people in remote islands. Also legal aid in Solomon Islands is inadequacy 

to fill in the gap among people. Invisible and marginalized people from proper judicial system and service 

must be diverse places within the country.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                   
504 Interviewee AE2, Interview by author. Personal interview. Canberra, September 20, 2016. 

505 Interviewee SC5, Interview by author. Personal interview. Honiara, November 7, 2016. 

506 According to the United Nations Data, GDP per capita of Solomon Islands is 1927.2US$, and household 

income is around 1830US$ in 2014. "Solomon Islands." The United Nations, UN Data. Accessed April 20, 2018. 

http://data.un.org/CountryProfile.aspx?crName=solomon%20islands. 

507 Interviewee SC5, Interview by author. Personal interview. Honiara, November 7, 2016. 
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 (Figure 20: Map of the Court Circuit (Red points are the place where the court circulate)) 

 

(Source: Developed by author) 

 

The third major dimension of access to justice is people’s satisfaction and trust toward judicial 

institutions and procedures. However, to build up the trust for judicial system has been still difficult. 

Solomon Islanders do not trust the Solomon Islands government, which the most influential stakeholder. 

This situation has been an obstacle to establish people’s satisfaction and trust for the judicial system. At the 

early stage of RAMSI, people clearly had a big hope for change of the society. However, people did not 

trust their government as well as local dispute resolution system which people use the most often. 

RAMSI’s approach was to enhance the SIG and formal justice system, and RAMSI tried to let people 

know what they were doing through media, and make local people aware of their real needs. However, still 

the contradiction which is the conflict of will between government and people remains, due to remaining 

corruption among main providers or actors of judicial service in Solomon Islands. Therefore, the position 

of RAMSI as a coordinator was difficult and unstable.508 Figure 21 summarizes the situation of Solomon 

Islands when RAMSI was conducted.  

Thus there is a gap between the local situation and the global standard, and the situation implies the 

difficult situation of eliciting aid effect. As a further remedy for this situation, currently the SIG has shifted 

                                                   
508 Interviewee AG4, Interview by author. Personal interview. Canberra, August 23, 2016. 
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their focus to anti-corruption provisions and activities.509 This current effort for anti-corruption can 

contribute to enter the position of trust and source of people’s satisfaction toward the SIG as well as their 

judicial system. Under the situation, informal dispute resolution system is also significant as a supplement 

tool, which is rooted in Solomon Islands society to guarantee the right of access to justice. As discussed 

previously, the potential for enhancing the current Circuit Court was able to be a further solution at the 

equity dimension. To receive proper legal service and aid in remote islands, donors should be better to shift 

the assistance focus from formal court system to informal system. However, donors should consider the 

fact that more than 80 percent people are living in remote islands, and they still highly rely on local courts 

and alternative dispute resolution. In this context, the target of building trust should be not only in formal 

institutions, but also in the informal justice system. The Solomon Islands may be still on the process of 

development, in a long way for making people satisfied with legal services. 

 

 (Figure 21 “A Twisted Situation” in Solomon Islands: Time of RAMSI) 

 

(Source: Developed by author) 
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6.5 Implications for Policy and Practice: Enhancing Access to Justice in SIDS through Law and 

Justice Assistance Project 

Although RAMSI made a huge contribution to Solomon Islands since the deployment, still many 

problems regarding access to justice remain. The project design and implementation process and elements 

influenced upon the result. Donors must consider significant factors for aid design in SIDS context. 

Experiences of Solomon Islands implies important lessons. This section aims to draw implications for 

development assistance on access to justice in SIDS from the perspective of project design and 

implementation. As mentioned previously, there are diverse styles and models of justice system even 

among SIDS. SIDS in the Pacific region are hard to accept the world successful case as well as the Western 

model of law and justice system, due to the social constant. Regarding the experiences of RAMSI for 

enhancing access to justice, this section is going to suggest two critical factors of negative evaluation, 

which was derived from vulnerability of Solomon Islands. 

 

6.5.1 Misalignments for Considering Access to Justice in Project Implementation Process 

First critical point is the lack of attention to access to justice in early stage of law and justice 

assistance. It had been 14 years since the RAMSI’s deployment, however, RAMSI started to approach to 

the insight and issues for conditions of people’s access to justice from the very late stage. Most of tangible 

actions and objectives for access to justice had been considered after the transition to bilateral programs.510 

Until then, most of law and justice assistance went to central, and local context was marginalized. 

Therefore, long-term approaches to law and justice system had wind people around donor’s finger. There is 

                                                   
510 Australian Government, AusAID, Office of Development Effectiveness. Solomon Islands Case Study 

Evaluation of Australian Law and Justice Assistance (Canberra, Australia: Australian Government, 2012). 

Accessed April 20, 2018. 
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the doubt that the right of access to justice as a target was deprecated in Solomon Islands.  

According to the Australian DFAT, the legitimacy of how to deal with the access to justice context 

is more likely related to the priority of field in law and justice assistance.511 DFAT mentioned that the 

formal courts always need to have enough capacity to response to people’s demands as the most primary 

institution. Also, all significant actors and elements of law and justice such as judges, police, as well as 

logistics, infrastructure and capacity receive diverse demands in different context, since each role in the 

society is different. Therefore, the Australian government considered the particular needs for law and 

justice in Solomon Islands, and decided the priority of aid approach.512 Another reason why donors put off 

the approach to local and traditional justice system within the whole process of project is that donor’s 

interest tends to be less-visible in law and justice assistance for local or traditional justice system, due to 

the complicated and different situation of each local community and leader. 513  Additionally, the 

characteristics of law and justice assistance needs political processes in its strategy, and such a political 

support can impact on the scope as well as the approach of assistance.514 

Donor’s policy and interest are significant, however, the process and approach produced a blank 

period and space for consideration of local people’s access to justice. Tanja Chopra and Deborah Isser 

presented cases in Somalia, Afghanistan, and Ache where an inaccessible formal judicial system had little 

impact on people who were unable to access the system due to social conditions.515 These cases are about 

women’s rights, but this research pointed out the situation of promoting inaccessible formal justice system 

for local people in both mentally and physically. This situation was happened quite similar context in 

Solomon Islands. In Solomon Islands case, it was hard for donors to decide the individual target of the 

                                                   
511 Interviewee AG5, Interview by author. Personal interview. Canberra, August 29, 2016. 
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514 Australian Government, Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade. Building on Local Strengths: Evaluation 

of Australian Law and Justice Assistance (Canberra, Australia: Australian Agency for International 
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project due to the condition of archipelago. Their geographical distance and pluralistic social system 

influenced upon people’s recognition of a main actor of the aid program. In Solomon Islands, the most 

persuasive person for local people is depending on each community group and location, especially in 

remote area. The central government was also less powerful and invisible for remote island people. Thus 

RAMSI’s approach which focused mainly on the central judicial system was difficult to reach people in 

remote area, if donors did not focus on individual leaders under each community of the state. Therefore, if 

a donor targets on the main actor of aid project properly in a long-term process, this issue of inaccessibility 

is not happened. Solomon Islands case presented that approaching to the powerful actor such as a 

community leader or a person who has a role of intermediary could be important for aid effectiveness. 

However, foreign donors are less ability to understand people’s demand and will than local actors.  

On the contrary, RAMSI’s activities for restoration of order achieved rapid social stability, not 

only in Honiara but also at the local level. This achievement is because the process of project 

implementation was open to local people, and it gave some space for decision making to each local 

community to solve their own issues within the community, and not force some unified solution from the 

central government.516 In this context, donors should consider the social reaction, and the social distance 

both in physically and in mentally among people. Also, Debra McDougall suggested the expansion of the 

justice system at the lower level, such as local magistrate courts for ordinary people, as an urgent matter in 

Solomon Islands.517 These facts can question whether the risk management and the donor’s approach was 

proper. The choice of project itself and a project target is always significant meaning for aid effectiveness. 

On the other hand, donor’s effort for risk management as well as detailed research regarding current 

system can prevent the issue and marginalization. Thus donors must properly understand how justice 

systems function and how people use them in the country.   
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6.5.2 Risk Management and Analysis for Social Reaction  

The second critical factor is that donors must take into consideration regarding proper risk 

management for social reaction from law and justice assistance. In other words, donors need to follow 

expected potential impact to be happened in each stage of aid project. This issue of significance of 

understanding social reaction as a risk can be more broadly applicable to not only access to justice 

dimension, but also whole law and justice assistance. As mentioned in Chapter One and Two, law and 

justice assistance as external aid may cause social reaction both positively and negatively, and this risk is 

uncertain. Thus donor’s considerable prediction and control of potential risks have power for irritation 

among people’s daily life and basic human rights. The backwater situation of access to justice in current 

Solomon Islands is an example of being influenced by the risk from a condition of archipelago. 

In Solomon Islands context, such a negative social reaction has been created behind the rapid 

restoration of law and order. At the process of restoration of order, for instance, just sending crimes one 

after another into jail could not be a solution. According to Kirsty Ruddock, RAMSI’s intervention has 

marginalized people and even deprecated the human rights of criminals including juvenile and minor 

offenders, culminating with harsh sentencing.518 There were also no systems as a safety-net for family or 

community member of prisoners. Prisoners and their families have to suffer from income lost, and they did 

not have ways to ask some support for regenerating, including for daily life and judicial support.519 

RAMSI’s intervention and assistance lacked the viewpoint which gives back criminals to the community 

as normal member.520 

Proper risk management and broader viewpoint could avoid these negative social reactions in 

people’s daily life. In this case of Solomon Islands, restoration of order was not enough to achieve social 

stabilization, but a comprehensive project design which covers whole transition and reform mechanism 

                                                   
518 Ruddock, Kirsty. "Marginalisation of some Solomon Islanders by the Australian intervention." Australian 

Journal of Human Rights, 2nd ser., 12, no. 1 (2007): 145-151. 
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was required. For example, recipients needed further training program for released prisoners and families 

as well as building up some safety-net systems for poor people. Further, in order to ensure the access route 

to services, risk analysis regarding potential obstacles is essential for aid effectiveness and sustainability. A 

country where consists of archipelago highly influence on the route issue, thus donors must consider 

critically how potential risks of projects irritant the condition of current situation. 

 This situation implies that donors should know what are the fundamental problems of details in 

each community. Donors must analyze project risks, including contingency plan toward potential social 

reaction.  

 

6.6 Further Issues on a Development Assistance Project 

The Solomon Islands has a quite complicated and pluralistic society. However, the approach of 

development assistance irritated the recipient society. This section is going to suggest the possible 

obstructive factors, which may influence on improving access to justice in the society, from a development 

assistance perspective. 

Firstly, local Solomon Islanders might feel psychological allergy toward the Australian aid including 

RAMSI. One local people said at the interview that “Donors came to our country, and did what they 

want.”521 Of course RAMSI and following projects achieved development and restoring law and order in 

the state, and these projects surely contributed to Solomon Islands. On the other hand, people tend to feel 

that all projects of RAMSI were implemented under the strong Australian leadership. Psychological 

feelings among people caused this situation, and such people’s impression become a crucial obstacle 

against building up trusts on the SIG, major state institutes, and foreign donor organizations. The personnel 

structure of the SIG was a part of the background, especially at the early stage of RAMSI, when the 

Australians occupied key positions of the SIG. Kirsty Ruddock criticized that Australian intervention 

toward occupying key positions made Solomon Islands farer from self-reliance in terms of long-term 
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development.522 This situation in fact looks like calling back the colonialism in the chaotic society after 

the Tension. Local people in the recipient country have to wonder regarding the fundamental value of ODA. 

However, understanding the real goal of ODA projects is hard from the viewpoint of local people. The 

Solomon Islands has moved to a post-RAMSI stage of development, and they will need further 

development assistance on basic needs and issues, such as education, economic development, and 

urbanization. Under this situation, local people will face the dilemmatic feelings for accepting aid. To clear 

away the psychological barriers among people become a critical proposition for donors.  

Secondly, the power balance among donor organization was not maintained during the long period of 

RAMSI, from peacekeeping to development. Thus the way of inter-donor management did not function 

well, or even huge and long-term dominant of RAMSI made inter-donor management unnecessity. At the 

RAMSI’s era, RAMSI’s special coordinator and the Australian High Commissioner were playing a role of 

coordinator among stakeholders. However, due to the Australia’s huge presence, one development 

assistance practitioner mentioned that “It was hard to criticize or tell our opinion to RAMSI and the 

Australian government.”523 In current Solomon Islands, UNDP is in charge of organizing inter-donor 

meeting every month.524 Also, government staffs from the Ministry of Development Planning and Aid 

Coordination (MDPAC) Solomon Islands also join the meeting for inter-donor coordination as 

representatives of the recipient.  

Lastly, national character of the recipient country is also an important factor in the process of 

designing projects. Discussions over the national character of a specific country should be a field of 

cultural anthropology, regional study, or history. Following points show the viewpoint of development 
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assistance toward the factor and how donors should deal with its context. Local people talked at the 

interview that RAMSI created the vicious cycle. As mentioned above, living cost and commodity price 

became extremely high, and people’ lifestyle changed drastically since RAMSI arrived. Currently many 

people have moved to Honiara for seeking jobs under rapid urbanization of the capital city.525 The 

interview responses proved that the existence of “aid trauma” is still there. According to the local lady of 

Honiara, “We generally have 2SBD biscuits and tea for breakfast, instant noodle for lunch, and rice and a 

tin of tuna for dinner. However, most of houses in Honiara hold many spongers who came to Honiara for 

seeking their jobs. So usually family have to share only one tin of tuna together. This is typical meals for 

people in Honiara.”526 

Under this situation, therefore, it is hard to find middle class people, and the gap of income between 

rich and poor is getting larger. For development assistance practitioners, this situation makes it difficult to 

build up human relationships or friendships with local people due to the extreme economic gap among 

them. Thus to hear real voices from local people in Honiara become also hard. Additionally, rooted culture 

and the way of thinking of local people could influence the process of project design and management. 

Donors should involve local people in development assistance projects for the purpose of capacity 

development and self-reliance. Engagement of local people can contribute to achieve efficiency and 

effectiveness of the aid projects. However, development assistance practitioners in Solomon Islands 

mentioned that Solomon Islanders do not have a sense of basic project management, which is a sense of 

inverse operation. International practitioner of development assistance in Solomon Islands described 

Solomon Islander’s national character as “If mango is fallen from the tree today, eat it today without a 

single thought for tomorrow.” 527 This is one example. However Solomon Islander’s way of thinking 

come from the idea of hand-to-mouth life. Such way of thinking made hard to progress the project, based 
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on planned schedule. National character and customs of Solomon Islanders should be fully appreciated, but 

such condition may also an obstacle of project management for development.  

 In sum, although diverse donors implemented many bilateral and international aid projects, 

RAMSI’s impact was extremely huge and this structure gave an impression of dictatorship as an aid donor. 

RAMSI concluded on 30 June 2017 officially, and Solomon Islands entered into the next stage of 

development after 14 years of RAMSI. Another turning point is coming, and most of the development 

assistance projects will shift to bilateral aid. The former member of the Solomon Islands government 

mentioned that “I welcome the era of bilateral aid. It can be much easier to have proper dialogues over 

development assistance policy between donors and the recipient. Regarding law and justice, the Solomon 

Islands government has raised requests to both Australia and New Zealand.”528 In order to aim at 

long-lasting development and sustainability of Solomon Islands, future bilateral projects have to pay more 

attention to the pathway to self-reliance.  

 

6.7 Evaluation of Law and Justice Assistance for Access to Justice in Solomon Islands 

Although Australian-led law and justice assistance under RAMSI and following SIJP implemented 

comprehensive approach, current justice system and way of access do not satisfy people’s appetite for law 

and justice, due to the lack of attention to social context. This gap implies significant messages to aid 

stakeholders. Through unpacking the current situations in Solomon Islands, this final section considers 

appropriate point and missing processes of the Australian way of project design for enhancing access to 

justice in SIDS.  

Basically Australian way of project design and comprehensive approach based on the framework were 

well-organized. The transition from RAMSI to SIJP was implemented smoothly and achieved to make 

coherence of development strategy in whole story of law and justice assistance in Solomon Islands. 

However, this fine-looking project appearance is not enough to achieve an overall project goal in a range 
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of dimension. More specifically, the transition process in long-term process successfully achieved 

coherence and consistency, while project evaluations contain both negative and positive opinions from the 

recipient. Successful restoration of order was not enough to improve individual element of society, 

including a condition of access to justice. 

In the first place, development assistance may not be able to change the whole country. Although 

RAMSI’s approach was comprehensive, the whole package for development assistance impacted on a part 

of society, and not enough for changing everything. Regarding risk, there is the gap between a risk 

management from a donor’s side and risk management from a recipient view. The gap shows that 

individual viewpoints bring different context and the result of aid effectiveness. However, donors should 

take responsibility to cover both kinds of risks and conduct comprehensive risk management. This 

experience of risk management therefore, gives critical lessons for scope of proper risk management in the 

development assistance process, and also the difficulties to predict social reaction of a recipient country 

under stimulations and uncertainty of the foreign aid as external impact. 

Also, from Australia’s viewpoint, the current judicial system in Solomon Islands is not wrong or bad, 

but just different from their own system. In this context of access to justice in Solomon Islands, resplicing 

of legal system and geographical constant did not work well. The Australian aid approach as an external 

impact influenced on unraveling of a relationship between legal system and geography. The case of 

Solomon Islands shows that legal system which is rooted SIDS have hardly been resplicing. Due to the gap 

between a donor’s viewpoint and a recipient’s social context, Australian approach brought more or less 

negative impact into Solomon Islands, which includes imperiling a guarantee of human rights. This way of 

approaching became a trigger of causing risks from international aid. Geographical elements in a society 

and the related fragility are primordial constants. Especially in SIDS case, the fragility functions 

significantly on people’s daily life, and creates a range of limitations. These social elements of geography 

are eternal, therefore, approaches and considerations toward social constant and fragility of a recipient 

country influence on aid effectiveness. 

 Further, since Australia’s commitment was like a hegemony in Solomon Islands. The power of 
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aid greatly influenced the society in Solomon Islands. Therefore, if donor’s presence to local stakeholders 

is small, people’s right for access to justice would lead to get left behind. Additionally, such an approach 

also may bring more cost on the donor side. Australian approach was lacking to take into consideration of 

social constant. This case and current situation of Solomon Islands implies that donors should take the 

measure of existing system in the recipient country in process of project design, in order to fix or make use 

of the society. In sum, the cases in Solomon Islands is evident that vulnerability of fragile states is a 

considerable social context and a potential risk factor, and this lesson can give suggestion that donors 

should capture the vulnerability properly as a forward-looking idea. 

SIDS are facing unique disadvantages and fragility due to their smallness and remoteness. Judicial 

systems are also influenced by such geographical constraints, and judicial systems in SIDS are also 

developed as island style to guarantee people’s rights in accordance with social context. However, 

international assistance, including law and justice assistance, has the power to change and influence such 

societies. Therefore, project designers of law and justice assistance need to consider how justice exist in 

the target country or community based on social and geographical context. Also, how the target state was 

build up and how a nation state exists also influence on the project result. Donors must consider the 

appropriate way of risk management and planning in project implementation process.  Donors also should 

ensure contingency plan to avoid fatal situation under fragile conditions as well as protect the right of 

access to justice for local people in SIDS. 

 

6.8 Conclusion 

This chapter analyzed how the policy approach of law and justice assistance suited for the context of 

Solomon Islands to clarify the gap between a donor’s approach and a recipient reaction, through exploring 

the situation of current Honiara. Interview responses presented the fact of paradox that there are still many 

problems on law and justice in local level, while RAMSI achieved a big success on restoring law and order. 

Thus, current the SIG and donor organizations need to consider the issue on not only development but also 
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how do we keeps order as future issues in Solomon Islands. 

Regarding the situation of access to justice, there are institutes or physical places which offer judicial 

services including court circuit in Solomon Islands, however, it is still hard to access to such a places and 

services especially for poor or remote people. Even Solomon Islands experienced to receive huge law and 

justice assistance, still the issues of access to justice are remained. Here, there is an ample room to 

reconsider the way of approach in project designing process.  

The most crucial fact is that there are improved and trained justice systems, but they are located 

where people are hard to access physically, mentally, and costly. From this situation, the approaches of 

initial law and justice assistance projects were inconsiderable of an existing and rooted system in their 

society, and did not focus on the life style of local people. Therefore, diverse viewpoints of evaluation 

could lead different results of the project, but donor’s interest tends to have prior influences in this context, 

and the voice of local people could be less-visible. 
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Chapter VII: Conclusion: Small but Mighty 

 

By all accounts the conference was an unqualified success. For the scientists it was the first time 

that they had personally met those whom they had always dismissed as poseurs and crackpots. 

Although they would not be parted from their reservations, they openly admitted that without 

traditional curers the vast majority of the world's population would have no medical attention 

whatsover. It was too expensive for modern medicine to cater for everyone. It was good 

therefore to know that the poor were looking after the poor. This must be encouraged. Different 

classes and groups of people must find their own levels in everything, including medicine. 

(Hau'ofa, Epeli. Kisses in the Nederends. Paperback ed. Hawai`i, The United States of 

America: University of Hawai'i Press, 1995.29.) 

 

7.1 Introduction 

There is a masterpiece named “Kisses in the Nederends” written originally in 1987 by Epeli Hau'ofa, 

a distinguished Tongan anthropologist. The story describes the Pacific island’s culture, traditions, 

characters, historical struggles, pluralistic society, and their beliefs heartwarmingly, ironically, and full of 

humor. The story is about an island man named Oilei, who has got serious hemorrhoids and his struggle to 

cure his nasty condition. Through the processes and challenges of overcoming his hemorrhoids, Hau'ofa 

describes a typical island society where a mixture of traditional ways and Western colonial influence 

coexists. This complicated society as well as a conflict between traditional and indigenous treatment and 

Western medical care confused Oilei and furthered his suffering.  

  The opening sentences of this concluding chapter which is from Hau'ofa’s book describe a 

moment which Western medical doctors acknowledge a traditional way. This story does not mention that 

poor people should use a service for poor, but that a modern method is not always universal and available 

options for everyone. Regardless of classes and incomes, people can choose their own solutions among 

diverse options including Modern Western ways and traditional ways in a society where such diverse 

options coexist. This situation can also guarantee people’s rights for access to service, and the same context 

applies to the judicial system and the right of access to justice.  
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 This concluding chapter aims to reconsider the pathways of project designing method for 

enhancing the right of access to justice for local people and the role of project design in development 

assistance context. Based on analysis of cases in Solomon Islands by Australia, this chapter explains 

difficulties of respecting the social context in the implementation process of development assistance, 

especially in fragile states such as SIDS. From the viewpoint of people’s basic human rights, this 

concluding chapter will also state some required efforts for donors, including considerations and 

compromises. Then the conclusion will try to deliver a message especially for law and justice practitioners 

as a suggested recipe for success on law and justice assistance for access to justice. Lastly, this chapter will 

highlight limitations and possible future research on law and justice assistance and future reflections of 

RAMSI and past related aid programs. 

 

7.2 Rethinking The Paradox of Aid in Project Implementation 

 This section is going to explain the suggestions which this research draw through exploring the 

empirical cases. Then this section turns back to the main research question of this thesis to answer, “how 

donor organization should deal with social constants to design and implement the law and justice 

assistance for enhancing the right of access to justice in fragile states.”  

 

7.2.1 Why Aid Program Is Still Failed? 

Under pluralistic legal society in the world, there are still no principles or primary ways to 

implement aid project successfully. The project always can be failed. Therefore donors might be not only 

aiming to be a success but better to make an effort for avoiding going to the dead-end of the situation as a 

flipside. Based on lessons learned from the series of cases of law and justice assistance in Solomon Islands, 

this subsection will point out two major crucial difficulties for project implementation.  

Firstly, to find alternatives to project focus are always critical under limited resources. In the field of 

development aid, mingled interests of stakeholders always exist. Also, the goal of law and justice 
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assistance does not always become a unification of law globally but respond to diverse demands 

individually. Under such a circumstance, donors have to take responsibility for determination of target for 

the recipient. The issue is also related to the gap between theory and practice of the rule of law assistance. 

Diversification of legal system and the approach of law and justice assistance are required to consider by 

individual case. The theory is not always applicable to the practice. In this space, there is a necessity to 

consider not only rule of law in theory but also the rule of law in practice, which is how to promote the rule 

of law and guarantee the human rights of each local context, and the method of law and justice assistance.  

The other difficulty is to capture the social context properly and reflect it on the project design. In 

Solomon Islands case, the causes of fragility are quite complex, and the factor of vulnerability should be 

understood based on forward-looking perspective. Thus the current situation of Solomon Islands is evident 

that aid effects work differently, even among fragile states. RAMSI and SIJP’s approach functioned very 

well to post-conflict context, but on the contrary, made the situation of access to justice worse. Since legal 

system is related to the society, the situation was critical to deciphering potential risk factors from fragile 

context. However, the state vulnerability does not always influence the society negatively. The important 

thing is that absolutely the appropriate way of approach and project design, with due consideration of 

social constant itself and the fact how vulnerability is caused and exist in the society. 

Further, overall of the scheme and condition of states also influence upon the project result. For 

example, Melanesian countries where consists of a pluralistic society, are hard to approach in this context, 

and tailor-made style is essential not only for a state but each community. The important thing is not just 

going forward, but sometimes going to backways, in order to achieve development in a better way for local 

people, with a forward-looking view. This is also related to the fundamental principle of ODA which 

means, what is ODA, what is the objective, and what are potential influences to achieve goals. If donors 

and recipients aim to achieve a certain goal through ODA, philosophy, approach, and legitimacy of ODA 

should be changed by what is the real demand for the end-users.  
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7.2.2 Suggested Recipe for Designers on Law and Justice Assistance 

Anderson’s "Do No Harm" Framework has given a significant implication for evaluation of the 

social impact of aid and reevaluation model flow for project approach in a conflict state. This framework 

has great applicability for further fragile states context. However, project implementation process requires 

more complicated factors to consider for achieving aid effectiveness, such as determination, proper design, 

and structure and environment of aid providers. Therefore, donors need a supplement framework for a 

reinterpretation of social impact in the tangible area of activities. From this point of view, substantive 

conditions of existing access to justice system should be considered for reflection to an implementation 

framework.  

The answer to the main research question is that donors should consider and monitor social 

constants as an inevitable risk factor based on forward-looking perspective for aid effectiveness and aid 

impact, from the initial stage of project design. In access to justice context, donors should clarify a route of 

access both internally and externally. Donors also need to understand physical and mental distance among 

local people toward justice service and legislation in the states. These donor’s efforts will be able to make 

accessible justice system adequately for people in the fragile situation.  

Law and justice assistance, which is an encouragement to change the legislation system in a 

recipient state, may exert a significant degree of influence over the society. Especially alternative resources, 

which can provide response to the social changes, are limited in fragile states. For example, there is a SIDS 

where people on a remote island usually are using the traditional justice system to solve their dispute. If 

external assistance introduced new justice system and abolished the traditional system, people cannot 

easily access to judicial service in a capital city, due to their limited resources and distance. From this point 

of view, the external social impact becomes huge and even may encompass fatal situations in the remote 

area. Therefore, the approach and the method of project design affect the outcomes and results in the 

recipient society, after the implementation of the law and justice assistance.  
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(Table 6: Assessment Matrix of Law and Justice Assistance for Access to Justice) 

 

(Source: Developed by Author) 

 

How can we avoid a negative impact for a right of access to justice by law and justice assistance? 

Table 6 shows one suggested model framework to map and assess a situation of access to justice including 

a route to justice for local people, to avoid negative impact. This model framework offers an assessment 

matrix which gives a suggestion for project target and potential risks for people’s access to justice in law 

and justice assistance, based on the social context of the state. Also, this framework refers to access to 

justice as an issue. Under the comprehensive law and justice assistance like RAMSI, access to justice 

becomes a specific issue or area of the target. According to PDM Pro Guide, the issue control process is 

closely related to project monitoring, evaluation and control activities. The process should include 

establishing and tracking a plan for getting issues resolved. The most important control tool is also the 

issues log, which summarizes the issues, describes their current status and identifies who is responsible for 
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addressing the issue.529 This base matrix itself is simplified for making easier handover and coherence for 

donor side and donors can utilize for any stage of development assistance as well as conditions of a 

recipient state. Also, this matrix is designed based on three elements of access to justice, characteristics of 

law and justice assistance, and potential project transition. 

 

(Table 7: Simulation of Access to Justice Mapping for Law and Justice Assistance in the island of Tipota) 

 

(Source: Developed by Author) 

 

Table 7 is a simulation of an imaginary island state using this matrix; the state is based on the 

island of Tipota in the Pacific region from Kisses in the Nederends where the main character Oilei lives.530 

The simulation supposes a law and justice assistance project that will be implemented in the island of 

Tipota and is pre-research for an upcoming technical assistance project. Likewise, in SIDS, such as the 

                                                   
529 Project Management for Non-Governmental Organizations, PM4NGO. Project Management for 

Development Professionals Guide (PMD Pro Guide). 1st ed. Ver. 1.9. PM4NGOs, 2017. 58-60. 

530 Hau'ofa, Epeli. Kisses in the Nederends, Paperback ed. (Hawai`i, The United States of America: University 

of Hawai'i Press, 1995). 1-5. 
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island of Tipota, which has limited resources and a pluralistic legal system, effectiveness and sustainability 

of development assistance become critical. In the process of project design, the donor should notice that 

there are diverse options and maps for the suitable justice system in the society and people, which includes 

not only formal and informal system but also a liaison system between the formal court and informal. The 

simulation can give insights into the direction of law and justice assistance and potential risks. 

From this perspective, the way of ensuring the access route to justice becomes a significant key to 

guarantee the rights of access to justice. Needless to say, capacity development of the legislation system in 

the country is essential. However, independence of the legislation as a state is not necessary in some cases 

in fragile states including SIDS context. The important things are how the legislation system surely 

guarantees the access route to reliable justice system, without regard to inside or outside of the country. 

Under such a circumstance, people must not feel any physical and mental obstacles for the justice system. 

To understand these real situations of a recipient state, application of project management method in 

development assistance would be valuable to work as a guidepost for achieving real aid effectiveness for 

people. 

  

7.3 Limitations and Future Research 

This thesis examines only one series of case studies of law and justice assistance. Therefore, it might 

be difficult to generalize the lessons learned to all forms of law and justice assistance in post-conflict states. 

RAMSI and SIJP is quite a unique case of a comprehensive approach to law and justice system in one 

single country; however, to undertake detailed research into each case is necessary, due to the pluralistic 

legal culture and social context of recipient countries. This research hopes that this empirical analysis for 

the method of project management gives useful insight for future aid practitioners on law and justice 

assistance. And as future agenda for this perspective, the author will utilize this case analysis for further 

comparative research with other law and justice assistance cases in similar context, including access to 

justice and fragile states including SIDS.  
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This research mainly focuses on the donor’s perspective, and less on the recipients’ viewpoints, 

especially in remote areas. In Melanesian states including Solomon Islands, the coexistence of Western 

legal system and traditional justice system is a critical issue in their society. This research mainly followed 

RAMSI and SIJP and how they were implemented and did not focus on the individual influence of local 

people at each community level in Solomon Islands. Under legal pluralism, local people’s reaction and 

impact are possibly different in accordance with each community and their customs. This research, 

however, could not cover such an individual impact. This research also did not touch upon the 

establishment of informal justice system under pluralistic legal society, and consideration toward a way of 

coexistence of legal systems. Future research should focus on better understanding the recipient’s voice 

toward their informal legal systems and influences of law and justice assistance. 

RAMSI and SIJP finalized in July 2017, and law and justice assistance in Solomon Islands have 

entered into a new phase under Australia’s long-term commitment since then. Field research data in this 

thesis also presented a lacked or biased local capacity in judicial institutions for access to justice. In this 

context, RAMSI’s goal was achieved by halves, and still far from self-reliance. Therefore, what happens 

next has been a critical issue for Solomon Islanders after the full-withdrawal of RAMSI. After 2017, the 

Australian law and justice assistance will again transition to a new bilateral project under the new structure, 

in which the Attorney General’s Department will be engaged as one of the major bodies responsible for 

implementation. 531 Australian law and justice assistance to Solomon Islands also will continue, and their 

long-term aid may strongly affect the relationship between the two countries. RAMSI’s farewell probably 

was not just an end but brought new start-line for relationships on the dependency between stakeholders of 

the aid program. 

Without RAMSI, Solomon Islanders may face a potential risk to return to the Tension period again. 

Thus, external intervention to Solomon Islands will continue. However, by a stage of development, issues 

for Solomon Islands have been changing. In the current Solomon Islands, people are facing new social 

                                                   
531 Interviewee AG6, Interview by author. Personal interview. Canberra, October 6, 2016. 
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problems such as drug, urbanization, infrastructure, natural resources, and labor market, which were 

caused by long-term centralization in Honiara as a negative impact of RAMSI. 

Another significant change of aid environment since 2003 is emerging new global donors for not only 

Solomon Islands but for the whole Pacific region. Especially China as a donor has blazed onto a stage of 

aid diplomacy in the Pacific region. China’s aid budget, as well as influence, have even been close to the 

leading donor of the Pacific region, Australia.532 In this context, inter-donor coordination becomes more 

significant. In fact, new issues of development after RAMSI has been another battle field among donors, 

and new problems among donors have already caused. Undersea Cable project by the Chinese contractor is 

one of the controversial cases regarding infrastructure in Honiara, which has been caused from foreign aid 

and investment in Solomon Islands as a new issue with a rising donor after RAMSI.533  

In law and justice assistance context, not only the Australian government but the New Zealand 

government will also play a significant role especially in the field of community justice and community 

policing in the remote area. While Australia continues to work on judicial institutions mainly in Honiara, 

NZ will be able to make use of their project experiences regarding local and community level justice 

system. After the withdrawal of RAMSI, donors will be diverse, and current power balance and structure 

of role among donors in Solomon Islands have been changed drastically. This new environment of aid 

project can make realize a finely tuned response to the recipient’s demand. However, the inter-donor 

dialogue will be essential to achieve aid effectiveness. 

In this journey toward a comprehensive understanding of the proper method of designing law and 

justice assistance, the process of restoring justice in a post-conflict society and roles of development 

assistance become significance to examine external aid impact. In the context of the current development 

                                                   
532 Flitton, Daniel. "China's aid splurge in the Pacific." The Sydney Morning Herald, March 4, 2015. Accessed 

April 20, 2018. http://www.smh.com.au/world/chinas-aid-splurge-in-the-pacific-20150304-13unn3.html. 

533 Pacific Islands Report, Editorial Team. "Undersea Cable From Australia To Solomon Islands In Limbo Over 

Chinese Contractor." Pacific Islands Report, July 25, 2017. Accessed April 20, 2018. 

http://www.pireport.org/articles/2017/07/25/undersea-cable-australia-solomon-islands-limbo-over-chinese-contr

actor. 
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assistance situation under SDGs, in line with the growing importance of the concept of the rule of law and 

access to justice, global demands on law and justice assistance will increase. Donors will have to engage in 

more consideration of effective methods for project management in international development assistance. 

In this context, the Australian challenge provides lessons not only for the Solomon Islands but also more 

broadly for global law and justice assistance in post-conflict societies. 

 

7.4 Conclusion: Small but Mighty 

This concluding chapter offered reflections on what approach on project design for law and justice 

assistance may entail for law and justice practitioners, project managers and scholars on law and justice 

assistance, as a suggested recipe for success. To receive foreign aid is essential for fragile states, including 

post-conflict states and SIDS. However, the impact on the society is the box of Pandora which contains 

risk for reversion and hope for development. In this context, therefore, the conclusion states that proper 

project management method can be a guidepost for aid effectiveness as well as to guarantee the basic 

human rights for local people in law and justice assistance context.  

Lastly, Mary B Anderson describes significant actions to understand further and develop a role of 

outsider aid providers in her book in 1999 that “we must continue to explore and learn how best to play the 

outsider role. ----- How this is best done in each setting, by different kinds of aid and different aid workers, 

requires further experience and reflections.”534 More or less, international aid works as a gift between a 

donor and a recipient. As a responsibility of aid donors, external aid providers should confront the issue 

that how they can contribute as long as they engage in development assistance. Ultimately, the ideal world 

must be the world without international aid, which has no inequality, bias, poverty, and conflict. Until that 

day, international aid practitioners and academia should continue to accumulate our daily research and 

reflections. Each our research efforts might be still small to contribute, but people’s dignity which will 

                                                   
534 Anderson, Mary B. Do No Harm: How Aid Can Support Peace-Or War (Colorado, The United States of 

America: Lynne Rienner Pub, 1999). 147. 
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enjoy law and justice assistance in a recipient country is mighty. Even if the target society is a fragile state 

such as a Small Island Developing State, regardless donors and recipients, equally people’s dignity is 

mighty. Donors should never forget the fact. Such small efforts and passions can build up better aid and 

future in the world. 
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Appendix 1: Map of Oceania 
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Appendix 2: Map of Solomon Islands 
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Appendix 3: List of RAMSI Special Coordinators 

Special Coordinators (Australia) 

Nick Warner July 2003 – August 2004 

James Batley August 2004 – November 2006 

Tim George November 2006 – December 2008 

Graeme Wilson January 2009 – April 2011 

Nicholas Coppel March 2011 – October 2013 

Justine Braithwaite November 2013 – December 2015 

Quinton Devlin December 2015 – July 2017 

 

 

Deputy Special Coordinators (New Zealand) 

Paul Ash 2005-2007 

Jonathan Austin 2007-2009 

Justin Fepuleal 2009-2011 

Mary Thurston 2011-2012 

Wayne Higgens 2012-2013 

Richard Griffith 2013-2015 

Alex Cameron 2015-2017 

 

 

Assistant Special Coordinators (Fiji) 

Sekove Naqiolevu 2003-2005 

Mataiasi Masi Lomaloma 2005-2017 
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Appendix 4: List of interviewees 

During my fieldwork in Australia, Solomon Islands and Niue, I conducted a total of 31 

semi-structured interviews, listed in the following tables. Most of participants were promised 

confidentiality. For this reason, I only list their general position, the general location of the interview, and 

the date of the interview, with an identifying code.  

 

 Code Position Interview date 

The Australian Government (Canberra, Australia) 

1 AG1 The Australian Government, Department of Foreign Affairs 

and Trade 

19 August 2015 

2 AG2 The Australian Government, Department of Foreign Affairs 

and Trade 

25 August 2016 

3 AG3 The Australian Government, Department of Foreign Affairs 

and Trade 

25 August 2016 

4 AG4 Former Special Coordinator of RAMSI 25 August 2015 

5 AG5 Former RAMSI Law and Justice Program Director 29 August 2016 

6 AG6 Attorney General’s Department 6 October 2016 

7 AG7 Australia Parliament House Library 15 September 2016 

20 October 2016 

Experts (Canberra, Australia) 

8 AE1 Expert, The Australian National University 18 August 2015 

9 AE2 University of South Pacific 20 September 2016 

10 AE3 Solomon Islander, Former the SIG member 15 September 2016 

11 AE4 Former Legal Expert of the World Bank 28 August 2015 

4 November 2016 

12 AE5 Former RAMSI expert, The Australian National University 19 August 2016 

22 September 2016 

13 AE6 Solomon Islander, The Australian National University 7 October 2016 

14 AE7 Solomon Islander, The Australian National University 7 October 2016 

Experts and International Aid Agency (Honiara, Solomon Islands) 

15 SI1 Embassy of Japan in Solomon Islands 4 November 2016 

16 SI2 The World Bank, Solomon Islands Office 4 November 2016 

17 SI3 Expert, University of Hawaii 6 November 2016 

18 SI4 Court Co-ordination Adviser, SIJP 7 November 2016 

19 SI5 Consultant of SIG on Anti-Corruption Project 7 November 2016 
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20 SI6 UNDP Solomon Islands  8 November 2016 

Civil Society (Honiara, Solomon Islands) 

21 SC1 Owner of the guest house 4 November 2016 

22 SC2 Lady from West-Malaita, a cleaning staff of the guest hotel 

in Honiara, single-mother of two kids 

4 November 2016 

23 SC3 Local staff of a hotel 6 November 2016 

24 SC4 Former Fijian military and current business owner of a 

company in Honiara 

6 November 2016 

25 SC5 Local private Lawyer 7 November 2016 

26 SC6 Public Solicitor of Solomon Islands 8 November 2016 

27 SC7 Small business owner from Malaita province 8 November 2016 

Legal Expert and Practitioners (Alofi, Niue) 

28 NU1 Chief of Department of Justice 13 July 2016 

29 NU2 Former prosecutor ,Pro-bono Lawyer of Niue 14 July 2016 

30 NU3 Staff of Department of Justice 18 July 2016 

31 NU4 Local Private Lawyer 18 July 2016 
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Appendix 5: Scenes of Honiara (November 2016) 

 

   

Left: The Magistrate Court of Solomon Islands, Right: The High Court & The Court of Appeal in Honiara 

 

        

Left: Building of public solicitor’s office / Right: Entrance of public solicitor’s office 

 

 

Renovated the Pacific Casino Hotel, November 2016 

(Photo credit by the author) 

 


